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Dear Mrs. McPhail: 

This refers to your Access to Information Act request of July 11 , 2017, for Policies, guidelines, 
directives, as well as briefing notes and memoranda to or from either the Director of CSIS 
or the Minister of Public Safety [ ... ] Documents dating from January 1, 2013 to present. 
(2017-07-11), received on July 11 , 2017. 

Enclosed please find a copy ofthe releasable material pertaining to the subject of your request. 
Portions of the material have been exempted from disclosure by virtue of one or more of sections 
15(1) (as it relates to the efforts of Canada towards detecting, preventing or suppressing 
subversive or hostile activities), 15(1) ( ... defence of Canada), 16(1)(b), 16(1)(c), 23 and/or 24(1) 
of the Act. 

In accordance with the Treasury Board of Canada Secretariat Directive on the Access to 
Information Act, I am enclosing a copy of the Duty to Assist Principles for your convenience. 

Please be advised that you are entitled to file a complaint to the Information Commissioner 
concerning the processing of your request within sixty days of the receipt of this notice. In the 
event you deci to avail yourself of this right, your notice of complaint should be addressed to: 
Information ommissioner of Canada, 30 Victoria Street, Gatineau, Quebec, KIA IH3. 

Attachments 

P.O. Box 9732, Station 'T', Ottawa, Ontario KI G 4G4 C.P. 9732, Succursale "I", Ottawa (Ontario) KI G 4G4 
Tel: (61 3) 23 1-0107 1-877-995-9903 Fax: (6 13)842-1 271 
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INQUIRY OF MINISTRY 
DEMANDE DE RENSEIGNEMENT AU GOUVERNEMENT 
PREPARE IN ENGLISH AND FRENCH MARKING "ORIGINAL TEXT" OR "TRANSLATION" 

PREPARER EN ANGLAIS ET EN FRAN<;:AIS EN INDIQUANT "TEXTE ORIGINAL" OU "TRADUCTION" 

QUESTION NO.INO DE LA QUESTION BY I DE 
0-9422 Mr. Dube Beloeil-Chambl 

The Honourable Ralph Goodale, P.C., M.P. 

QUESTION 

PRINT NAME OF SIGNATORY 
INSCRIRE LE NOM DU SIGNATAIRE 

DATE 
March 22, 2017 

Reply by the Minister of Public Safety and Emergency Preparedness 
Reponse du Ministre de la Securite publique et de la Protection civile 

SIGNATURE 
MINISTER OR PARLIAMENTARY SECRETARY 
MINI STRE OU SECRETAIRE PARLEMENTAIRE 

With respect to the acquisition and retention of data, including associated data, metadata, bulk data, or any other kind of data by 
the Canadian Security Intelligence Service (CSIS): (a) how many internal data repositories does CSIS have access to; (b) what 
are the different kinds of internal data repository to which CSIS has access; (c) are there any data repositories that have been 
accessed by CSIS, whether internal or external, that are housed within servers that do not belong to CSIS; (d) what is the 
difference, according to CSIS, between the terms "associated data" and "metadata"; (e) what is the exhaustive list of 
organizations with which CSIS shares information, including bulk data, metadata, associated data and any other data to which 
CSIS has access; (f) what is the exhaustive list of organizations, including telecommunications companies, financial institutions, 
government departments, and other organizations, with which CSIS communicates for purposes other than the sharing of 
information; - See full text of the question attached. 
REPLY I 

Canadian Security Intelligence Service (CSIS) 

ORIGINAL TEXT 
TEXTE ORIGINAL 

TRANSLATION D 
TRADUCTION 

(a)-(c) CSIS's mandate is to investigate and to inform the government of threats to the security of 
Canada, which are defined in section 2 of the CS/S Act. In order to fulfill this mandate, CSIS 
is authorized in section 12, to collect, to the extent strictly necessary, and analyze and retain 
information on activities suspected of constituting a threat to the security of Canada. CSIS' 
collection and retention activities are further subject to robust internal policies and 
procedures. 

Due to the classified nature of its work, CSIS is limited in the amount of detail it can 
publically disclose as it relates to the different types of information it collects, analyzes and 
retains. It must be noted though that the Security Intelligence Review Committee (SIRC) has 
the authority to review all material held by CSIS, with the exception of documents classified 
as Cabinet Confidence. Further, the Office of the Privacy Commissioner (OPC) has been 
briefed on the CSIS' collection, retention, and analysis of associated data prior to and 
following the Federal Court's decision. CSIS continues to engage and cooperate with the 
OPC on this matter. 



(d) Associated data and metadata are synonymous. They both refer to the context , not the 
content of a communication . CSIS has used the term associated data to refer to metadata 
associated to a communication intercepted pursuant to a warrant. 

(e)(f) For clarification, CSIS uses the term 'datasets' when referencing data SIRC has referred to 
as 'bulk data.' It is also worth noting that, in response to SIRC's report regarding the 
Operational Data Analytics Center's (ODAC) non-warranted collection of datasets, CSIS 
implemented a robust policy framework, which ensures that the "strictly necessary" 
threshold and privacy considerations are assessed in each case . 

Any cooperation with foreign and domestic government partners must be conducted in 
accordance with the provisions in the CSIS Act, which includes the requirement to seek 
authorization from the Minister of Public Safety and Emergency Preparedness and, in the 
case of foreign arrangements, consultation with the Minister of Foreign Affairs. As part of 
this cooperation, CSIS may share information with these partners, however, it is important to 
note that CSIS does not share raw associated data with foreign or domestic partners; rather, 
assessment products which are only determined to be related to a threat . 

CSIS' relationships with its foreign partners are classified and not publicly identified. To do 
so could hamper its ability to liaise with such agencies in order to obtain security intelligence 
information relevant to the national security of Canada and Canadian interests. This said, 
CSIS can state that it has more than 300 foreign relationships with some 150 countries. 

CSIS regularly cooperates with domestic government partners and has arrangements with 
16 federal government departments, including the Canada Border Services Agency, the 
Canada Revenue Agency, the Canadian Armed Forces, the Canadian Food Inspection 
Agency, the Canadian Nuclear Safety Commission, the Communications Security 
Establishment, the Department of Finance, the Department of Health , the Department of 
National Defence, the Department of Public Safety and Emergency Preparedness, the 
Department of Transport, the Financial Transactions and Reports Analysis Centre of 
Canada, the Department of Foreign Affairs, Trade and Development, The Department of 
Immigration, Refugees, and Citizenship, the Public Health Agency of Canada, and the 
Royal Canadian Mounted Police. In addition , CSIS has arrangements with all provinces, as 
well as the Yukon and Northwest Territories. 

As it relates to cooperation with non-governmental organizations, including the private 
sector, any cooperation must adhere to the requirements of the CSIS Act. When CSIS is in 
possession of a Federal Court warrant, it may rely in part on the cooperation of the private 
sector to bring effect to the warranted collection . Nonetheless, details regarding cooperation 
with the private sector related to operational activity remains classified. 

(g) (h) Ministers of Public Safety have, through various means, including section 33 and section 
6(4) reports, been informed of CSIS' data analysis program since its creation . It must be 
noted that , in 2006, the Minister of Public Safety and Emergency Preparedness was briefed , 
via memo, on the creation of this program (ODAC). CSIS also provided a verbal, in-house 
briefing on ODAC to the Minister of Public Safety in 2010. 

On September 19, 2016, the Minister of Public Safety and Emergency Preparedness was 
briefed via memo on the SIRC 2015-2016 Annual Report and key outcomes of SIRC's 



(i)O)(k) 

review, which included a review of bulk datasets as referred to by SIRC. 

Given its mandate and specific operational requirements, C$IS does not publically disclose 
details related to operational activity. To do so would compromise the integrity of CSIS 
investigations and jeopardize its ability to fulfill the mandate ascribed by Parljament. 

It must however be noted that CSIS has shared a list of its operational datasets currently 
used by ODAC to support data analytics with the OPC as well as SIRC to inform their 
respective classified reviews. Additionally, all data collection and retention practices are 
subject to robust internal policies and procedures informed by Ministerial Direction, relevant 
Canadian legislation, and decisions of the Courts. 

(I) Given its mandate and specific operational requirements, CSIS does not publically disclose 
details related to operational activity, including numerical breakdowns of its warranted 
collection. However, it is important to note that in pursuit of its mandate, CSIS employs a 
variety of warranted and non-warranted methods of collecting information in accordance 
with the law. 

(m)-(p) 
As previously mentioned, when in possession of a Federal Court warrant, CSIS may 
cooperate with other public or private sector entities in order to bring effect to the warranted 
collection. Each interaction is governed by the CSIS Act, related Ministerial Direction and is 
subject to strict policies and guidelines. Pursuant to Section 21 of the CSIS Act, it may apply 
for a warrant when intrusive methods are required to investigate a threat to the security of 
Canada. These applications may only be submitted after receiving approval from the 
Minister of Public Safety and Emergency Preparedness. However, given its mandate and 
specific operational requirements, CSIS does not publically disclose details related to 
operational activity. 

(q) Details regarding investigations undertaken in accordance with the CSIS Act remain 
classified and cannot be disclosed in a public forum. This said, data analytic programs are 
essential to support modern intelligence investigations; indeed, virtually all Western 
intelligence services have developed advanced data analytic capabilities to identify patterns 
of movement, communications, behaviours, links, and significant trends that are otherwise 
unidentifiable. The Service's use of data analytics is in accordance with the law and is 
subject to review by SIRC and the OPC. 

(r)-(t) CSIS is unable to disclose specific details of its data analytics programs as this information 
is classified . However, since 2015, CSIS has provided SIRC a list of datasets ODAC uses to 
support data analytics. The Service has agreed to update this information on an annual 
basis, and CSIS will continue to do so in order to support transparency without 
compromising its role in investigating threats to the security of Canada. 

(u) The SMART data collection methodology is a project management framework used to 
identify critical acquisition issues and develop a framework for obtaining datasets. SMART is 
a methodology that is commonly used within the business community. It must be noted that 
CSIS' activities, including its collection of data, are undertaken in a manner that is consistent 
with the CSIS Act, relevant Canadian legislation, as well as internal policies and procedures. 
CSIS has also implemented a policy framework which ensures that the 'strictly necessary' 
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threshold and privacy considerations are assessed in each case . 

(v) When required and with the approval of the Minister of Public Safety and Emergency 
Preparedness, CSIS may make an application to the Federal Court to obtain warrants 
against subjects of investigation. These warrants, which are granted by the Federal Court, 
authorize the use of specific investigative techniques in accordance with conditions 
identified by the Court, as appropriate , and may include the interception of communications. 
When CSIS intercepts communications, it obtains the content, as well as the associated 
data linked with that communication. Separately, CSIS may collect datasets under the 
authority of the CSIS Act. CSIS maintains robust internal policies and procedures developed 
in accordance with all legislative requirements as well as those outlined in relevant 
Ministerial Direction. 

(w)(x) CSIS is constantly reviewing its internal policies and practices to ensure its activities are 
undertaken in accordance with legislative requirements, including the requirements of the 
CSIS Act. Specifically, following the October 4, 2016, Federal Court decision, CSIS halted 
internal use and analysis of associated data obtained via warranted collection of 
communications to assess the impact of the decision and determine a way forward that 
complies with the Court's ruling . As of March 2017, CSIS implemented new retention 
practices for associated data collected under warrant to comply with the Court's ruling. 

This will enable ODAC to recommence its analysis of newly acquired associated data in 
accordance with the Court's decision. To be clear, where it is determined that the 
associated data is not of use to an investigation, it will be destroyed in accordance with the 
timeframes established by the Court. ODAC's historical metadata holdings remain fenced 
off and unavailable for use, until a final decision regarding their disposition is made. 

With regards to the Federal Court's decision, it is important to note that all associated data 
was collected legally via warrant. The Federal Court's key concern related to CSIS' retention 
of non-threat-related associated data linked to third party communications. The Court 
determined that CSIS' retention of associated data linked to third party communications 
found to be unrelated to threats or of no use to an investigation, prosecution, national 
defence or international affairs, was not compliant with the CSIS Act. 

Further, in response to SIRC's report regarding ODAC's non-warranted collection of 
datasets, CSIS implemented a robust policy framework, to ensure that the 'strictly 
necessary' threshold and privacy considerations are assessed. 

(y) The Service's internal policies and practices are classified, however, CSIS can confirm 
that it initiated a review of the business and technical systems used for the collection , 
retention or destruction of information acquired pursuant to a warrant to identify and address 
any gaps. As a result CSIS is updating relevant policies and procedures and establishing 
the requisite governance systems to ensure ongoing compliance. 
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Q-9422 
- March 22, 2017 - Mr. Dub6 (Beloeil-Chambly) - With respect to the acquisition and retention of data, including 

associated data, metadata, bulk data, or any other kind of data by the Canadian Security Intelligence Service (CSIS) : (a) how many 
internal data repositories does CSIS have access to; (b) what are the different kinds of internal data repository to which CSIS has 
access; (c) are there any data repositories that have been accessed by CSIS, whether internal or external, that are housed within 
servers that do not belong to CSIS; (d) what is the difference, according to CSIS, between the terms "associated data" and 
"metadata"; (e) what is the exhaustive list of organizations with which CSIS shares information, including bulk data, metadata, 
associated data and any other data to which CSIS has access; if) what is the exhaustive list of organizations, including 
telecommunications companies, financial institutions, government departments, and other organizations, with which CSIS 
communicates for purposes other than the sharing of information; (g) when were Cabinet Ministers informed of CSIS' s collection 
of bulk data, and with relation to their notification, (i) who were those Ministers, (ii) what were the forms of communication 
through which they were informed, (iii) what were the dates on which each Minister was informed, starting from January 1, 2006, 
until December 31 , 2016, inclusively; (h) when were Cabinet Ministers informed ofthe methodologies employed by CSIS for the 
purpose of the collection of bulk data, (i) who were those Ministers, (ii) what were the forms of communication through which 
they were informed, (iii) what were the dates on which each Minister was informed, starting from November 4, 2015, until the 
present time; (i) with respect to the bulk data that CSIS has collected or otherwise has or has had access to, does it include (i) 
communications metadata, (ii) travel information, (iii) passport data, (iv) law enforcement wiretaps, (v) arrest records, (vi) 
fmancial transactions, (vii) information collected from social media, (viii) medical data, (ix) other kinds of bulk data that CSIS 
have access to; CJ) what are the descriptions of all the different methods through which this bulk data is collected; (k) what is the 
exhaustive list of sources of bulk data that CSIS has access to, and how many times were bulk data collected starting from January 
1, 2006, until December 31 , 2016, inclusively; (f) how many judicial warrants were given to CSIS for the purpose of acquisition of 
bulk data starting from January 1, 2006, until December 31, 2016, inclusively, and when were these warrants received by CSIS; 
(m) how many (i) telecommunications companies, (ii) financial institutions, (iii) medical institutions, (iv) airports, (v) other 
companies, were compelled or requested to provide access to bulk data, associated data, metadata or any other kind of data to 
CSIS; (n) what are the kinds of leverage that CSIS employs in order to request or compel the acquisition of data from external data 
suppliers, (i) how many judicial warrants were obtained by CSIS for the collection of such data from private entities, (ii) has CSIS 
ever collected or had access to any such data without obtaining judicial warrants beforehand; (0) how many government 
departments or agencies were compelled or requested to (i) transfer bulk data, associated data, metadata or any other kind of data 
to CSIS, (ii) grant access to such data to CSIS, starting from January 1, 2006, until December 31, 2016, inclusively; (P ) how many 
judicial warrants were obtained by CSIS for the collection of such data from government departments or entities, and has CSIS 
ever collected or had access to any such data without obtaining judicial warrants beforehand; (q) how many investigations has the 
use of bulk data helped in during the period starting from January 1, 2006, until December 31 , 2016, inclusively, and how many 
individuals were the subjects of these investigations; (r) how many datasets or data repositories are housed within the Operational 
Data Analysis Centre, and how many of these, data sets or data repositories include bulk data; (s) how many datasets or data 
repositories are housed in internal CSIS servers; (t) what are the approximate percentages of (i) bulk data, (ii) associated data, (iii) 
metadata, (iv) any other data that are housed within the servers mentioned in (s); (u) what is the description ofthe SMART data 
collection methodology employed by CSIS, and what kinds of data does this methodology collect; (v) what are all the steps 
involved in obtaining validation of authority to collect any kind of data; (w) has all information collected by CSIS since November 
3, 2016, passed the "strictly necessary" test, as stipulated in Section 12(1) of the CSIS Act, (x) has all information retained by CSIS 
since November 3, 2016, passed the "strictly necessary" test, as stipulated in Section 12(1) of the CSIS Act, and (y) in light of the 
ruling by the Federal Court of Canada on the illegality of the retention of associated data by CSIS, delivered on November 3, 2016, 
what are the changes that CSIS has undertaken in order to ensure that the policies and practices of CSIS comply with the Court's 
ruling? 
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QUESTION 
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22 mars 2017 

Reply by the Minister of Public Safety and Emergency Preparedness 
Reponse du Ministre de la Securite publique et de la Protection civile 

SIGNATURE 
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MINISTRE OU SECRETAIRE PARLEMENTAIRE 

En ce qui concerne [' acquisition et la conservation des donnees, incluant les donnees connexes, les metadonnees, les donnees en 
vrac ou tout autre type de donnees, par Ie Service canadien du renseignement de securite (SCRS) : a) combien y a-t-il de banques 
de donnees internes auxquelles Ie SCRS a acces; b) quels sont les differents types de banques de donnees internes auxquelles Ie 
SCRS a acces; c) y a-t-il des banques de donnees, internes ou externes, que Ie SCRS a consultees et qui sont hebergees sur des 
serveurs n' appartenant pas au SCRS; d) selon Ie SCRS, queUe difference y a-t-il entre les expressions « donnees connexes » et « 
metadonnees »; e) quelle est la liste exhaustive d'organismes avec lesquels Ie SCRS echange de ['information, y compris des 
donnees en vrac, des metadonnees, des donnees connexes et tout autre type de donnees auquel il a acces;f) queUe est la liste 
exhaustive d'organismes, incluant les entreprises de telecommunications, les institutions fmancieres, les ministeres et autres 
organismes avec lesquels Ie SCRS communique autrement que pour echanger de [,information; - Voir ci-joint pour Ie texte 
complet de la question. 
REPLY I REPONSE 

Service canadien du renseignement de securite (SCRS) 

ORIGIN.AJ.. TEXT 
TEXTE ORIGIN.AJ.. D TRANSLATION 

TRADUCTION 

a)-c) Le SCRS a Ie mandat de faire enquete sur les menaces envers la securite du Canada, dont la 
definition figure a I'article 2 de la Loi sur Ie SCRS, et d'en informer Ie gouvernement. Pour 
remplir son mandat, il est autorise a l'article12, a recueillir, dans la mesure strictement 
necessaire, a analyser et a conserver des informations sur les activites dont il existe des 
motifs de soup90nner qu'elles constituent des menaces envers la securite du Canada . Des 
politiques et des procedures internes rigoureuses regissent les activites de collecte et de 
conservation du SCRS. 

En raison de la nature classifiee de ses activites, Ie SCRS ne peut pas divulguer pUbliquement 
beaucoup de details sur les differents types d'informations qu'il recueille , analyse et conserve. 
Notons que Ie Comite de surveillance des activites de renseignement de securite (CSARS) a 
Ie pouvoir d 'examiner tout document que Ie SCRS a en sa possession, exception faite des 
documents confidentiels du Cabinet. En outre, Ie Commissariat a la protection de la vie privee 
du Canada (CPVP) a ete informe des activites de collecte, de conservation et d'analyse des 
donnees conn exes avant que la Cour federale ait rendu sa decision et apres celle-ci. Le SCRS 
poursuit sa collaboration avec Ie C PVP en la matiere. 
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d) Les expressions « donnees conn exes )} et « metadonnees )} sont synonymes et renvoient aux 
informations relatives au contexte de la communication , pas a son contenu. Au SCRS, 
I'expression « donnees connexes )} designe les metadonnees liees a une communication 
interceptee en vertu d'un mandat. 

e)f) Precisons que Ie SCRS utilise Ie terme « ensembles de donnees)} pour designer ce que Ie 
CSARS appelle « donnees en vrac ». Soulignons en outre qu'a la suite du rapport du CSARS 
sur la collecte sans mandat d'ensembles de donnees par Ie Centre d'analyse des donnees 
operationnelles (CADO), Ie SCRS a mis en place un cadre strategique rigoureux qui lui permet 
de veiller a ce que Ie critere de la stricte necessite et les considerations relatives au respect de 
la vie privee soient evalues dans chaque cas. 

La cooperation avec des partenaires gouvernementaux au Canada et a I'etranger est 
assujettie a la Loi sur Ie SCRS, qui prevoit que Ie SCRS doit demander I'autorisation du 
ministre de la Securite publique et de la Protection civile et , lorsqu'il s'agit d'une entente avec 
un organisme etranger, consulter Ie ministre des Affaires etrangeres. Le SCRS peut 
communiquer des informations aux partenaires avec lesquels il collabore . Toutefois, il est 
important de noter qu'il ne communique aucune donnee connexe brute a des partenaires 
canadiens ou etrangers. Seuls les produits d'evaluations qui ont un lien avec une menace 
peuvent etre communiques. 

Les relations que Ie SCRS entretient avec ses partenaires etrangers sont classifiees et ne sont 
pas rendues publiques. En effet, cela pourrait nuire a la capacite du SCRS de collaborer avec 
ces services afin d'obtenir des renseignements utiles ayant trait a la securite du Canada et des 
interets canadiens. Cela dit, Ie SCRS entretient des relations avec plus de 300 organismes 
etrangers dans quelque 150 pays. 

Le SCRS coopere regulierement avec des partenaires gouvernementaux au Canada. II a 
conclu des ententes avec 16 ministeres et organismes federaux (l'Agence des services 
frontaliers du Canada, l'Agence du revenu du Canada , les Forces armees canadiennes, 
l'Agence canadienne d'inspection des aliments, la Commission canadienne de surete 
nucleaire, Ie Centre de la securite des telecommunications, Ie ministere des Finances, Ie 
ministere de la Sante, Ie ministere de la Defense nationale, Ie ministere de la Securite publique 
et de la Protection civile, Ie ministere des Transports, Ie Centre d'analyse des operations et 
declarations financieres du Canada, Ie ministere des Affaires etrangeres, du Commerce et du 
Developpement , Ie ministere de I'lmmigration, Refugies et Citoyennete, l'Agence de la sante 
publique du Canada et la Gendarmerie royale du Canada), avec to utes les provinces ainsi 
qu'avec Ie Yukon et les Territoires du Nord-Ouest. 

La cooperation avec des organismes non gouvernementaux, dont ceux du secteur prive, est 
assujettie aux dispositions de la Loi sur Ie SCRS. Le SCRS peut s'assurer, en partie, de la 
cooperation d'un organisme du secteur prive pour effectuer la collecte en vertu d'un mandat 
que lui a decerne la Cour federale. Toutefois, les details relatifs aux activites operationnelles 
menees en collaboration avec Ie secteur prive demeurent classifies. 

. .. /3 



g) h) Le SCRS a toujours informe Ie ministre de la Securite publique de son programme d'analyse 
des donnees depuis sa creation, a I'aide notamment des rapports prevus a I'article 33 et au 
I'article 6(4) de la Loi sur Ie SCRS. II convient de signaler qu'en 2006, un memoire portant sur 
la creation du CADO a ete envoye au ministre de la Securite publique. Le SCRS a egalement 
organise a son intention une seance d'information interne et de vive voix sur Ie CADO en 
2010. 

Le 19 septembre 2016, Ie SCRS a envoye au ministre de la Securite publique et de la 
Protection civile un memoire sur Ie rapport annuel de 2015-2016 du CSARS et les principaux 
resultats de I'etude du Comite. Ce memoire visa it a informer Ie ministre de la question des 
{( donnees en vrac », comme Ie CSARS les appelle . 

i)-k) Etant donne son mandat et ses besoins operationnels particuliers, Ie SCRS ne rend pas 
publics les details de ses activites operationnelles. II evite ainsi de compromettre I'integrite de 
ses enquetes et sa capacite de remplir Ie mandat que lui a confie Ie Parlement. 

Toutefois, il faut signaler que pour les aider dans leurs etudes classifiees respectives, Ie SCRS 
a communique au CPVP et au CSARS une liste des ensembles de donnees operationnelles 
utilises par Ie CADO dans Ie cadre de I'analytique des donnees. Par ailleurs, toutes les 
pratiques de collecte et de conservation des donnees sont regies par des politiques et des 
procedures internes rigoureuses qui s'appuient sur les instructions du ministre, les lois 
canadiennes pertinentes et les decisions des tribunaux. 

I) Etant donne son mandat et ses besoins operationnels particuliers, Ie SCRS ne rend pas 
publics les details de ses activites operation nelles, notamment la ventilation des informations 
recueillies en vertu de mandats. II importe de signaler toutefois que dans I'execution de son 
mandat, Ie SCRS a recours a diverses methodes de collecte d'informations avec ou sans 
mandat, toutes conformes a la legislation en vigueur. 

m)-p) Comme il a deja ete mentionne, une fois en possession d'un mandat decerne par la Cour 
federale, Ie SCRS peut collaborer avec d'autres organismes des secteurs public et prive pour 
exercer les pouvoirs prevus dans Ie mandat. Chaque relation est regie par la Loi sur Ie SCRS 
et les instructions du ministre connexes et est assujettie a des politiques et a des lignes 
directrices rigoureuses . Conformement a I'article 21 de la Loi sur Ie SCRS, Ie SCRS peut 
demander un mandat lorsque des methodes intrusives sont necessaires pour faire enquete sur 
une menace pour la securite du Canada . II doit obtenir I'approbation du ministre de la Securite 
publique et de la Protection civile avant de presenter une telle demande. Toutefois, etant 
donne son mandat et ses besoins operationnels particuliers, Ie SCRS ne rend pas publics les 
details de ses activites operationnelles. 

q) Les details des enquetes menees conformement a la Loi sur Ie SCRS demeurent classifies et 
ne peuvent etre rendus publics. Cela dit, les services de renseignement modernes ont 
absolument besoin de programmes d'analytique des donnees pour mener leurs enquetes. En 
fait, pratiquement tous les services de renseignement occidentaux ont mis au point de tels 
programmes de pointe pour reperer des modes de deplacement, de communication ou de 
comportement habituels, des liens et des tendances importantes qu'iI serait impossible de 
deceler autrement. Le Service utilise ces techniques conformement a la legislation et peut 
faire, ace sujet, I'objet d'une surveillance et de controles par Ie CSARS et Ie CPVP. 



r)-t) Le SCRS ne peut pas divulguer les details precis de ses programmes d'analytique des 
donnees parce que ces informations sont classifiees. Toutefois, depuis 2015, il fournit au 
CSARS une liste des ensembles de donnees dont se sert Ie CADO dans Ie cadre de 
I'analytique des donnees. Le SCRS s'est engage a mettre ces informations a jour tous les ans, 
et Ie SCRS continuera de Ie faire avec Ie plus de transparence possible, mais sans 
compromettre ses enquetes sur les menaces pour la securite du Canada. 

u) La methode de collecte de donnees intelligentes est un de gestion de projet utilise pour 
reperer les grands enjeux lies a I'acquisition et definir les parametres d'obtention des 
ensembles de donnees. Elle est employee couramment dans Ie milieu desaffaires. II convient 
de rappeler que Ie SCRS mene toutes ses activites, y compris ses activites de collecte de 
donnees, conformement a la Loi sur Ie SCRS, aux lois federales pertinentes et a ses politiques 
et procedures internes. Plus particulierement, cependant, Ie SCRS a mis en place un cadre 
strategique afin de veiller a ce que Ie critere de la mesure « strictement necessaire » et les 
considerations relatives au respect de la vie privee soient evalues dans chaque cas. 

v) Au besoin et avec I'approbation du ministre de la Securite publique et de la Protection civile, Ie 
SCRS peut presenter une demande a la Cour federale afin d'obtenir des mandats visant la 
cible d'une enquete. Ces mandats, qui sont accordes par la Cour federale, I'autorisent a 
employer des techniques d'enquete precises, ce qui peut comprendre I'interception de 
communications, conformement aux conditions definies par la Cour, s'il y a lieu. Lorsque Ie 
SCRS intercepte des communications, il en obtient Ie contenu ainsi que les donnees 
connexes. Par ailleurs, Ie SCRS peut recueillir des ensembles de donnees en vertu de la Loi 
sur Ie SCRS. Le SCRS s'est dote de politiques et procedures internes rigoureuses, conformes 
a toutes les exigences legislatives ainsi qu'aux instructions du ministre. 

w)x) Le Service reexamine constamment ses politiques et ses pratiques pour s'assurer de mener 
ses activites en toute conformite avec la legislation, en particulier la Loi sur Ie SCRS. Ainsi, a 
la suite de la decision de la Cour federale du 4 octobre 2016, Ie SCRS a mis fin a I'analyse et 
a I'utilisation interne des donnees conn exes obtenues en vertu de mandats d'interception de 
communications afin d'evaluer les repercussions de la decision et de determiner les mesures a 
prendre pour s'y conformer. En mars 2017, Ie Service a mis en ceuvre de nouvelles pratiques 
de conservation des donnees connexes collectees aux termes de mandats pour se conformer 
a la decision de la Cour. 

Cela va permettre au CADO de recommencer a analyser les donnees connexes nouvellement 
obtenues conformement a la decision de la Cour. Soyons clairs, lorsqu'il est determine que 
des donnees connexes ne peuvent pas servir dans Ie cadre d'une enquete , elles sont 
dorenavant detruites dans les delais fixes par la Cour. Les bases de metadonnees historiques 
du CADO demeureront toutefois interdites d'acces et ne pourront pas etre utilisees jusqu'a ce 
qu'une decision definitive soit prise concernant leur elimination. 

En ce qui a trait a la decision de la Cour federale, il est important de rappeler que toutes les 
donnees connexes avaient ete recueillies legalement en vertu de mandats. La Cour federale 
etait surtout preoccupee par la conservation de donnees connexes qui sont liees aux 
communications de tiers, mais qui n'ont pas trait a la menace. Elle a determine que Ie SCRS 
contrevenait a la Loi sur Ie SCRS en conservant des donnees connexes liees aux 
communications de tiers qui ne sont pas liees a des menaces et qui ne servent pas dans Ie 
cadre d'une enquete ou de poursuites ou qui ne concernent pas la conduite des affaires 
internationales ou la defense du Canada. 



De plus, a la suite du rapport du CSARS sur la collecte sans mandat d'ensembles de donnees 
par Ie CADO, Ie SCRS a mis en place un solide cadre strategique, afin de veiller a ce que Ie 
critere de la mesure « strictement necessaire » et les considerations relatives au respect de la 
vie privee soient evalues. 

y) Les politiques, les procedures et les pratiques du SCRS sont classifiees. Cela dit, Ie SCRS 
peut confirmer qu'il a entrepris un examen des systemes administratifs et techniques qui 
servent a la collecte de donnees aux termes de mandats, a leur conservation et a leur 
destruction et qu'il corrigera toute lacune a cet egard. Ainsi, les systemes de gouvernances 
necessaires pour assurer la conformite des activites sont mis en place. 



Q_9422 
- 22 mars 2017 - M. Dube (Beloeil-Charnbly) - En ce qui concerne I'acquisition et la conservation des donnees, incluant 

les donnees connexes, les metadonnees, les donnees en vrac ou tout autre type de donnees, par Ie Service canadien du renseignement 
de securite (SCRS) : a) combien y a-t-il de banques de donnees internes auxquelles Ie SCRS a acces; b) quels sont les differents types 
de banques de donnees internes auxquelles Ie SCRS a acces; c) y a-t-il des banques de donnees, internes ou externes, que Ie SCRS a 
consultees et qui sont hebergees sur des serveurs n'appartenant pas au SCRS; d) selon Ie SCRS, quelle difference y a-t-il entre les 
expressions « donnees connexes » et « metadonnees »; e) quelle est la liste exhaustive d'organismes avec lesquels Ie SCRS echange de 
I'information, y compris des donnees en vrac, des metadonnees, des donnees connexes et tout autre type de donnees auquel il a acces; 

1) quelle est la liste exhaustive d ' organismes, incluant les entreprises de telecommunications, les institutions fmancieres, les ministeres 
et autres organismes avec lesquels Ie SCRS communique autrement que pour echanger de I'information; g) quand les ministres du 
Cabinet ont-ils ete informes de la collecte de donnees en vrac par Ie SCRS, et liee a leur notification, (i) qui etaient ces ministres, (ii) 
par quels moyens de communication ont-ils ete informes, (iii) quelles sont les dates auxquelles chacun des ministres a ete informe, 
entre Ie 1 <r janvier 2006 et Ie 31 decembre 2016 inclusivement; h) quand les ministres du Cabinet ont-ils ete inforrnes des methodes 
utilisees par Ie SCRS pour recueillir des donnees en vrac, (i) qui etaient ces ministres, (ii) par quels moyens de communication ont-ils 
ete informes, (iii) quelles sont les dates auxquelles chacun des ministres a ete informe, entre Ie 4 novembre 2015 et maintenant; i) en 
ce qui concerne les donnees en vrac que Ie SCRS a recueillies ou consul tees, comprennent-elles (i) des metadonnees liees aux 
communications, (ii) de I'information sur les deplacements, (iii) des renseignements contenus dans des passeports, (iv) des bandes 
d'ecoute enregistrees pour I'application de la loi, (v) des dossiers d'arrestation, (vi) des transactions financieres, (vii) de I'information 
recueillie dans les medias sociaux, (viii) des renseignements medicaux, (ix) d'autres types de donnees en vrac auxquels Ie SCRS a 
acces;J) quelles sont les descriptions des differentes methodes utilisees pour la collecte de ces donnees en vrac; k) quelle est la liste 
exhaustive des sources de donnees en vrac que peut consulter Ie SCRS et com bien de fois a-t-on recueilli des donnees entre Ie 1 <r 

janvier 2006 et Ie 31 decembre 2016 inclusivement; l) combien de mandats judiciaires ont ete donnes au SCRS pour qu' il puisse 
obtenir des donnees en vrac entre Ie 1 <r janvier 2006 et Ie 31 decembre 2016 inclusivement, et quand Ie SCRS a-t-il obtenu ces 
mandats; m) combien (i) d' entreprises de telecommunications, (ii) d' institutions fmancieres, (iii) d' etablissements m6dicaux, (iv) 
d'aeroports, (v) d' autres entreprises, ont ete obliges ou pries de foumir au SCRS des donnees en vrac, des donnees connexes, des 
metadonnees ou d'autres types de donnees; n) quels sont les moyens qU' emploie Ie SCRS PO\lf demander ou exiger des donnees 
aupres des foumisseurs externes, (i) com bien de mandats judiciaires Ie SCRS a-t-il obtenus pour recueillir des donnees aupres 
d' entites privees, (ii) Ie SCRS a-t-il deja recueilli ou consulte de telles donnees sans avoir obtenu au prealable un mandat judiciaire; 0) 
combien de ministeres ou organismes gouvernementaux ont ete obliges ou pries (i) de transferer des donnees en vrac, des donnees 
connexes, des metadonnees ou tout autre type de donnees au SCRS, (ii) d'accorder au SCRS I'acces a ces donnees, entre Ie 1 <r janvier 
2006 et Ie 31 decembre 2016 inclusivement; p) com bien de mandats judiciaires Ie SCRS a-t-il obtenus pour recueillir de telles donnees 
aupres des ministeres ou organismes gouvernementaux, et Ie SCRS a-t-il deja recueilli ou consuite de telles donnees sans avoir obtenu 
au prealable un mandat judiciaire; q) combien d' enquetes ont ete facilitees par I'utilisation de donnees en vrac entre Ie 1 <r janvier 2006 
et Ie 31 decembre 2016 inclusivement, et combien de personnes ont fait l' objet de ces enquetes; r) combien d' ensembles de donnees 
ou de banques de donnees Ie Centre d' analyse de donnees operationnelles heberge-t-il et parmi eux, combien comprennent des 
donnees en vrac; s) combien d' ensembles de donnees ou de banques de donnees les serveurs internes du SCRS hebergent-ils; t) quel 
sont les pourcentages approximatifs de (i) donnees en vrac, (ii) donnees connexes, (iii) metadonnees, (iv) tout autre type de donnees 
qui sont hebergees sur les serveurs mentionnes en s) ; u) quelle est la description de la methode de collecte de donnees intelligentes 
employee par Ie SCRS et quels sont les types de donnees recueillies a I'aide de cette methode; v) quelles sont les etapes en place pour 
obtenir la validation de I'autorite necessaire a la collecte de ce type de donnees; w) est-ce que toutes les informations recueillies par Ie 
SCRS depuis Ie 3 novembre 2016 l' ont ete dans la « mesure strictement necessaire » que prevoit Ie paragraphe 12(1) de la Loi sur Ie 
SCRS ; x) est-ce que toutes les informations conservees par Ie SCRS depuis Ie 3 novembre 2016 Ie sont dans la « mesure strictement 
necessaire » que prevoit Ie paragraphe 12(1) de la Loi sur Ie SCRS; y) compte tenu de la decision rendue Ie 3 novembre dernier par la 
Cour federale du Canada au sujet de la conservation illegale de donnees connexes par Ie SCRS, quels sont les changements apportes 
par Ie SCRS pour s' assurer que ses politiques et ses pratiques respectent la decision de la Cour? 



TO: OPS DGs and RDGs CLASSIFICATION: TOP SECRET 

c.c: ADE, ADL, ADO, ADC, ADP FILE: 

FROM:DDO DATE: 20170213 

SUBJECT: DDO DIRECTIVE ON THE COLLECTION AND RETENTION OF 
ELECTRONIC IDENTIFIERS 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY: 

Further to the direction provided by the AI ADE on 2017 0 I 20, this Directive fonnalizes the 
moratorium on the use of technical means for the purpose of collecting electronic identifiers 

111is Directive supersedes related collection authorities described in CSIS PROCEDURES: 
TARGETING as well as the associated retention instructions provided for in the DDO Directive on 
Long-Tenn Operational Data Retention of2014 09 26. 

This Directive applies to collection undertaken domestically. 
retention shall be 

applied in accordance with this Directive. 

DISCUSSION: 

The landscape surrounding the Service's ability to collect and retain certain infonnation (both 
pursuant to warrants and!or s.12 ! s.16) is presently subject of much legal debate. For example, the 
Federal Court Judgement of2016 1004 found that both collection and retention are subject to the 
"strictly necessary" threshold and recent interactions with the Federal Court have prompted the 
Service and DLS to re-examine, validate, and in certain circumstances modify our collection and 
retention practices 

In this same spirit and subsequent to the following 
Directive represents a moratorium on the use of technical means for the purpose of collecting 
electronic identifiers I 



DIRECTION: 

Collection o/Electronic Identifiers 
The deployment of technical means for the purpose of collectin"g electronic 
identifiers may not be undertaken until further notice whether pursuant to a warrant or pursuanUo 
s.12 / s.16. 

Retention o(Electronic Identifiers 

- - - -
All other electronic identifiers collected by the Service via the deployment oftechnical means shall 
be destroyed in accordance with updated procedures which will be circulated via ADE. The 
requirement to destroy also applies retroactively. 

This Directive supersedes related collection authorities described in CSIS PROCEDURES: 
TARGETING as well as the associated retention instructions provided for in the DDO Directive on 
Long-Teno Operational Data Retention. Regarding the latter, 
collected should no longer be considered as falling into the category of Potentially Exploitable. 

retention shall be 
applied in accordance with this Directive. 

Please contact DDO Secretariat for questions regarding the application of this Directive and DLS 
for all warrant-related queries. 

Deputy Director Operations 
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CSIS PROCEDURES: TARGETING 
Secret 

1. OBJECTIVE 

1.1 The purpose ofthese procedures is to provide direction on when a targeting authority is required 
and for approving, renewing, and terminating targeting authorities. 

2. TARGETING DECISION APPROVAL AUTHORITIES 

Subsection 2(d) of the CSIS Act 

2.1 Targeting decisions pursuant to subsection 2(d) of the CSlS Act are made by the Director. 

2.2 

Groups, Issues and Events 

2.3 Targeting decisions concerning groups, issues or events are made by a Headquarters Director 
General (HQ DG) 

Individuals 

2.4 All other targeting decisions concerning individuals are made by the HQ DG or a Regional 
Director General (RDG). 

3. REQUIRED TARGETING AUTHORITIES 

General Authority 

3.1 The following activities fall under 'General Authority' and do not require a targeting authority: 

Page 1 of8 
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CSIS PROCEDURES: TARGETING 

Levell 

3.2 The following operational tools and techniques may be conducted with a Levell targeting 
authority: 

Secret 
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CSIS PROCEDURES: TARGETING 

Level 2 

3.4 The following operational tools and techniques may be conducted with a Level 2 targeting 
authority: 

Secret 
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CSIS PROCEDURES: TARGETING 

4. REQUESTING A TARGETING AUTHORITY 

Request for Investigation (RFI) 

4.1 To request a targeting authority, employees complete and submit an RFI, 

which includes an assessment report that provides a review of the threat-related 
activities of a person, group, issue, or event and justifies how an investigation would be 
compatible with the Service' s Policy Framework. 

4.2 

4.3 Information from a foreign state or agency may be used when submitting an RFI, taking into 
consideration the human rights record of that foreign state or agency and the specific 
circumstances under which the information was obtained. (Refer to the DDO Directive on 
Information Sharing with Foreign Entities 2011-08-24 for more information) 

4.4 All assessment reports should clearly separate and distinguish facts from analysis and/or opinions 
and ensure that information is accurate 

4.5 All factual information used to request a targeting authority must be attributable to documented 
sources and contained in supporting documents 

4.6 

4.7 Prior to forwarding the request, the employee ensures that the RFI accurately reflects the current 
position of each signing officer including acting positions and that consultation between the 
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4.8 

4.9 

4.10 

CSIS PROCEDURES: TARGETING 

Region(s) and the appropriate Headquarters Branch, or Branches, has taken place and is 
documented in the RFI. 

Issues or Events 

4.11 Requests for targeting an issue or event include a description of the issue / event and how it 
represents a threat to the security of Canada. 

Underage Persons 

4.12 

4.13 

4.14 

4.15 

Secret 
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CSIS PROCEDURES: TARGETING 
Secret 

4.16 

Urgent/Verbal Targeting Authorities 

4.17 The approval authorities listed in section 2 may verbally approve urgent targeting authorities 
provided: 

5. RENEWAL 

5.1 An employee may renew a targeting authority due to expire by submitting a RFI approved by the 
appropriate approval authority 

5.2 

Downgrading of a Level 

5.3 An existing Level 2 can be renewed as a Level 1 (downgrade) when the Level 2 collection 
techniques are no longer justifiable and a Level 1 is sufficient to continue collecting information 
on the threat. 

Upgrading to a Level 2 

5.4 An existing Levell targeting authority can be renewed as a Level 2 targeting authority (upgrade) 
when it is determined that Levell collection techniques are insufficient to continue collecting 
information on the threat. 

5.5 
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CSIS PROCEDURES: TARGETING 
Secret 

6. MANAGEMENT AND DISSEMINATION OF TARGETING AUTHORITIES 
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CSIS PROCEDURES: TARGETING 
Secret 

7. TERMINATING A TARGETING AUTHORITY 

7.1 To request the tennination of a targeting authority, employees will submit to the appropriate 
approval authority an Assessment RepOlt, using the appropriate template 

which provides a review of how the investigation is no longer 
compatible with the Services' Policy Framework. 
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000 Directive on Long-Term Operational Data Retention 
20140926 

SECRET 

The purpose of this Directive is to provide direction on retention of information collected under 
Sections 12, 15 and 16 of the CSIS Act. This Directive supersedes the 2012 03 01 DOG Directive 
on Retention of information collected under ss. 12, 15 and 16 of the CSIS Act. It introduces a 
third category of information 1 (or data) to more effectively support the retention of non-
warranted imagery (e .g. ), and other non-warranted technical information 
( ); and clarifies the regime under which all employees 
involved in the collection and retention of operational data must operate. It also 
accommodates necessary changes imposed upon us through the implementation of the 
project. 

All collected information falls into one ofthree categories: 

Unpublished: Formerly referred to as "not reported". Unpublished information is data or 
material that is not found to have any intelligence value within one year of collection and is 
destroyed . Unless identified as Potentially exploitable or Published (see below), all data 
collected into Service holdings will by default be Unpublished and will be subject to destruction 
after one year. 

Potentially Exploitable: This category is meant to identify material from non-warranted 
technical tools (primarily non-warranted imagery, 

) which has not been Published by a Service employee within one year and may 
still be operationally relevant. Information categorized as Potentially exploitable will be 
retained according to the CSIS Retention Schedule (CRS) 2. 

Published: Formerly referred to as "reported". Published information is any data or material 
that forms part of, or is used in the preparation of, a report (e.g. a ). Published also 
includes any data or material that is found to be relevant under ss. 12, 15 or 16 of the CSIS Act 
and is tagged, referenced or otherwise manipulated in Data that is used to create a report 
will be subject to the CRS. (Note that s. 16 data will continue to be retained for one year, as per 
the CRS.) 

Warranted Collection 

This Directive does not change the retention scheme applied to material or information 
collected pursuant to s. 21 ofthe CSISActwarrants. Information collected under warrant is still 
subject to the retention schedule outlined in the warrant. Generally, these retention schedules 
are specified in Conditions 2 and 3, which provide for the destruction of unreported 

1 See Appendix 1 for the definition of "Information" . In this Directive, the terms "information" and "data" are used 
interchangeably. 
2 The disposition of the Service's records is managed by in accordance with the 
Library and Archives of Canada Act. 

1 



DDO Directive on Long-Term Operational Data Retention 
20140926 

SECRET 

information. If in doubt regarding the interpretation ofthese or any other warrant conditions, 
DLS must be consulted. 

Table 1: Summary of Retention Categories 
'!:r.l " PI 

Collection Authority Default Retention Category Published 
Retention Period 

(Retention period) 3 
'" ' (R tenti9 

l Pen d) { 

General collection authority Unpublished CRS 
5.16 collection authority Unpublished 

Unpublished CRS 
5.15 collection authority Unpublished CRS 
5.12 Potentially exp loitable CRS 

Warranted S -.J. tlnpublished (subject to warrant conditions) CRS -

Application examples: 

Examples are provided in Appendix 4, below. 

Exculpatory Information 

3 CRS date ranges are provided for illustrative purposes only. I is responsible for the 
application of the Service's information management lifecycle and for the final d isposition of records in accordance 
with the Library and Archives of Canada Act. Each type of record (ex: S12-lnvestigation; S12-Warrant; S15-
Government Screening, etc.) has a different lifecycle before f inal disposition. Please consult with for up-to-
date records management information. 
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Incidentally Collected Information 

SECRET 

Any Published s. 12 or s. 15 information collected incidentally under a s. 16 collection authority 
(under warrant or not) must be retained according to the applicable s. 12 or s. 15 retention 
schedules, or as per warrant conditions. In case of disagreement, the warrant conditions 
prevail. 

Metadata and Datasets 

This Directive does not apply to meta data or datasets received by 
branch, with the exception of meta data associated with solicitor-client 

communications. In cases of solicitor-client communications, applicable procedures must be 
followed and if it is determined that the communication must be destroyed, its associated 
metadata will also be destroyed . Please consult the CSIS Glossary of Terms and Definitions, 
available on the CSIS webpage, for the definition of metadata. 

legal Hold 

In cases where the Service collects information that may be relevant to a legal proceeding, a 
security certificate or certain security screening procedures (government or immigration), data 
collected in relation to a particular individual must be retained until the final disposition ofthe 
proceeding. Information retained under this authority will be assigned legal hold status. 

Legal hold is not an information retention regime. legal hold status overrides the three 
information retention categories described above. All collected information placed under legal 
hold must be retained for as long as the legal hold is in force. When legal hold is removed, the 
information reverts to the applicable retention regimes as per the CRS. 

HQ Operational DGs, in consultation with DG and DlS, are responsible for determining if 
information on an individual subject of Service investigative or collection authorities must be 
placed in legal hold. In making determinations, the following criteria must be considered : 
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SECRET 

Once a determination has been made, the DG must clearly communicate this decision to the 
employees concerned, specify the date on which the retention of all information begins, and 
document this decision on the appropriate file . The decision must also be communicated to the 

unit. The DG who made the 
determination will be responsible for re-assessing the relevance of the legal hold on a yearly 
basis. The fact that a source is subject to a legal hold will be indicated in the invocation message 
for the specific tool or technique. 

Please see Appendix 2 for more detailed procedures related to legal hold determinations. 

Data collected from a source identified as having legal hold status will remain so until the legal 
hold is lifted. Once the legal hold is lifted, any data collected will revert to its default state 
(either unpublished, unpublished, or potentially exploitable). 

Coming Into Force 

This Directive will come into force on 2014 1201. 
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Appendix 1: Definitions 

SECRET 

For the purpose ofthis Directive, the words "information" or "data" includes but is not limited 
to: 

rj 

• Any document, information, object, image, record or communication obtained under a S 
warrant, pursuant to sections 12 and 21 ofthe Act, 

• Any material obtained during section 12 (non-warranted) or section 15 investigations, 

• Any original handwritten notes made during an interview, a meeting, or a surveillance 
operation, 

When it is not possible to make written operational notes during the event at which the 
information is acquired, those notes should be made as soon as possible after the event, 
or a report of the information must be entered in the Service's database as soon as 
possible. 

o Operational notes include any rough draft, first draft, drawing, diagram, 
calculation, audio or video recording, any photograph or information saved on 
an electronic medium, or any other document produced by an employee that is 
used to prepare a report for the Service. 
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Appendix 2 - Procedures related to legal Hold Determinations 

Once an HQ DG makes a determination that an individual is subject to a legal hold, that 

SECRET 

determination will be sent to the relevant (or designate) who, in 
consultation with will collate all ofthe ' 
numbers that are currently collecting against the target. Once the list is compiled: 

1. The will send the complete list to and to the 
relevant 

2. will instruct relevant units within the regions to take appropriate action and 
ensure that collection and retention systems comply with the legal hold requirement; 

3. will request that an amendment be made to every (and subsequent 
) referring to an . to reflect the fact that information 

obtained b, is subject to a legal hold; 
4. will, in coordination with the maintain a list of 

targets within their areas of responsibility subject to a legal hold. When an invocation (in 
the form of a ) is submitted, the must verify whether the target is subject to a 
legal hold or not. A note will be added to the if the target is subject to a legal hold. 
Once the is approved, and ifthe target is subject to a legal hold, the will advise 
regional the and accordingly. 

5. The will also notify the of the legal hold. Any subsequent 
upgrade, renewal, or termination ofthe target's targeting authority must indicate ifthe 
target is subject to a legal hold. 

Any time an investigative tool is subject to an invocation (in the form of an ), either to 
initiate, to renew, or to terminate the use of the tool, the requestor or the must 
determine if the target is subject of a legal hold. In cases where the legal hold exists, the DG 
who made the original determination must be consulted and must re-assess the relevance of 
the legal hold. The consultation with the DG who makes the determination can be conducted 
via e-mail and should not interfere with the regional invocation process. However, once the 
determination is made, it should be clearly indicated in the 
appropriate personnel. 

and communicated to 

A decision to remove a legal hold will be communicated in the same manner. 

and procedures will be updated to reflect this requirement. 
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Appendix 4 - Examples 

The following examples will serve to illustrate the principles outlined in this Directive. 

5.12 Collection to 5.16 Published Report 

1. A regional employee submits a 
Th e ta rget is not 

subject to a legal hold. receives the 
by 

default, for the full amount of time permitted under CRS as potentially exploitable (in 
this case, ). A from this is found to be relevant to a s. 16 
collection requirement and a report is created. The on which the report 
is based is marked "published". Normally, "published" s. 16 data is retained for 

However, since the was installed under a s. 12 targeting authority, and since 
the longer of the two states prevails (s. 16 published vs. s. 12 potentially exploitable), 
the on which the s. 16 report is based is retained for 

5.16 Collection to 5.12 Published Report 

2. A regional employee submits a 
s. 16 collection authority. The target is not 

subject to a legal hold. receives the 

default, for (unpublished). A from this 
by 

is found to be 
relevant to a separate s. 12 targeting authority and a report is created. The 

on which the report is drawn is marked "published". Normally, "published" s. 
16 data is retained for However, since the information is reported under a s. 
12 targeting authority, and since the longer of the two published states prevails, the 

m which the s. 12 report is based is retained for The 
remainder of the is destroyed after 

5.12 Collection on a Target Subject to a Legal Hold 

3. A regional employee submits a 
s.12 target. The target is subject 

to a legal hold. receives the 
When recorded, is retained, by default, for the 

full amount of time permitted under CRS as potentially exploitable (in this case, 
However, because the target is subject to a legal hold, destruction ofthe 

is suspended until the legal hold is lifted. 
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I. Introduction 

A. Overview 

[1] In this application for warrants presented by the Canadian Security Intelligence Service 

[the "CSIS", also referred to as the "Service"] before a designated judge of the Federal Court 

pursuant to sections 12(1) and 21 of the Canadian Security Intelligence Service Act, RSC 1985, c 

C-23 [the "CSIS Ad'] , the CSIS, aside from seeking specific warrants, also asks this Court to 

amend some of the conditions of the draft warrant templates [further referred to as "warrant 

templates"]' This request stems from three developments: the Federal Court of Appeal's decision 

inX (Re), 2014 FCA 249, the coming into force of An Act to amend the Canadian Security 

Intelligence Service Act and other Acts, and an ongoing discussion between the CSIS and the 

Court regarding the need to protect third-party infonllation collected through the operation of 

warrants notably in file _ Following the publication of the Security Intelligence 
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Review Committee's 2014-2015 annual report ['"the SIRC Report"] in late January 2016, new 

evidence was filed concerning a CSIS program of collection and retention of infornlation. TIle 

Court had never before been fully informed of the existence of the program. The Court, during 

the hearings, learned that the program had been existence since 2006 yet it had never heard nor 

seen any evidence on the matter prior to the recent hearings. As I will detail later, suffice to note 

for now that for the CSIS, "associated data" is a specific type of metadata obtained from service 

providers. Although these reasons are based on the CSIS's definition of associated data, I feel it 

necessary to further adapt the term to the specific legal and judicial context at play here (see 

paragraph 31 and following). (Canada, Security Intelligence Review Committee, SIRC Annual 

Report 2014-2015: Broader Horizons: Preparing the Groundwork for Change in Security 

Intelligence Review, (Ottawa: Public Works and Government Services Canada, 2015).) (Canada, 

Bill C-44, An A ct to amend the Canadian Security Intelligence Service Act and other Acts, 2nd 

Sess, 41st ParI, 2015.) 

[2] Following the SIRC's Report, this Court convened an en banc hearing where proposed 

amendments to the warrant conditions templates and the collection and retention program were 

discussed. An en banc hearing is one where all available designated judges attend, may 

participate, and hear the evidence tendered. This format is helpful as it allows the presentation of 

evidence pertinent to future warrants applications and helps avoid repetition. Designated judges 

can also benefit from each other's perspectives . In this en banc hearing, the Court heard evidence 

relevant to warrant applications over a four-day period. 
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[3] I have been mandated by the Chief Justice's to deal with all matters related to the issues 

raised in this application, meaning that, although all designated judges attended the hearings, I 

am the sole decision maker in this application; I write these reasons with full judicial 

independence. I have attached, at "Appendices B" of these reasons, not only a bibliography of 

the documents submitted by the sets counsel involved, but also source documents that I consider 

essential readings for this file. The volume ofthe works consulted is substantial, but necessary to 

obtain a proper and broad understanding of the issues before the Court today. Sets of counsel 

referred to the McDonald Commission's reports and to excerpts from Hansard and from a 

committee of the House of Commons; I will discuss, cite, and contextualize these documents 

later. After having carefully read the submissions and the books of authorities submitted, in order 

to properly fulfil my judicial role, I thought it necessary to consult the details of the primary 

sources referred to by counsel in order to ascertain the legislator's intent (see, for example, 

paragraph 62 of these reasons). In addition, given that the CSIS Act contained a review clause, I 

took notice of the report on the statutory review and of the corresponding response. 

[4] Due to the inlportant issues raised by the proposed amendments to the warrant conditions 

and by the collection and retention program, I appointed two amici curiae (Mr. Gordon Cameron 

and Mr. Fran90is Dadour) [the"amici"] who participated at the en banc hearings, received all 

documentation, cross-examined witnesses, and filed submissions. I have benefited from written 

submissions from the Attomey General, counsel for the CSIS, and from the appointed amici. I 

ultimately issued the warrants but only accepted the conditions as they read prior to the proposed 

amendments. By doing so, I relied on conditions developed and reviewed over several years and 

took under reserve the proposed amendments to the warrant templates. Among other concems, I 
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also reserved accepting the amendments related to the issue of infonnation collected and retained 

through the operation of a warrant along with the other proposed amendments. 

[5] The text, context and purpose of the CSIS Act surrounding the enactment of section 12(1) 

of the CSIS Act, fonnerly section 12 prior to 2015, establishes that strictly limiting the CSIS 's 

mandate was inherent to the legislator'S intent. As such, the functions of both collection and 

retention of infonnation must be perfonned only to the extent that is strictly necessary. On the 

other hand, the Court finds that strictly limiting the analysis function ofthe CSIS is unwarranted 

and mns counter to the legislative intent identified and to common sense. As long as the 

infonnation analysed is collected and retained because it is threat related pursuant to section 2 of 

the Act, no limit must be imposed on the extent of the analysis that may be perfonned by the 

CSIS. 

[6] The infornlation collected and retained pursuant to sections 12( 1) and 21 of the CSIS Act 

must be infonnation related to a threat to the security of Canada, which focuses on infonnation 

that relates to the target of the warrant. Section 21 is not a scheme operating independently from 

the primary mandate and functions established at section 12(1). Threats to the security of Canada 

are circumscribed at section 2 as activities involving the target as detennined through 

investigation. Presently, in order to retain the infonnation collected pursuant to the warrant 

conditions, the CSIS must assess this infonnation within the one-year time period stipulated in 

paragraph 21(5)(b) to detennine whether it is indeed linked to the identified threat or may be of 

some use to a prosecution, national defense, or international affairs. Specifically, due to the 
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illegality identified, information unrelated to the threat and linked to third parties must not be 

retained as it does not fall within the ambit of the walTants issued by the COUlt. 

[7] In addition, the CSIS has breached its duty of candour towards the Court by failing to 

inform it clearly and transparently of its retention program, more specifically in regard to 

associated data collected and retained through the operation of walT ants. Each of these 

conclusions will be detailed over the course of these reasons, which also include findings as to 

the proposed amendments to the WaITants templates. 

[8] To approach this complex decision, I will now describe the general structure of the 

following reasons. First, I will provide an overview ofthe relevant facts, terminology, 

legislation, and legislative history. Second, I will expose the submissions presented by the 

Attorney General, counsel for the CSIS, and the amici. Third, I will identify the legal issues 

raised. Fourth, I will perform an analysis containing several chapters. The first chapter will 

discuss the duty of candour. The second chapter, the longest, will elaborate as to why the 

primary function of the CSIS to investigate threats is limited "to the extent that it is strictly 

necessary" (sections 12(1), 2 and 21). Having done so, the third chapter will explore the practical 

effects of my findings on the Service, notably in regard to the amendments sought to the 

walTants templates. Finally, I will conclude briefly and add closing comments. It will be 

suggested that the legislation of 1984 calls for a review in order to answer to the needs of the 

present and or unforeseen times ahead with an adaptation to new technologies at play. There is a 

need to rediscuss the benefits of insuring a better national security but with the least intrusion on 

privacy. A proper balance ofthese new technologies must be perfornled. 
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B. Factual Context 

[9] Designated judges have always kept a close eye on the wording of warrants. They 

continuously try to ensure that the powers granted by the warrants are clearly defmed, that the 

information collected and the means taken are proportionate to the threat, and that such 

infonnation relates only to the target ofthe warrant and not to innocent third parties unassociated 

to the threat factually described in each warrant application. 

[10] Warrants are live documents that require continual review by designated judges with 

input from counsel for the CSIS and appointed amici (where thought to be necessary). 

Amendments are periodically brought to the warrant conditions templates in order to faithfully 

reflect the powers intended to be granted and their limits. The templates must be adapted to the 

evolution of technology, of investigative methods, of programs and means of communications, 

of case law, and of new laws or amendments to the CSIS Act. The present reasons are an example 

of such a periodic examination of the warrant conditions templates. 

[11] In 2005, a CSIS task force recommended the Service retain all data collected from 

investigations and warrants in order to exploit that information in ongoing and future 

investigations through a technological program. As a result, the Operational Data Analysis 

Centre [the "ODAC"] was created and became operational in April 2006. 

[12] The CSIS originally intended to present the ODAC program to the Court and to seek its 

comments, along with its new position on retention of data unrelated to identify threats collected 
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through the operation of warrants (see paragraph 31). It presented the program to the responsible 

Minister but not to the Court. It was only in December 2011, at an en bane hearing called to deal 

with the proposed amendments to the warrants templates in response to Charkaoui v Canada 

(Citizenship and Immigration) , [2008] 2 SCR 326, 2008 SCC 38, [further referred to as 

"Charkaoui IF' given that Charkaoui v Canada (Citizenship and Immigration) , [2007] 1 SCR 

350, 2007 SCC 9, "Charkaoui F' was rendered prior] that an indirect allusion was made to the 

program. Counsel for the CSIS alluded to the program but did not mention its name or what it 

consisted of. The allusion came about as a result of my invitation to counsel for the CSIS to add 

anything as a final comment. Counsel for CSIS said: "[ .. . ] these are other minor changes to the 

conditions that we think go to clarity [ ... ] we also looked at trying to better the language [ ... ] not 

change to better the language. " More on this exchange later. (See transcript of file _ 

dated at 83-85). 

[13] These "minor changes" in fact distinguished "associated data" from "content". 

Information deemed "content", according to relevant warrant conditions, is to be destroyed. By 

inserting the word "content" into the condition, the CSIS effectively rendered it silent on 

"associated data". ll1is change was not performed in response to Charkaoui II, but rather for 

operational reasons, as the historical record of the ODAC and use of associated data shows. 

[14] Following this seemingly itmocuous "minor change", the CSIS later adopted the position 

that it had explained "clearly and transparently" the retention of associated data to the Court. 

However, the SIRC, which studied CSIS's use of meta data, concluded in its 2014-2015 annual 

report that the CSIS should have been more explicit with the Court. 
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[15] Following two (2) days of en banc hearings in March 2016, in a letter dated April 29, 

2016 the Attorney General and the counsel for the CSIS acknowledged that the Court was not: 

"[ . .. ] fully advised of the Service's practices with respect to retention of associated data" and 

that " [i]t was deeply regrettable that this was only done recently". 
L 

[16] In mid-2015, in the application for warrants indexed as _ which I was assigned 

to, the CSIS proposed a series of amendments to the warrant conditions templates. The changes 

proposed in that application were presented as consequential to the decision X (Re), 2014 FCA 

249, in tum giving effect to the decision X (Re), 2013 FC 1275, and as a result ofthe coming into 

force of Bill C-44, also known as An Act to amend the Canadian Security Intelligence Service 

Act and other Acts. Due to the importance of the changes sought, an amicus curiae, Mr. Gordon 

Cameron, was appointed. 

[ 17] In app li cati on the Court considered amendments proposed by the CSIS 

which aimed to ensure compliance with new legislation, mainly regarding the sharing of 

information with other international intelligence agencies. This issue was resolved with input 

from both counsel for the CSIS and the amicus: amendments to the warrants templates were 

accepted to impose on the CSIS an obligation to consider potential harm to the person concerned 

as a result ofthe shared information. I raised other issues in that same application, notably the 

CSIS's undertaking and the issue of collecting and 

retaining non-threat and third-party related information. The overarching purpose of these 

discussions was to debate the possibility of an assessment period for retention shorter than 

On six occasions, a hearing was held to discuss all ofthese issues; I will 
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comment further on this topic later. The application for warrants in file _ was granted 

with some amendments concerning the sharing of information. 

[18] As for the other matters, counsel for the CSIS requested time to review them in light of 

the Service 's relevant operational needs. At the request of counsel for the CSIS, the period 

granted to answer the Court's concerns was extended twice from the initial deadline of 

September 2015: first to October, and ultimately to December 2015. It was only on December 8, 

2015 that a letter from counsel for the CSIS to the Court broached the topic of the definition of 

the term "destroyed" and the topic of the assessment period required by the CSIS to decide what 

information may be retained in conformity with the warrant conditions. It contained numerous 

amendments to the warrant templates. At no time during the many hearings, or in any 

correspondence thereafter, was it mentioned that the CSIS was retaining data concerning third 

parties unrelated to threats as defined in the conditions required for a warrant to be issued 

although such retention was the crux ofthe Court's concern about non-threat, third-party 

infonnation. All of the further amendments sought in _ were to be dealt with in a later 

application for warrants. 

[19] Some of those amendments were assessed with relative ease: in a direction issued 

January 11 , 2016, the Court accepted the amendment concerning the word "obtention" and a 

second amendment suggesting a shorter retention period for certain types of warrants _ 

• rather than _ for warrants). That same direction scheduled 

another en bane hearing in order to address the other substantial changes sought which required 

viva voee evidence. This en bane hearing, which became file _ the present proceeding, 
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was scheduled to be held from February 25 to February 26,2016. Two further days of hearings 

were held on March 31 and April 1, 2016. 

[20] In this application, the CSIS seeks amendments to the warrants templates as follows : 

b) A new condition allowing the Service to retain 

d) ) A new condition explicitly 
pursuant to a warrant condition 

e) New wording describing the persons responsible to determine 
whether information, communication, or oral communications 
collected should be retained, i.e. replacing all references to a 
"Regional Director General or his designate"; and 

f) A series of stylistic or minor changes. " 

(See Written Submissions of the Applicant at para 12.) 

In regard to condition (e), as a result of the en bane hearing, the CSIS now proposes that the 

wording should read "Regional Director" for some decisions and "Service employees" for 

others. 

[21] The public 2014-2015 SIRe Annual Report was tabled on January 28, 2016 in the House 

of Commons and made public the CSIS 's retention of collected information through the 

operation of warrants. This was the first time I understood that the Service was indefinitely 

retaining third party information as a result of the operation of warrants. 
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[22] The day following my reading ofthe SIRC Report, as part of the _ application 

(this file), I issued a direction to the CSIS communicating that the upcoming en bane of late 

February 2016 would need to address this new matter and that an affidavit should be filed that 

would "[ ... ] explain in chronological order the various interpretations adopted by CSIS with 

respect to metadata use and retention practices by referring to the applicable warrant language, 

the date of proposed language changes with the exact reference to the application for warrants 

where counsel brought to the attention to the Court the nature of the use of metadata, such use 

and retention being in the Service's view in compliance with the exception to the warrant 

conditions". I directed that the affiant be available for examination on the two (2) days already 

scheduled and that amiei would be appointed to assist the Court; Mr. Gordon Cameron and Mr. 

Fran90is Dadour were appointed. 

[23] On that same day, the Federal Court's designated proceedings registry received a letter 

from the Assistant Deputy Attorney General (Litigation) addressed to the Chief Justice of the 

Federal Court. The letter stated that, at the en bane hearing of December 16, 2011 the CS IS had 

"clearly communicated [ ... ] the retention program of associated data [ ... ]". The letter further 

indicated that "[ ... ] to ensure that there can be no confusion on this issue going forward [ ... ]" 

counsel had already made changes in the affidavits in support of two warrant applications" 

.. at paragraph 91 and _ at paragraph 71) by adding the following information and 

bringing it to the attention of the presiding judge: 

"When a communication is intercepted, the Service obtains the 
content ofthe communication but also its associated data. Data 
associated to any communication collected by the Service is 
retained except in the following two situations: 

a) Data associated to solicitor-client 
communications is destroyed at the same time as the 



content of the communication in application of the 
solicitor-client communications condition found in 
the warrants; and 

b) Data associated to certain voice communications 
the authority of the _ 

___ warrant is destroyed at the same time 
as the content of the communication in applications 
of the conditions found in the warrant." 
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Contrary to what was said in that letter, such information was not addressed by counsel for the 

CSIS at the 2015 hearings. Therefore, what the Assistant Deputy Attorney General (Litigation) 

wrote in his letter was not factual. Counsel for the CSIS, at the first day ofthe en bane hearings 

said the following: 

"It's unfortunate that at the hearing of August the addition of 
associated data in the affidavit was not mentioned. Looking back 
it ' s definitely something that should have been brought to the 
attention of the Court to give a bit of context as to why it was 
added" 

(See transcript of en bane hearing dated February 25, 2016 at 58.) 

As mentioned above and as I will elaborate later, the Attorney General and the CSIS now 

concede that the retention program ofthe data collected through the operation of warrants was 

not clearly communicated. 

[24] The Chief Justice, after receiving more information following an exchange of letters with 

the Assistant Deputy Attorney General (Litigation), called for another en bane hearing to address 

the systemic issues arising from the CSIS's behaviour towards the Court in relation to the 

retention program of associated data and other related concerns. This en bane hearing, where 

both the Deputy Attorney General and the Director of the CSIS appeared, was held in the 
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aftemoon of June 10, 2016. The following reasons do not deal with the June 10, 2016 hearing but 

address the various matters raised in file _ (this file) which include issues related to the 

ODAC program and whether the Court was properly informed of its existence. As said, these 

reasons also address the amendments sought by the CSIS as a result of the hearings held in file 

_ which led to the letter of December 8, 2015 referred to above at paragraph 18. 

[25] The en banc hearings on these matters, which I presided over, were held four (4) 

days in February, March and April 2016. Five affidavits were filed and three affiants were 

examined by counsel for the CSIS, by the amici, and by some of the designated judges, including 

myself. A large number of exhibits were produced. Both the oral and written evidence address 

the ODAC, the retention of associated data, and the operational explanations supporting the 

amendments sought to the warrant templates. Written submissions were filed by both sets of 

counsel and a reply authored by counsel for the Attomey General and the CSIS was received. 

Having reviewed the factual underpitmings of these reasons, I will now detail certain useful 

temlS and concepts. 

C. Terminology and Useful Concepts . 

[26] Before I begin, I want to establish that the vocabulary and definitions I use are useful to 

establish the scope of these reasons but that they are not meant to be binding in any other 

circumstances. I am cognizant of the fact the CSIS and other parties use varying definitions and 

concepts to suit their own needs. First, I will describe the phases of an intelligence investigation. 

Second, I will delineate the term "associated data" and third, present an outline of the ODAC 

program as revealed by the evidence. 
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(1) Phases of an Intelligence Investigation 

[27] First, the CSIS, at the initial stage of an investigation, identifies persons of interest 

(persons, groups, or states) that may, for one reason or another, have come to its attention for 

possibly being related to a perceived threat. A person may draw the attention of the CSIS 

through different means, notably from tips, from certain behaviours, or as a by-product of other 

domestic or international investigations. At this initial step, the CSIS will consult its database 

and publicly available infornlation in order to assess whether the facts reveal a nexus to a section 

2 definition of threats to the security of Canada. At this initial assessment stage, the person 

investigated is referred to as a "person of interest". The graph below summarizes the three phases 

and their associated vocabulary. 

Step 1 "person of interest" 
I 

Step 2 "subject of investigation" 

Step 3 "target of investigation" 

[28] Second, pursuant to section 12(1), if the CSIS reasonably suspects that the facts involving 

or implicating the person of interest relate to activities that may constitute a threat to security in 

accordance with the definitions of threats found at section 2, then that person becomes a "subject 

of investigation". Once the person is deemed a "subject of investigation", the CSIS can deploy 

conventional tools of investigation such as the involvement of a human source, physical 

surveillance, and any other tool or method normally available to police forces or intelligence 

services. This stage of investigation does not permit the use of intrusive investigative methods 

for which a warrant is required. 
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[29] Third, ifthe CSIS believes, on reasonable grounds, that a warrant is required to 

investigate the threat, then the Service may approach the Minister of Public Safety and 

Emergency Preparedness to obtain his approval to proceed with an application for a warrant in 

accordance with sections 21(1) and 21(2) of the Act. Ifthe CSIS proceeds with such an 

application and is successful, a warrant is issued and the person designated in the application 

becomes a "target of investigation". The graph below summarizes my explanations; it is not 

meant to be exhaustive. 

Step Standard Nomenclature Scope of means of 
investigation 

Step 1 The CSIS becomes aware that the "Person of interest" Publicly available 
person may be of interest. information and 

searches in databases 

Step 2 The CSIS has reasonable grounds "Subject of Conventional 
to suspect that the person may be a investigation" investigative means 
threat. (sections 12( 1 ) and 2) 

Step 3 The CSIS must reasonably believe "Target of investigation" All conventional and 
that intrusive measures are (sections 12(1), (2) and intrusive 
necessary to investigate the threat, 21) investigative means 
and the warrant is granted. 

f 

[30] These descriptions of the phases of an investigation pursuant to the CSISAct are my own; 

the CSIS may use different vocabulary or concepts for its own purposes. The purpose of 

explaining the phases is to show that the present reasons deal with the information collected by 

the operation of warrants issued by the Federal Court. Specifically, these reasons do not address 

other forms of collection as no evidence was presented to that effect. Still, the present reasons 

may establish general principles for future purposes. Having said that, associated data is an 

essential component of these reasons and I will frame the concept as the CSIS describes it and 

also as the evidence reveals. 
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(2) What Is Associated Data? 

[31] Although the concept of associated data is broad, in fact englobing third-party 

infonnation and target-threat related infonnation, I am specifically addressing the legality of 

retaining non-threat infonnation and third-party infonnation. Third-party infonnation, meaning 

infonnation unrelated to the threat, is frequently collected through the operation of warrants. The 

Court is concerned about the retention of such infonnation because it is not target-threat related. 

Warrant conditions oblige the CSIS to review third-party infonnation it has collected in order to 

assess whether or not it falls within the conditions' parameters and thus whether or not it can be 

retained. The tenn used by the CSIS to describe this specific type of infonnation when obtained 

from service providers is "associated data". The CSIS described the tenn as follows in an 

affidavit, but I note that witnesses sometimes referred to the tenn more broadly in their 

testimonies: 

" nfonnation associated to a communication such as 

See Supplementary Affidavit of filed February 22, 
2016 at page 18, footnote 10.) Thursday 
March 31, 2016 (Examination of __ at 41-42.) (See 

March 31, 2016 (cross-examination of 
Dadour) at 77-80, 90, 100-103.) 

[32] As per either the present conditions 2 or 3 of some of the warrant conditions templates, 

the CSIS must review the infonnation collected through warrant operations to 

ensure that infonnation involving third parties is indeed threat related. If the infonnation is 

deemed unrelated to the threat, it must be destroyed. When perfonning its assessment, the CSIS 

must believe on reasonable grounds that the infonnation may be either related to the 
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investigation of a threat, or of assistance to an intelligence investigation or to a prosecution, to 

national defense, or to international affairs. Such a test gives the CSIS a certain level of 

discretion. The condition defining these parameters reads as follows: 

"Subject to condition 1, any record, document or thing obtained 
pursuant to this warrant that is not destined to or does not originate 
from [the target] [ ... ] shall be reviewed by a Regional Director 
General or his designate and, unless he has reasonable grounds to 
believe the record, document or thing may (a) assist in the 
investigation of a threat to the security of Canada; (b) be used in 
the investigation or prosecution of an alleged contravention of any 
law of Canada; or (c) relate to the international affairs or defence 
of Canada, any copy of the record, document or thing shall be 
destroyed within a period of_ following its obtention." 

(See condition 2 or 3 of certain warrant templates. The above 
relates to a while the others are written in such a 
way as to adapt to the specifics of the particular warrant template. 
They all contain the same requirement for assessment purposes.) 

[33] Over the course of these proceedings, it became clear, through submissions and 

witnesses, that the definition of associated data for the Court consists of data collected through 

the operation of the warrants from which the content was assessed as unrelated to threats and of 

no use to an investigation, prosecution, national defense, or international affairs. (See affidavit of 

received March 24, 2016 at paras 47, 56-67, 90-92.) 

[34] The following graph illustrates where associated data fits within a more general 

framework of the CSIS 's operations; I am aware that I am slightly diverging from the CSIS 's 

definition: 

Step 1: information (content + metadata) is (go to step 2) 
collected 

I 
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Step 2: infonnation is assessed by the CSIS - If the content is threat related, both content 
and metadata are retained; 

OR 

- If the content is not threat related, content is 
destroyed but metadata is retained (go to step 
3). 

Step 3: create and retain "associated data" - Metadata originating from content unrelated 
to the threat, for which the content has been 
destroyed, is called "associated data". 

- The CSIS retains all associated data it has 
collected for an indefinite period of time. 

[35] As the evidence before the Court now reveals, associated data is retained and inserted 

into the ODAC program for future investigative purposes. The CSIS has been retaining 

associated data indefinitely since 2006. 

[36] Having established the phases of investigations and defined associated data for the 

purposes of these reasons, I now tum to describing the ODAC program itself. 

(3) Operational Capacities ofthe CSIS in Relation to Data Exploitation 

[37] In the early 2000's, the CSIS considered that the infonnation it collected through 

investigations was underutilised as it was not processed through modem analytical techniques. In 

April 2006, the CSIS launched the ODAC. The ODAC was designed to be "a centre for 

excellence for the exploitation and analysis" of a number of databases . It took approximately . 

_ forthe centre to become fully operational. The ODAC assumes numerous tasks: it 

exploits data banks in order to provide: 
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Executive Summary of the August 10, 2010 Operational Data Analysis Centre Privacy Impact 

Assessment, perfonned by (consultant) and finalized by the ATIP branch ofthe 

Canadian Security Intelligence Service. Document located in the book "Documents for Amici" 

as a supplement to the Affidavit (af'finned April 21 , 2016), in file _ 

at Tab 8.) 

[38] The ODAC, up to late 2010, was hosted within the 

which itself renders multi-faceted and specialized support to the CSIS 's 

operations. The ODAC -
[39] More specifically, the ODAC processes infonnation held by the CSIS through: 

(See letter dated November 2012 to the Office of the Privacy 
Commissioner, signed by Coordinator - Access to 
Infonnation and Privacy, at p 4. Document located in the book 
"Documents for Amici" as a supplement to the Affidavit of 
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_ (affilmed April 21, 2016), in file 
Tab 10.) 

[40] The evidence presented during the hearings did not update this infonnation to 2016 

except for what follows. Aside from analysing and processing these datasets into investigative 

infonnation, the ODAC: 

[41 ] 

" [ ... ] provides operational support for these inve 
actionable intelli 

(See letter dated November 2012 to the Office of the Privacy 
Commissioner, signed by Coordinator - Access to 
Infonnation and Privacy, at p 3 and 4. Document located in the 
book "Documents for Amici" as a supplement to the Affidavit of 

(affirmed April 21, 2016), in file _ at 
Tab 10.) 
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_ The present reasons should not give the impression that the Court is well infonned of 

the _ program; only very limited evidence was provided. Given that the program was still 

[42] The ODAC is a powerful program which processes metadata resulting in a product 

imbued with a degree of insight otherwise impossible to glean from simply looking at granular 

numbers. The ODAC processes and analyses data such as (but not limited) to: 

The end product is intelligence which reveals specific, intimate details on the life 

and environment of the persons the CSIS investigates. The program is capable of drawing links 

between various sources and enonnous amounts of data that no human being would be capable 

[43] TIle Data Exploitation Task Force provides more insight into the initial capacities of the 

ODAC;_ yet the evidence presented to the Court to this 

effect was very limited. 



- - ---- - --- --- - -------- -

(Data Exploitation Task Force Draft Report (version 1.3), dated 
July 11 , 2005 at 10. Found at "Annex B", Tab 4, of the book 
provided to the Court in response to the letter of March 23, 2016 
from the Chief Justice.) 
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[44] Information collected through the operation of warrants is fed into the ODAC. 

the information is assessed within .. 

by the CSIS; the content is destroyed if it is found to be non-threat related, or unintended for 

prosecutorial purposes, international affairs, or the defense of Canada. If the information remains 

unassessed at the end ofthe _ it must be destroyed as mentioned above. 

the metadata is retained indefinitely even ifthe underlying content is found to 

be non-threat related. As we will see later, understanding is important when 

discussing whether or not a _ retention period is necessary and appropriate. 

[45] Now that I have broadly described the terminology, underlying concepts, and the ODAC 

program in general, I will detail the relevant legislation and provide a historical overview of the 

CSIS Act. 

D. Relevant Legislation 

[46] The central focus of my interpretation of section 12(1) will be to ascertain the meaning of 

the expression: "[ .. . ] to the extent that it is strictly necessary" and its implications for the CSIS 's 

functions. The primary functions of CSIS are the collection, retention and analysis of 

information. These three functions must be assessed in conjunction with the existence of a threat 

to the security of Canada as defined in section 2 of the CSIS Act. I should mention that I will not 
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analyse the amendments brought to the CSIS Act in 2015 except to note that they provide 

additional functions to the Service such as the abilities to work internationally (section 12(2» 

and to take measures to reduce a threat (section 12.1(1». In addition, I note that the Court no 

longer adjudicates applications for warrants to obtain information from the Canada Revenue 

Agency following the enactment of the Security of Canada Information Sharing Act, SC 2015 c 

20, s 2. The factual underpinnings of this development can be found in the SIRC 2014-2015 

Report at pages 27-28. This new piece oflegislation expanded and facilitated the sharing of 

information among certain listed Government of Canada institutions that have jurisdiction or 

responsibilities concerning national security. In practice, the CSIS no longer needs a warrant to 

obtain information from the CRA. No submissions were presented by either sets of counsel in 

regard to these new capacities; they are limited to sections 12(1), 2 and 21 of the Act. 

[47] Section 12(1) of the CSISAct, following amendments to the Act in 2015, reads: 

Canadian Security Intelligence Loi sur Ie Service canadien du 
Service Act, RSC, 1985, c C- renseignement de securite, 
23 LRC, 1985, ch C-23 

Duties and Functions of 
Service 

Collection, analysis and 
retention 

12(1) The Service shall collect, 
by investigation or otherwise, 
to the extent that it is strictly 
necessary, and analyse and 
retain information and 
intelligence respecting 
activities that may on 
reasonable grounds be 
suspected of constituting 
threats to the security of 
Canada and, in relation thereto, 
shall report to and advise the 

Fonctions du Service 

Informations et 
renseignements 

12( 1) Le Service recueille, au 
moyen d' enguetes ou 
autrement, dans la mesure 
strictement necessaire, et 
analyse et conserve les 
infornlations et renseignements 
sur les activites dont il existe 
des motifs raisonnables de 
soupS-0nner qu ' e1les 
constituent des menaces envers 
la securite du Canada; il en fait 
rapport au gouvernement du 



Government of Canada. 

[Emphasis added.] 

Canada et Ie conseille a cet 
egard. 

[Je souligne.] 
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[48] TIle wording "threats to the security of Canada" found in section 12(1) is defined in 

section 2 of the CSIS Act to mean: 

Canadian Security Intelligence 
Service Act, RSC, 1985, c C-
23 

Dermitions 

2. In this Act, 

threats to the security of 
Canada 

means 

(a) espionage or sabotage that 
is against Canada or is 
detrimental to the interests of 
Canada or activities directed 
toward or in support of such 
espionage or sabotage 

(b) foreign influenced 
activities within or relating to 
Canada that are detrimental to 
the interests of Canada and are 
clandestine or deceptive or 
involve a threat to any person, 

(c) activities within or relating 
to Canada directed toward or 
in support of the threat or use 
of acts of serious violence 
against persons or property for 
the purpose of achieving a 
political, religious or 
ideological objective within 

Loi sur Ie Service canadien du 
renseignement de securite, 
LRC, 1985, ch C-23 

Definitions 

2. Les definitions qui suivent 
s'appliquent a la presente loi. 

menaces envers Ia securite du 
Canada 

Constituent des menaces 
envers la securite du Canada 
les activites suivantes : 

a) l ' espionnage ou Ie sabotage 
visant Ie Canada ou 
prejudiciables it ses interets, 
ainsi que les activites tendant a 
favoriser ce genre 
d' espiolmage ou de sabotage; 

b) les activites influencees par 
I' etranger qui touchent Ie 
Canada ou s 'y deroulent et 
sont prejudiciables a ses 
interets, et qui sont d 'une 
nature clandestine ou 
trompeuse ou comportent des 
menaces envers qutconque; 

c) les activites qui touchent Ie 
Canada ou s 'y deroulent et 
visent a favoriser I 'usage de la 
violence grave ou de menaces 
de violence contre des 
personnes ou des biens dans Ie 
but d'atteindre un objectif 
politique, religieux ou 
ideologique au Canada ou dans 



Canada or a foreign state, and 

(d) activities directed toward 
undennining by covert 
unlawful acts, or directed 
toward or intended ultimately 
to lead to the destruction or 
overthrow by violence of, the 
constitutionally established 
system of government in 
Canada, 

but does not include lawful 
advocacy, protest or dissent, 
unless carried on in 
conjunction with any of the 
activities referred to in 
paragraphs (a) to (d). (menaces 
envers la securite du Canada) 

un Etat etranger; 

d) les activites qui, par des 
actions cachees et illicites, 
visent a saper Ie regime de 
gouvernement 
constitutionnellement etabli au 
Canada ou dont Ie but 
immediat ou ultime est sa 
destruction ou son 
renversement, par la violence. 

La presente defmition ne vise 
toutefois pas les activites 
Ii cites de defense d'une cause, 
de protestation ou de 
manifestation d'un desaccord 
qui n' ont aucun lien avec les 
activites mentionnees aux 
alineas a) a d). (threats to the 
security o/Canada) 
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[49] Section 21 is also important; it is the procedural section that instructs the CSIS as to how 

to apply for warrants to the Federal Court if conventional means of investigation are not 

sufficient to advance the investigation. As section 21 is quite lengthy, it may be found in the 

"Appendices" section at the end of these reasons. (See Appendices A - Relevant Legislation.) 

E. Historical Overview 

[50] As I will elaborate at paragraphs 117-149 below, the historical record demonstrates that 

the legislator intended to substantially limit the mandate and functions of the CSIS in regard to 

section 12(1). The results of multiple factors found in the various sources oflegislative intent are 

highly convergent. All sources, from the McDonald Commission's recommendations, to the 

Pitfield Report, to the Solicitor General's explanations during the clause by clause review of the 
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Standing Committee on Justice and Legal Affairs, point to the overarching principle that the 

mandate and functions of the CSIS should be strictly defined and limited (details below). 

[51] Following the establishment of the Royal Commission of Inquiry into Certain Activities 

of the RCMP in 1977, also known as the McDonald Commission, and the final publication of its 

recommendations in 1981, the government of the day introduced Bill C-157 in the House of 

Commons to establish a civilian intelligence security service. Although I chose 1977 as the most 

relevant start date, it is obviously possible to refer to relevant events and publications dating 

further back, such as the Royal Commission on Security in 1969 [the "MacKenzie Commission"] 

and the Kellock-Taschereau Commission in 1946 [the "Gouzenko Affair"]' (Canada, 

Commission ofInquiry Concerning Certain Activities of the Royal Canadian Mounted Police 

(Ottawa: Privy Council Office, 1979, 1981). There are several reports and several volumes, see 

"Appendices B - Bibliography" for details.) 

[52] In June 1983, following widespread opposition, Bill C-157 was referred to a special 

committee of the Senate, which recommended substantial changes to the bill. In November 1983, 

the Special Committee ofthe Senate on the Canadian Security Intelligence Service tabled its 

comprehensive report titled "Delicate Balance: A Security Intelligence Service in a Democratic 

Society" [the "Pitfield Report"]. Bill C-157 was subsequently allowed to die on the order paper 

and a revamped Bill C-9 was tabled in its stead. (Senate of Canada, Special Committee of the 

Senate on the Canadian Security Intelligence Service, Delicate Balance: A Security Intelligence 

Service in a Democratic SOCiety, (November 1983) (Chair: P.M. Pitfield).) 
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[53] Following the Pitfield Report, the government issued a written response where it 

indicated which recommendations it accepted, rejected, or accepted in part. The response 

indicated that the Pitfield Report's recommendation to limit the primary function of CSIS by the 

addition of a test of "necessity" was accepted. As such, clause 14( 1) of Bill C-157 was modified 

and became clause 12(1) in Bill C -9. 
1:1 

Bill C-157 Bill C-9 
- j 

Functions of Service Duties and Functions of Service 

14(1) The Service shall collect, by 12(1) The Service shall collect, by 
investigation or otherwise, and analyse and investigation or otherwise, to the extent that it 
retain information and intelligence respecting is strictly necessary, and analyse and retain 
activities that may on reasonable grounds be information and intelligence respecting 
suspected of constituting threats to the security activities that may on reasonable grounds be 
of Canada and, in relation thereto, shall report suspected of constituting threats to the security 
to and advise the Government of Canada. of Canada and, in relation thereto, shall report 

to and advise the Government of Canada. 

. ( [Emphasis added.] 
, 

[54] Bill C-9 was introduced in January 1984 during the second session of the 32nd 

Parliament. Bill C-9 included virtually all the changes recommended by the Pitfield Report. It 

was given first reading in January 1984 and referred to the Standing Committee on Justice and 

Legal Affairs in March. Bill C-9 passed third reading and was given royal assent in June and was 

proclaimed in force in two parts over July and August 1984. 

[55] The CSIS Act enacted in 1984 contained a review clause calling for a review of the 

legislation to be performed five (5) years following the coming into force of the Act. Such a 

review was completed in 1990 and the government issued a report in reply in 1991. From 1991 

until today, the CSIS Act has occasionally been amended, notably by the addition and 
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specification of certain functions in 2015. I will now review the arguments of both the Attomey 

General and counsel for the CSIS and the amici. 

II. Arguments 

A. Arguments of the Attorney General and Counsel for the CSIS 

[56] Summarily, in regard to the CSIS's duty of candour towards the Court, the Attomey 

General of Canada and counsel for the CSIS [collectively the "AGC"] suggest that the Court was 

indeed advised of the retention program, although not as thoroughly as warranted; no evidence of 

"systemic obfuscation" has been adduced. Regardless, the Service has committed, going 

forward, to advise the Court of any proposed changes in practice without delay. In regard to the 

amendments to the warrant conditions proposed by the amici, the AGe contends that the amici's 

suggestions are impractical. 

[57] In the next paragraphs, I will detail the more complex arguments the AGC puts forward. I 

will first summarize the AGe's argument contending that section 12(1) and section 21 are 

separate schemes operating independently from each other. Later, conceming the legality ofthe 

associated data retained, I will detail the AGC's arguments contending that the amici' s analysis 

of privacy interests in relation to section 8 of the Charter is flawed, and will elaborate on what 

the AGC considers justifiable in respect to the retention of such data. Since I am concluding that 

the CSIS does not have the jurisdiction to retain non-threat information related to third parties, I 

will not deal with the privacy arguments submitted, apart from making brief comments further 

below. However, I have included the arguments for the sake of future reference and 
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completeness. (Canadian Charter o/Rights and Freedoms, Part I ofthe Constitution Act, 1982, 

being Schedule B to the Canada Act 1982 (UK), 1982, c 11.) 

(1) Section 12(1) Does Not Apply to Section 21 of the CSISAct 

[58] Contrary to the amici' s basic position, the AGC asserts that section 12(1) does not apply 

to section 21 of the CSIS Act. In other words, the limits to the Service's actions defined at section 

12( 1) should not apply to the collection of information following the issuance of a valid warrant. 

In essence, the AGC suggests that the collection and retention of information operates in two 

distinct phases with different sets of parameters. In the first phase, the Service is pernlitted by 

section 12(1) to obtain basic information. In the second phase, following the granting of a 

warrant, section 12(1) no longer applies and the collection of information is instead controlled 

exclusively by the parameters set in section 21. 

[59] Limitations found in section 12(1) should only apply to infonuation collected from the 

application of a warrant issued under section 21 if: (a) section 21 explicitly or implicitly 

incorporates section 12(1); or (b) ifsection 12(1) applies to warranted collection under section 

21. In the AGC's opinion, both of these options are inapplicable. 111ere is nothing in the wording 

of section 21 that suggests it was intended to incorporate the restrictions present in section 12(1). 

Interpreting the matter otherwise risks creating conflicting standards between tenus and 

conditions of warrants and section 12( 1). 

[60] Alternatively, because section 12(1) and section 21 are found in different parts of the 

CSIS Act, respectively "Duties and Functions of the Service" and "Judicial Control", they should 
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not be found to apply to one another. Sections 15 and 16 would, for example, be limited by 

section 12(1) as they are all found in the same part (Part I) ofthe CSIS Act, but section 21 would 

not be as it is in the next palt (Part II). The AGC argues that provisions in one part of a statute 

may only affect provisions in another part if legislative language supports it. Considering the 

structure of the scheme, the AGC argues that there is no clear interpretative basis for applying 

limitations in section 12(1) to some activities of the Service (ex. section 21) but not to others (ex. 

sections 15 and 16). 

[61] Section 21 does not expressly incorporate section 12(1). In addition, section 21(4), which 

lists matters that must be specified in a warrant, does not reflect any of section 12(1)'s language. 

Likewise, section 21 does not implicitly incorporate any requirements found in section 12(1). In 

fact, section 21 (3) provides the judge issuing the warrant the power to authorize the interception 

of "any communication, or to obtain any information, record, document or thing [ . . . ]". 

[62] The AGC responds to the amici's argument that the "strictly necessary" qualifier in 

section 12(1) applies to both collection and retention by submitting that such an interpretation of 

the wording runs contrary to the structure of section 12(1) and to the Supreme Court's decision 

in Charkaoui 11, above, at para 38. In addition, the AGC asserts that a sentence from a larger 

explanation given by Minister Kaplan, the Solicitor General at the time the CSIS Act was 

enacted, shows that the expression "to the extent that is strictly necessary" qualifies the 

collection function but not the retention function: 

"Kaplan: Well I had followed in this amendment the exact 
recommendation of the Senate Committee. The Senate committee 
looked at the function of collection as the one that ought to be 
limited to what is strictly necessary. We do not want them to 



collect any more than is strictly necessary because it is the 
collection that is the potential violation of people's privacy rights." 
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As it will be seen later, the AGC, by presenting such a limited sample of a larger discussion, 

presents Mr. Kaplan as saying something that is contradicted when read in its full context. 

(House of Commons, M inutes of Proceedings and Evidence of the Standing Committee on 

Justice and Legal Affairs, 32nd Parl, 2nd Sess, No 28 (24 May 1984) at p 28:52 (Chair: Claude-

Andre Lachance).) 

[63] The AGC opines that the Supreme Court of Canada, inR. v Vu, [2013] 3 SCR 657, 2013 

SCC 60, has established that the judiciary effectively balances private and state interests through 

the issuance of warrants. As such, section 12(1) does not need to apply to section 21 in order for 

privacy interests to be protected by judges. The only link between section 12(1) and section 21 is 

that the Service must have initiated an investigation under section 12( 1) in order to ascertain the 

facts required to satisfy the Court that a warrant is required. 

(2) Arguments on Privacy Interests 

[64] The AGC believes the amici's section 8 analysis in relation to privacy interests and the 

existence of an expectation of privacy is flawed; they overlook relevant cases and propose an 

approach unsupported by jurisprudence. The amici's conclusion that the analysis of associated 

data creates insights into core biographical infonnation of persons is not supported by the 

evidence presented to the Court. 
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[65] The Supreme Court of Canada did not in fact conclude that the existence of an 

expectation of privacy depends on the potential to draw intrusive conclusions from the 

information analysed. Rather, the Supreme Court of Canada indicated that what matters most is 

the intended use for a specific purpose of that information. In short, the Court should not look at 

the potential intrusiveness of the infomlation following analysis. Rather, the only appropriate 

option is to look at the level of intrusiveness of the granular information on its face 

combination and analysis). The correct approach is to look at the present circumstances only, not 

at the future potential level of intrusion. The fact that content is not retained and that associated 

data does not reveal core biographical information means that there is in fact no intrusion. 

[66] More specifically, the AGC contends that common law jurisprudence in regard to section 

8 permits collection of associated data through the authority conferred by the warrant itself. It 

is the warrant conditions themselves that allow the CSIS to collect and retain the associated data. 

In regard to intrusions into the privacy of third parties, the AGC admits that their interests are 

indeed affected. But, case law permits an inevitable intrusion of privacy following a balancing 

between private and collective interests perfonned by the judge when deciding whether to grant 

the warrant or not. An intrusion of privacy does not necessarily render the authorization to 

collect information unreasonable; it also does not need to be minimized as the balancing has 

already been performed. 

(3) Suggested Amendments to the Conditions 

[67] The AGC finally proposes amendments to the warrant conditions templates which can be 

read in the "Factual Context" section at paragraphs 9 to 25. In general, the AGC contends that 
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the _ assessment period found in the current warrant conditions is sufficient as it is tied to 

a high threshold for retention i.e. the "reasonable grounds to believe" used by the Court when 

determining whether to issue the warrant or not. The AGC proposes a longer period to deal with 

as it will be seen in the "Practical Effects" chapter (beginning at 

paragraph 201. 

[68] In regard to the _ assessment period suggested by the amici, such a short 

period of time is unworkable in practice. No evidence was presented supporting the idea that a 

period shorter than _ is workable; rather _ is reasonable and appropriately protects 

third parties' privacy interests. Alternatively, if the Court rules otherwise, whether in regard to 

the retention period or in regard to the nature ofthe assessment made, the AGC requests a period 

of implementation of_ in order to attempt to adapt to changes. 

B. Arguments of the A mici Curiae 

[69] TIle amici contend that the CSIS does not have the legal authority to collect or retain 

infonnation that is not threat related. In practice, they argue that infonnation unrelated to threats 

or to targets must be destroyed as soon as practicable. 

[70] Contrary to the AGC's position, the amici submit that section 12(1) ofthe CSIS Act 

provides exclusive authority for the Service to collect and retain infOlmation in the course of its 

investigati ons of threats to the security of Canada. In addition, the scope of the authority to 

collect and retain infomlation through the operation of section 12(1) is not expanded when a 

warrant is issued pursuant to section 21. It is irrelevant whether information was collected or 
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retained from the operation ofa warrant or not; section 12(1) alone defmes the authority of the 

Service to collect and retain information. The only information the CSIS is authorized by statute 

to retain is threat-related information following a warrant issued pursuantto both sections 12(1) 

and 21 of the CSIS Act. 

[71] In addition, the use of the expression ''third party infonnation" by the CSIS and its 

counsel is misleading. Rather, only threat-related information should be retained; the provenance 

of the information does not matter. Information from parties other than targets will typically be 

unrelated to threats and thus un-retainable. Even so, non-threat-related information can also be 

generated by the target of a warrant and by those the target communicated with. The defining 

factor that ought to be used in determining whether information can legally be retained is not 

who is communicating but rather the existence of a threat to the security of Canada. 

[72] The amici submit that incidental collection with a minimum period of analysis to 

determine whether the collected data is threat related or not is the only collection of non-threat-

related infonnation that falls within the meaning of "strictly necessary" as per section 12(1) of 

the CSIS Act. 

(1) Section 12(1) Applies to Section 21 

[73] In regard to whether or not the expression "strictly necessary" of section 12(1) applies 

only to the function of collection or also to the function of retention, the amici suggest that the 

words "must be threat-related" in section 12(1) clearly define the retention of information as the 

wording precludes the retention of information unrelated to a specific threat. 
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[74] Given that section 21 (1) reads "[ ... ] required to enable the Service to investigate a threat 

to the security of Canada", it is clear that CSIS 's collection of infotmation must be limited to the 

associated data linked to the threat specified in the warrant. If"associated data" is to be retained 

by the service, it can only be on the basis that the data is threat related. 

[75] If a warrant defmes the destruction ofthe content of communications but does not 

address the destruction of associated data, it does not mean that the retention of the associated 

data is authorized. This is especially true when a condition of the warrant relates to the 

destruction of certain types of infotmation. In short, retention of the "associated data" might be 

authorized by section 12(1) if it is threat related, but if it is not threat related, CSIS has no legal 

authority to retain the infonnation. 

[76] In regard to the wording ofthe condition, which reads, in part, as "may assist in the 

investigation of a threat", the amici suggest that this wording should be interpreted as allowing 

the CSIS to assist in the investigation of a particular threat. The amici submit that to interpret 

"may assist in the investigation of a threat" as allowing the retained data to someday assist in the 

investigation of an undefined threat is erroneous. Put succinctly, the amici proposes that the 

Service only be authorized to retain infotmation through the effect of a warrant when the 

infotmation is threat related, as per the meaning of section 12( 1). 

[77] A warrant granted pursuant to section 21 of the CSIS Act is only a tool used to collect or 

retain infotmation over the course of a section 12(1) investigation. It is only when the 
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infonnation fits within the parameters of section 12(1) that section 21 confers on the CSIS the 

authority to collect or retain infonnation linked to the threat identified. 

(2) Arguments on Privacy Interests 

[78] The amici disagree with the CSIS's conceptualization of the definition and scope of 

"third party infonnation" as a category of persons 

The current interpretation is too narrow for three reasons: (1) the 

constitutionally protected privacy rights of a large numbers of persons are disregarded; (2) the 

analysis of relevance is incorrectly grounded in the method used rather than the third-parties' 

reasonable expectation of privacy; and (3) the issue is irrelevant, as the CSIS Act does not ask 

who the infonnation comes from but rather whether if it is related to threats. In addition, they 

argue that privacy concerns of Canadians stand independently from section 12(1). 

[79] TIle amici perfonn a substantial analysis of privacy interests related to section 8 of the 

Charter in their written submissions. In a nutshell, they posit that CSIS's collection and retention 

of infonnation triggers section 8 protections as the collection and retention of infonllation 

amount to a search and seizure. TIley argue that a reasonable, both subjective and objective, and 

strong expectation of privacy emanates from two sources : from the metadata itself, as it 

evidently shows private activity, and from the inferences that may be drawn from aggregating 

and analysing that same metadata. According to case law, the expectation of privacy of the 

public is nonnative (what society is willing to accept) and not descriptive (a conclusion derived 

from a particular factual matrix). The amici disagree with the AGC's position that granular 

metadata is meaningless infonnation. The amici retort that jurispmdence supports their assertion 
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that infornlation gleaned from granular metadata and from the product of its aggregation and 

analysis both generate infolmation that goes to the "biological core" of a person and thus violates 

privacy. Metadata, on its own and processed through aggregation and analysis, can provide 

intimate insights into the lifestyle and personal choices of individuals; it is not an innocuous 

kernel of information. In addition, the products ofthe CSIS 's analytical methods are much more 

elaborate than methods or types of information at issue in prior Supreme Court of Canada cases. 

[80] The amici accept that a balance must be struck between the privacy interests of 

individuals and those of the state. According to them, the fine tuning of that balance can be 

struck by adjusting the retention period ofthe information collected. 

(3) Suggestions Regarding Amendments to the Warrant Conditions 

[81] The amici's main proposal in regard to the warrant conditions is that the retention of 

information should be governed exclusively by whether or not the information collected is threat 

related. This categorisation aims to include infonnation provisionally considered threat related 

through the mechanism of an assessment period. By definition, the amici's proposal aims to 

exclude the retention of information that is discernably not threat related. 

[82] The privacy rights of third parties must be upheld. While it is inevitable that their 

communications will be captured through the operation of warrants, the proper trade-off for this 

violation of privacy rights is that the retention of that infonnation should be limited to a 

proportional period. In that regard, the amici propose specific definitions oftenns and different 
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periods of retention for different types of information. Generally, the amici suggest that the Court 

allow infonnation to be retained in order for a communications analyst to 

make the determination of whether or not information is tlu-eat related. Before that determination 

is made, the information should be kept in a pre-analysis environment. 

[83] For the amici, the difficulty lies not in clearly defining threat-related information, but 

rather in the treatment of ambiguous information. As a solution, the amici propose that a 

designated judge should set the appropriate period of retention at the warrant authorization stage 

on a case by case basis. If the judge does not set an appropriate retention period at that stage and 

if it is difficult to categorise the infornlation as either falling within the ambit of the target of 

investigation or of a third party, then the CSIS must apply to the Court for directions following 

the collection ofthe information. 

[84] As such, the amici notably propose changes to the warrant conditions governing the 

retention of third party infonnation. First, the current period of retention of 

generally ought to be reduced to Incidentally, the amici suggest that the 

standard for retention should become "reasonable grounds to suspect" instead of the current 

standard "reasonable grounds to believe". In addition, associated data should not be 

distinguished from the content of the communication; both should be assessed and either 

destroyed or retained as a whole. Information, both content and metadata, should not be analysed 

until the information has been determined retainable or not. Finally, non-threat-related 

information should only be retained for the purpose of being disclosed in accordance with 

section 19 (Authorized Disclosure of Information) ofthe CSIS Act. 
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III. Issued raised 

[85] The issues raised by the present application are the following: 

1. Does the CSIS ' s omission to disclose and explain the existence of the ODAC 

program since its launch in 2006 amount to a behaviour breaching the duty of 

candour that the CSIS owes the Court? 

2. If the collection function is to be performed only "[ . . . ] to the extent that that it is 

strictly necessary", does the "strictly necessary" limit also apply to the retention 

function in regard to information collected through the operation of warrants issued 

pursuant to sections 12(1),2, and 21 of the CSISAct? 

3. Can the associated data, as defined at paragraphs 33-34 of these reasons, collected by 

the CSIS through the operation of warrants issued by this Court since 2006 be 

retained for future inquiries as part of the ODAC program pursuant to sections 12(1), 

2, and 21 of the CSIS Act? 

4. Are the amendments sought to the warrant conditions within the legal parameters set 

by sections 12(1), 2 and 21 of the CSIS Act? 

5. What is the appropriate period of retention for information collected through the 

operation of warrants in order to permit the CSIS to assess whether the information 

may be of assistance to investigate a threat to the security of Canada, or may be 

useful in a prosecution, to international relations, or to the defence of Canada? lfthe 

information is assessed as being unrelated to any of these three objectives, when 

should it be destroyed? 
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IV. Analysis 

A. The Duty of Can dour 

[86] I must deternline whether the CSIS deliberately chose not to inform the Court, between 

2006 and 2016, of its modified collection and retention policy in regard to warrants issued by 

this Court pursuant to sections 12(1) and 21 of the CSIS Act. I must also determine if such 

behaviour, in general, amounts to a breach of the CSIS 's duty of candour towards the Court. I 

have briefly exposed some of the relevant facts to my analysis of the duty of candour at 

paragraphs 9 to 25 of these reasons. 

[87] I have raised, on numerous occasions, at ex parte, in camera hearings, the issue of 

retention of information unrelated to threats or to the target ofthe warrant; many other 

designated judges have echoed this concern. The Court has proposed that such unrelated 

infonllation be destroyed as soon as it is identified to be non-threat related. TIle Court has also 

suggested that the assessment period used to detenuine whether or not the collected infonllation 

is threat or target related generally be limited to .. and in some cases less. As an example, in 

file the Court explored whether a retention period shorter than _ was 

feasible. 

[88] The designated judges have grappled with the issue of infonnation unrelated to the threat 

or to the target before, notably when the Court dealt with In that file, the Court 

found to be unrelated to the decided that information such as 

investigation had to be destroyed within A similar concern was also expressed in 
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regard to WatTants where a period was determined in 

regard to unrelated to the target of the warrant. Overall, the designated judges ' 

approach to retention and destruction ofthird-party information has been consistent. 

[89] The legal parameters of the duty of candour were detailed by Justice Mosley in X (Re) , 

2013 FC 1275, later upheld on appeal inX (Re), 2014 FCA 249. Justice Mosley, at paragraphs 82 

to 89, wrote: 

[82] The duty of full and frank disclosure in an ex parte 
proceeding was discussed by the Supreme Court of Canada in 
Ruby v Canada (Solicitor General) , 2002 SCC 75 (CanLII), [2002] 
4 S.C.R. 3 at para 27: 

In all cases where a party is before the court on an 
ex parte basis, the party is under a duty of utmost 
good faith in the representations it makes to the 
court. The evidence presented must be complete and 
thorough and no relevant information adverse to the 
interests ofthat party may be withheld; Royal Bank, 
supra, at paragraph 11. Virtually all codes of 
professional conduct impose such an ethical 
obligation on lawyers. See for example the Alberta 
Code of Professional Conduct, c.lO, r.8. 

[83] The DAGC acknowledges that this duty, also known as the 
duty of utmost good faith or candour, applies to all of the Service ' s 
ex parte proceedings before the Federal Court: Harkat (Re), 2010 
FC 1243 (CanLII) at para 117, rev'd on other grounds 2010 FCA 
122 (CanU!), appeal on reserve before the Supreme Court; 
Charkaoui (Re), 2004 FCA 421 (CanLII) at paras 153, 154; Almrei 
(Re) , 2009 FC 1263 (CanLII), para 498. In making a warrant 
application pursuant to sections 12 and 21 of the CSIS Act, the 
Service must present all material facts, favourable or otherwise. 

[ ... ] 

[87] InR. v. G.B., [2003] O.T.C. 785 (Ont. S.C.J.), a case 
involving an application for a stay of proceedings on the ground 
that a police officer had lied in affidavits to obtain wiretap 
authorizations, the Court described material facts as follows at 
paras 11 and 12: 



11 ... Material facts are those which may be 
relevant to an authorizing judge in detennining 
whether the criteria for granting a wiretap 
authorization have been met. For the disclosure to 
be frank, meaning candid, the affiant must tum his 
or her mind to the facts which are against what is 
sought and disclose all of them which are known, 
including all facts from which inferences may be 
drawn. Consequently, the obligation of full and 
frank disclosure means that the affiant must disclose 
in the affidavit facts known to the affiant which 
tend to disprove the existence of either reasonable 
or probable grounds of investigative necessity in 
respect of any target of the proposed authorization. 

12. The obligation of full and frank disclosure also 
means that the affiant should never make a 
misleading statement in the affidavit, either by 
means ofthe language used or by means of strategic 
omission of infonnation. 

[88] I agree with counsel for the DAGC that in the context of a 
warrant application pursuant to section 21 ofthe CSIS Act, material 
facts are those which may be relevant to a designated judge in 
detennining whether the criteria found in paragraphs (21) (2) ( a) 
and (b) have been met. [ ... ] 

[89] However, I do not accept the narrow conception of 
relevance advocated by the DAGC in this context as it would 
exclude infonnation about the broader framework in which 
applications for the issuance of CSIS Act warrants are brought. In 
my view, it is tantanl0unt to suggesting that the Court should be 
kept in the dark about matters it may have reason to be concemed 
about ifit was made aware of them. [ ... ] 

[Emphasis added.] 

(SeeX (Re), 2013 FC 1275; and X (Re) , 2014 FCA 249) 
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[90] The Supreme Court of Canada, in Canada (Citizenship and Immigration) v Harkat, 

[2014] 2 SCR 33, 2014 SCC 37, at paragraphs 101 and 102, citing Ruby v Canada (Solicitor 

General), 2002 SCC 75, [2002] 4 SCR 3, and Almrei (Re), 2009 FC 1263, [2011] 1 FCR 163, 
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confrrmed that an elevated duty of candour applies when a party relies on evidence in ex parte 

proceedings and that ongoing efforts to update the infonnation are required. 

[91] The CSIS began retaining associated data in 2006. From that time until December 2011, 

the Court was not infonned by the CSIS that such infonnation, unrelated to threats or to the 

target designated in the warrant, was being retained on an indefinite basis. In December 2011, at 

a hearing, CSIS alluded to the retention of data when discussing changes to the wording of the 

warrants. The purpose of the modification to the wording of the warrants, as explained by 

counsel for CSIS, was to "improve the vocabulary". 

[92] There is documented evidence showing that from 2006 to 2008, the CSIS had every 

intention to infonn the Court of its retention of associated data program. Thereafter, references to 

the CSIS's intention to infonn the Court vanished, but there is no evidence clearly establishing 

that the CSIS deliberately did not intend to infonn the Court. There is also no evidence to explain 

why the Court was not infonned. No conclusive evidence on the matter has been presented to the 

Court. 

[93] Having said that, the evidence establishes that as a result of the Charkaoui II decision of 

2008, the CSIS reviewed its retention of infonnation program and adapted its policies through 

the· years. It is only in December 2011 that an amendment to the warrant conditions was effected 

to reflect the new retention policy of applied only to "content" and implicitly not to 

"associated data". 
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[94] As briefly mentioned above, in the final moments of the December 2011 en bane hearing, 

which dealt with numerous amendments to the warrant conditions, counsel for the CSIS, upon 

being asked whether there was anything else to be raised, offered this last minute comment: 

"[ . . . ] there are other minor changes to the conditions that we think 
go to clarity [ ... ] we also looked at trying to better the language 
[ ... ] if I can put it that way; not change but to better the language, 
[ ... ] before it read as follows: "[ ... ] subject to condition 1, any 
communication of a person" and now we have included the words 
"the content of any communication". "So it makes it clear the 
metadata is not part of what would be destroyed. And just so the 
Court is aware, basically the metadata is not destroyed and is 
retained no matter what happens to the communication except for 
solicitor-client which will be destroyed. [ ... ] Those are new 
changes that we made. It was really to reflect the practice and what 
other warrants are saying. Weare always trying to better the 
language of the warrants." 

(See transcript of file _ December 16, 2011 at 83-87.) 

[95] The concepts of "metadata" and "associated data" were not the subject matter of the 

December 2011 en bane hearing. The Court, at the time, was dealing with other substantial 

changes to the warrant conditions template. The concept of retention and destruction of 

infomlation was only broached in the final moments of the hearing, apparently to reflect an 

innocuous change to the CSIS's practice and ''to better the language of warrants". In retrospect, 

this "minor change" was very far from minor and very far from simply "bettering the language". 

[96] In June 2015, in file _ which was heard over several hearings with the help of 

an amicus, I specifically brought up the issue of retaining third party information. Over those 

days of hearings, as the transcripts reveal, the CSIS never discussed its policy of retention of 

metadata. Yet, on numerous occasions, counsel for the CSIS told the Court that the issue of 

retention of third party infonnation raised complex matters and that time was needed to reflect 
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on it. Over these six (6) hearings, I formulated several suggestions. First, warrant conditions 

should clearly express that non-threat, non-target infolmation, such as third party information, 

should not be retained. Second, I suggested that the assessment period in regard to third-party 

information unrelated to threats and to the target should be limited to and not. 

_ Counsel for the CSIS proposed to postpone these discussions so that the CSIS could 

review its own internal operations and submit new approaches at a later date. (See transcript of 

file dated June 1,2015 at page 55.) (See transcript of file _ dated June 3, 

2015 at pages 11-12.) (See transcript offile dated June 10,2016 at page 19.) 

[97] As a result, on December 8, 2015, after two extensions of time granted by the Court, 

counsel for the CSIS submitted by letter a number of proposed amendments to the warrant 

conditions templates. The letter of December 8, 2015, did not divulge the Service's policy of 

retaining metadata. The amendments became the subject matter offile _ The issue of 

CSIS's retention of meta data was only added to file _ following the publication of the 

SIRC's 2014-2015 public annual report in late January 2016. It is only after reading the report 

and the letter of January 28, 2016, sent by the Deputy Attorney General that my fellow 

designated judges and I fully understood that the CSIS was retaining metadata. Following these 

events, it was decided that the policy of retention of such information would be added to the 

subject matters planned for the en bane hearing already called for to deal with the amendments 

described in the December 8, 2015 letter. 

[98] In retrospect, I am concerned by the fact that both the CSIS and the SIRC knew of the 

retention program, but the Court did not. How can the Court properly assume its duties to assess 
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very intrusive warrants when the party appearing in front of it ex parte and in camera does not 

infonn the Court of retention policies and practices directly related to the infomlation the Court 

allows the CSIS to collect through the warrants it issues? The retention program was at the heart 

of the issues raised by the Court in file yet the CSIS decided to ask for additional 

time rather than infonn the Court of the existence of the program. I specifically note that the 

evidence shows the CSIS expressed the need to infonn the Court of the details of the program as 

far back as 2006. Yet, it took extrinsic events for the Court to discover the existence of the 

program in 2016. Here are the relevant extracts of the 2014-2015 SIRC Report: 

"During a warrant application before the Federal Court in late 
2011, when the matter of the wording change was raised, CSIS 
legal services did make reference to the retention of metadata. 
However, SIRC was given no indication that the Service was fully 
transparent with the Federal Court about the nature and scope of its 
activities with respect to metadata in the context of that discussion. 
SIRC, on the other hand, was of the view that the Court has a 
general interest in how the Service uses the intelligence, including 
metadata, collected under the authority of a warrant. [ ... ] SIRC 
therefore recommended that the Service make the Court aware of 
the particulars of the Service's retention and use of metadata 
collected under warrant. [ ... ] Given the continuing importance of 
this subject, the Committee will look more thoroughly at data 
exploitation and data acquisition in the next research cycle to 
assess whether collection is done "to the extent that is strictly 
necessary," as set out in section 12 of the CSIS Act." 

(Canada, Security Intelligence Review Committee, SIRC Annual 
Report 2014-2015: Broader Horizons: Preparing the Groundwork 
for Change in Security Intelligence ReView, (Ottawa: Public Works 
and Govemment Services Canada, 2015) at p 25.) 

[99] I note the important fact that the SIRC recommended to the CSIS that it infonn the Court 

of its retention program, but that the CSIS refused to do so. It refused for the following reasons: 

"CSIS RESPONSE TO RECOMMENDATIONS: The Service did 
not agree with SIRC's recommendation to advise the Federal Court 
of activities relating to metadata collected under warrant. CSIS's 



position is that section 21 ofthe CSIS Act does' not confer any 
general supervisory authority to Federal Court judges, therefore, it 
believes that SIRC's recommendation was both inappropriate and 
unwarranted. Moreover, the Service maintains that its position on 
the issue in question was communicated clearly and transparently 
to the Federal Court during a warrant application in December 
2011. [ ... ]" [Emphasis added.] 

(Canada, Security Intelligence Review Committee, SIRC Annual 
Report 2014-2015: Broader Horizons: Preparing the Groundwork 
for Change in Security Intelligence ReView, (Ottawa: Public Works 
and Government Services Canada, 2015) at p 26.) 
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[100] How can a privileged party, appearing on an ex parte, in camera basis, reply in such a 

way? Designated judges serve as the gatekeepers of intrusive powers, ensuring a balance 

between private interest and the state's need to intrude upon that privacy for the collective good. 

They must also ensure that the intrusive means sought are proportionate with the gravity of the 

threat. The warrants issued by the designated judges have direct inlpacts on the activities of the 

CSIS and on the information that can or cannot be collected and retained. Given its unique 

position as applicant and sole source of evidence to the Court, the CSIS has an elevated duty to 

ensure the designated judges can fully assume their role. The response provided to the SIRC's 

recommendation by the CSIS shows a worrisome lack of understanding of, or respect for, the 

responsibilities of a party benefiting from the opportunity to appear ex parte. If the CSIS unduly 

limits the flow of information the Court needs to make proper detenninations, then the CSIS can 

be seen as manipulating the judicial decision-making process. 

[101] In 2005, a CSIS task force reconmlended the establishment of a data retention program. 

From the day the program was implemented in 2006, the CSIS deemed the program important 
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enough to infonn the Minister of its existence; the Service did so by letter in July 2006. At the 

time, the CSIS opined that the Court should also be properly infonned: 

" [ ... ] the Service will make a presentation to the Federal Court or 
in some other fonn, raise with the Court, the Service revised 
position on retention, and seek its comments on the matter [ ... ]" 

(See Affidavit of dated April 21 , 2016 at para 27.) 

[102] If the retention program warranted such a presentation and asking the Court for 

comments back in 2006, then why did the CSIS only dismissively broach the topic at the end of 

the hearing in December 2011 under the guise of "bettering the language"? How can the CSIS 

credibly claim to have infonned the Court "clearly and transparently"? 

[103] I absolutely disagree with the CSIS's suggestion that the Court was infonned "clearly and 

transparently". The CSIS knew, as far back as 2006, that it had to infonn the Court of the 

substantial changes it brought to its policy of retention of infonnation. Unfortunately, the 

evidence is inconclusive as to whether or not the CSIS intentionally did not infonn the Court in a 

clear and transparent manner. At the very least, the CSIS was aware that it should infonn the 

Court in 2006, yet did not do so. 

[104] In addition, the CSIS's response to SIRC's recommendation to infonn the Federal Court 

raises more red flags : 

"[ ... ] CSIS's position is that section 21 of the CSIS Act does not 
COIner any general supervisory authority to Federal Court judges 
[ ... ]." 
(Canada, Security Intelligence Review Committee, SIRC Annual 
Report 2014-2015: Broader Horizons: Preparing the Groundwork 
for Change in Security Intelligence Review, (Ottawa: Public Works 
and Govenunent Services Canada, 2015) at p 26.) 
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[lOS] Such a position is unacceptable. How can the CSIS, in 2006, acknowledge the need to 

present the retention program to the Court and to seek its comments, but in 2015 claim that it has 

absolutely no responsibility to do so because the designated judges "have no supervisory 

authority"? This position is at the very least inconsistent and contradictory. It may also indicate 

that the CSIS in fact never intended to properly inform the Court at all. 

[106] In the end, it took four (4) days of en bane hearings, several witnesses, and five affidavits 

for the CSIS to explain the associated data retention program and to answer the designated 

judges' questions. 

[107] The CSIS has a privileged role to play with the Court; yet it cannot abuse its unique 

position. The CSIS cannot solely decide what the Court should and should not know. The CSIS, 

through its elevated duty of candour must inform the Court fully, substantially, clearly and 

transparently ofthe use it makes or plans to make of the information it collects through the 

operation of Court issued warrants. Failing to do so, the Court is in no position to properly 

assume its judicial obligation to render justice in accordance with the rule of law. The CSIS must 

have the confidence of the Court when it presents warrant applications. In the present file, it has 

certainly not enhanced the Court's trust. 

[l08] In its present submissions, at paragraph 99, the CSIS concedes that it has breached its 

duty of candour since 2006 in regard to the existence of the associated data retention program. 

The CSIS did not inform the Court "clearly and transparently" as it should have. Despite this 

admission, ten (10) years later, such behaviour remains unacceptable and runs contrary to the 
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interest of justice. For the purposes of this procedure, I find that the CSIS has breached its duty 

of candour by not infonning the Court of its associated data retention program. In X (Re), cited 

above, my colleague Justice Mosley, on a different factual basis, also concluded that a breach of 

the duty of candour had occurred. I make a similar finding three (3) years later. I wonder what it 

will take to ensure that such findings are taken seriously. Must a contempt of Court proceeding, 

with all its related consequences, be necessary in the future? 

B. LimitedMandate of the CSIS 

[109] I now begin the discussion on the interpretation of sections 12(1), 2 and 21 of the CSIS 

Act insofar as the collection and retention of infonnation collected through the operation of 

warrants are concerned. I repeat that these reasons are limited to the application before me and to 

these sections only. In this section, I will ascertain in detail the primary mandate and functions of 

the CSIS. To do so, I will first perfonn a review of the applicable principles of legislative 

interpretation. Second, I will explore the context ofthe CSIS Act, notably by delving into the 

details of the events leading to the enactment of the Act. Third, I will thoroughly detail the 

scheme of the Act as that is crucial to properly resolve many of the issues at stake. Fourth, I will 

consider the differences and similarities with the Charkaoui II decision, cited above. Fifth and 

[mally, I will spell out the key findings of this section. 

(1) Principles of Interpretation 

[110] In her book Sullivan on the Construction of Statutes, Prof. Sullivan sets forth the classic 

three-pronged method to interpretation: the ordinary meaning approach using the text of the 
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statute as the primary source, the contextual approach as originally described by Elmer Driedger 

and refined by the Supreme Court following its endorsement of the method in Rizzo & Rizzo 

Shoes Ltd. (Re) , [1998] 1 SCR 27, and the purposive approach in order to consider the practical 

idea behind the enactment of both the relevant section and the statute as a whole, as well as the 

real world effects ofthe Court ' s interpretation. (Ruth Sullivan, Sullivan on the Construction of 

Statues, 6th ed (Markham: Lexis Nexis, 2014) at para 2.1 ["Sullivan 2014"].) 

[111] The Federal Court of Appeal, in X (Re) , 2014 FCA 249, at paragraphs 68 to 71 , 

summarizes how a statute should be interpreted: 

[68] The preferred approach to statutory interpretation has been 
expressed in the following terms by the Supreme Court: 

Today there is only one principle or approach, 
namely, the words of an Act are to be read in their 
entire context and in their grammatical and ordinary 
sense harmoniously with the scheme of the Act, the 
object of the Act, and the intention of Parliament. 

See: Rizzo & Rizzo Shoes Ltd (Re), 1998 
CanLII 837 (SCC), [1998] 1 SCR 27 at 
paragraph 21. See also: R. v. Ulybel 
Enterprises Ltd. , 2001 SCC 56 (CanLII), 
[2001] 2 SCR 867 at paragraph 29. 

[69] The Supreme Court restated this principle in Canada 
Trustco Mortgage Co. v Canada, 2005 SCC 54 (CanLII), [2005] 2 
SCR 601 at paragraph 10: 

It has been long established as a matter of statutory 
interpretation that '"the words of an Act are to be 
read in their entire context and in their grammatical 
and ordinary sense harmoniously with the scheme 
of the Act, the object of the Act, and the intention of 
Parliament": see 65302 British Columbia Ltd. v 
Canada, 1999 CanLII 639 (SCC), [1999] 3 SCR 
804, at para. 50. The interpretation of a statutory 
provision must be made according to a textual, 
contextual and purposive analysis to fmd a meaning 



that is harmonious with the Act as a whole. When 
the words of a provision are precise and 
unequivocal, the ordinary meaning ofthe words 
playa dominant role in the interpretive process. On 
the other hand, where the words can support more 
than one reasonable meaning, the ordinary meaning 
of the words plays a lesser role. The relative effects 
of ordinary meaning, context and purpose on the 
interpretive process may vary, but in a11 cases the 
court must seek to read the provisions of an Act as a 
harmonious whole. 

[70] This formulation ofthe proper approach to statutory 
interpretation was repeated in Celgene Corp. v Canada (Attorney 
General) , 2011 SCC 1 (CanLII), [2011] 1 SCR 3 at paragraph 21 , 
and Canada (Information Commissioner) v Canada (Minister of 
National Defence) , 2011 SCC 25 (CanLII), [2011] 2 SCR 306 at 
paragraph 27. 

[71] Inherent in the contextual approach to statutory 
interpretation is the understanding that the grammatical and 
ordinary sense of a provision is not determinative of its meaning. A 
court must consider the total context of the provision to be 
interpreted "no matter how plain the disposition may seem upon 
initial reading" (ATCa Gas and Pipelines Ltd. v Alberta (Energy 
and Utilities Board), 2006 SCC 4 (CanLII), [2006] 1 SCR 140 at 
paragraph 48). From the text and tIns wider context the interpreting 
court aims to ascertain legislative intent, "[t]he most significant 
element of this analysis" (R. v M onney, 1999 CanLII 678 (SCC), 
[1999] 1 SCR 652 at paragraph 26). 
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[112] As expressed by the Federal Court of Appeal, both Prof. Cote and Prof. Sullivan, in their 

most recent works, proclaim that the ordinary meaning approach by itself is no longer sufficient. 

Rather, both leading authors agree that context is paramount and interpretation is legitimate even 

if the ordinary meaning seems clear. Prof. Cote indicates: 

"[ . .. ] [W] e want to note our profound disagreement with the idea 
that interpretation is legitimate or appropriate only when the text is 
obscure. This idea is based on the view, incorrect, that the meaning 
of a legal rule is identical to its literal legislative wording. The role 
of the interpreter is to establish the meaning of rules, not texts, 
with textual meaning at most the starting point of a process which 



necessarily takes into account extra-textual elements. The prima 
facie meaning of a text must be construed in the light of the other 
indicia relevant to interpretation. A competent interpreter asks 
whether the rule so construed can be reconciled with the other 
rules and principles ofthe legal system: Is this meaning consistent 
with the history ofthe text? Do the consequences of construing the 
rule solely in terms of the literal rule justify revisiting the 
interpretation? and so on." 

(Pierre-Andre Cote, The Interpretation of Legislation in Canada, 
4th ed (Toronto: Carswell, 2011) at 268-269 ["PA Cote 2011 "].) 
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[1l3] As such, even though section 12(1) of the CSIS Act does not pose significant difficulty in 

regard to its plain, literal meaning, we must look further. As Prof. Cote expressed, we must 

ascertain whether the ordinary meaning fits within the context and purpose of section 12( 1) read 

in conjunction with section 2 and the statute as a whole. (Sullivan 2014, above, at paras 2.l., 2.2, 

23.15, 23.17.) 

[114] Given that the plain meaning rule is no longer considered an adequate interpretative 

method by itself, both Prof. Cote and Prof. Sullivan agree that the old rules refusing to admit 

certain extrinsic elements informing context must also be abandoned. In fact, both authors agree 

that extrinsic material is useful to the task of convincingly interpreting statutes. Although all 

extrinsic evidence is admissible, the authors signal that the role of the Court has shifted towards 

deternlining what weight, authority and value the interpreter should attribute to the various 

factors. (PA Cote 2011, above, at 47.) (Sullivan 2014, above, at paras 23.15,23.17.) 

[115] It is well recognized that legislative histories are useful extrinsic aids to ascertain the 

legislator's intent and the purpose of an Act. When analysing legislative history materials, Prof. 

Sullivan specifies that, generally "[ ... ] [i]n a Parliamentary system of government, there is likely 
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to be a relatively small number of individuals whose intentions largely control the content of 

legislative initiatives. In the case of statutes, this would include the recommending Minister, who 

will reflect the views of Cabinet; it would also include the Parliamentarians who comprise a 

majority of the Committee that reviews the bill". Thus, the statements given by those relevant 

persons are much more useful than simple comments or debates from other Parliamentarians. 

The Supreme Court of Canada regularly relies on legislative history materials to ascertain the 

objectives of schemes created by statutes. (Sullivan 2014, above, at paras 23.67, 23.81, 23.83.) 

(PA Cote 2011 , above, at 47.) 

[116] Although commission reports do not represent the voice of sponsoring ministers or 

involved Parliamentarians directly, both Prof. Sullivan and Prof. Cote clearly opine that 

commission reports are useful and admissible. In fact, they regard commission reports as 

particularly helpful to the interpretation process and note that they were the first type of extrinsic 

supports to receive affmnation from the Courts. Prof. Sullivan explains: 

"Often legislation is preceded by the report of a law reform 
commission or sinlilar body that has investigated a condition or 
problem and recommended a legislative response. Such reports 
typically review the research carried out by the commission, state 
its findings, describe the policy options explored and set out 
recommendations. The work is non-partisan and the conclusions 
are carefully reasoned. These features potentially make reports 
more reliable than the materials found in Hansard. In addition, 
commission reports often playa clear role in the preparation of 
legislation, in some cases a major role which potentially enhances 
their relevance and significance. Not surprisingly, then, 
commission reports were the first type of legislative history to be 
admitted by the courts in statutory interpretation cases. [ ... ]" 

(Sullivan 2014, above, at para 23.68.) (PA Cote 2011, above, at 
455-456.) 
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(2) Contextual Approach 

[117] I will now thoroughly assess the context surrounding the CSIS Act. To do so, it will be 

essential to refer to the principles of interpretation enounced above and to refer to the legislative 

saga leading to the present version ofthe CSIS Act. I have provided a brief summary of the 

legislative history at paragraphs 50 to 55 of these reasons. I will now delve into the topic in more 

detail. 

[118] As established by Prof. Sullivan and Prof. Cote, a purely textual solution is no longer 

considered a full answer to interpretation. The text of the statute must reflect the purpose ofthe 

scheme as expressed by the legislator's intent. Accordingly, to confirm our approach in assessing 

the CSIS's mandate and functions, the Court must study the legislative genesis of the CSIS. To 

do this, it is essential to go back to the early 1980s, when the McDonald Commission issued its 

report on the predecessor ofCSIS, the Intelligence Service of the RCMP. This report triggered 

much political debate, which ultimately resulted in the introduction of Bill C-157. That bill was 

then reviewed by a Senate committee resulting in the Pitfield Report. In response to the changes 

proposed by the Pitfield Report, the government of the day introduced Bill C-9, which with some 

minor amendments became the CSIS Act in 1984. 

[119] The McDonald Commission brought forward the concern of imposing on an intelligence 

agency a limited mandate and the concept of "to the extent that it is strictly necessary". This 

recommendation was not followed in Bill C-157, which was the first bill introduced to create a 

Canadian intelligence service. Following its study of Bill C-157, the Pitfield Report 
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recommended that the mandate should be limited to what is "strictly necessary for the purpose of 

protecting the security of Canada". The govenmlent of the day followed the Pitfield RepOit 's 

recommendation to "strictly limit" the service's mandate, but did not add to Bill C-9 "for the 

purpose of protecting the security of Canada". It was explained at the time that a precise 

definition of threats to the security of Canada (section 2) sufficed when referenced by section 12. 

(a) McDonald Commission 

[120] A principle of interpretation calls for identifying the wrong that the proposed legislation 

is attempting to remedy. Before delving deep into the details of the CSIS Act's legislative history, 

it should be said that one of the most important recommendations of the McDonald Commission 

was to propose the establishment of a civilian agency, completely separate from the RCMP. TIle 

McDonald Commission acknowledged that the new agency must be girded in a new mindset, 

completely distinct from how a police organization operates, in order to avoid repeating past 

abuses. 

[121] TIle McDonald Commission, issued in 1981, as a result of its investigation into the 

activities ofthe Intelligence Service ofthe RCMP, expressed serious concem about the RCMP 

breaking the law in the name of national security. In order to ensure that such illegal activities 

would not occur again, the McDonald Commission suggested that the mandate of a future 

intelligence agency be expressly defined and limited in order to restrain and deter illegal 

activities by members of the agency in the name of national security. It recommended the 

following: 



[45] [ ... ] We think a statutory clause stating the need to restrict 
the security intelligence activities to what is strictly necessary for 
the security of Canada would make it more likely that those who 
direct and carry out security work will keep in mind the danger to 
liberty which can result from an overly expansive interpretation of 
the security intelligence agency's mandate. 

WE RECOMMEND THAT the legislation establishing Canada's 
security intelligence agency contain a clause indicating that the 
agency's work should be limited to what is strictly necessary for 
the purpose of protecting the security of Canada and that the 
security intelligence agency should not investigate any person or 
group solely on the basis of that person's or group 's participation 
in lawful advocacy, protest or dissent. [ ... ] [Emphasis added.] 

(Canada, Commission of Inquiry Concerning Certain Activities of 
the Royal Canadian Mounted Police, Second Report: Freedom and 
Security Under the Law, vol 1, Part V, (Ottawa: Privy Council 
Office, 1981) at P 443-444, para 45.) 
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[122] This is why the "strictly necessary" concept to the mandate was introduced. Its purpose 

was to remind the operational intelligence staff that there were limits to their actions and that the 

rule oflaw prevented an overly expansive interpretation of the agency' s mandate. 

[123] Additionally, in order to prevent excessive intelligence gathering, it was recommended 

that the mandate ofthe new service be specific: 

[190] [ . .. ] But in the absence of a clearly defined mandate, there 
is a natural tendency for a security intelligence agency, no matter 
how good its analytical capabilities, to err on the side of excessive 
intelligence-gathering, lest it be faulted by government for not 
having intelligence when asked. Intelligence-gathering is not 
something that can be simply turned on and off like a tap. ll1is is 
another reason for the importance of Parliament's establishing a 
coherent, comprehensive mandate for security intelligence 
activities in this country. 

(Canada, Commission of Inquiry Concerning Certain Activities of 
the Royal Canadian Mounted Police, Second Report: Freedom and 
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Security Under the Law, vol 1, Part V, (Ottawa: Privy Council 
Office, 1981) at P 499, para 190.) 

[124] Furthennore, the McDonald Commission detailed what it considered the proper functions 

of an intelligence service to be: 

[30] (c) The Act should positively identify the agency's basic 
function of collecting, analyzing and reporting intelligence about 
threats to national security and negatively establish the limits of the 
agency's operations by stipulating that it must not perfonll 
intelligence functions unrelated to threats to national security (as 
defined in the Act) nor perfonn executive functions to enforce 
security measures. Besides providing for its general function, there 
are a number of specific functions the pennissible extent of which 
should be provided for in the statute. These are activities outside of 
Canada, liaison with foreign agencies and with provincial and 
municipal authorities, and the provision of security intelligence 
reports in programmes of security screening for public service 
employment, immigration, and citizenship. [Emphasis added.] 

(Canada, Commission of Inquiry Concerning Certain Activities of 
the Royal Canadian Mounted Police, Second Report: Freedom and 
Security Under the Law, vol 2, Part VIII, (Ottawa: Privy Council 
Office, 1981) at P 894, para 30(c).) 

[125] The Commission therefore recommended as follows: 

"[31] .. . WE RECOMMEND THAT Parliament enact legislation 
vesting authority in an organization to carry out security 
intelligence activities and that such legislation include provision 
for: [ ... ] 

(c) the general functions of the organization to collect, analyze and 
report security intelligence and to be confmed to these activities, 
plus specific authorization of certain activities outside Canada, 
liaison with foreign agencies and provincial and municipal 
authorities and of the organization 's role in security screening 
programmes; " 

5. WE RECOMMEND THAT all intelligence collection tasks 
assigned to the security intelligence agency by the govenunent be 
consistent with the statutory definition of the security intelligence 
agency's mandate and that all legislation and regulations providing 



special powers or exemptions for security purposes be consistent 
with the definition ofthreats to the security of Canada in the 
legislation establishing the security intelligence agency." 
[Emphasis added.] 

(Canada, Commission of Inquiry Conceming Certain Activities of 
the Royal Canadian Mounted Police, Second Report: Freedom and 
Security Under the Law, vol 2, Part VIII, (Ottawa: Privy Council 
Office, 1981) at p 895, para 31. Also found at p 1067, para 5 of the 
Summary of Recommendati ons.) 
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[126] As it can be read, the primary functions of collection and analysis are identified along 

with others. The Commission clearly expressed the concem that the mandate of the intelligence 

agency must be limited. Specifically, the primary functions must be consistent with the definition 

of threats to the security of Canada. 

[127] The McDonald Commission addressed the retention of information separately from the 

other two primary functions (collection and analysis). The Commission, fully cognizant of 

privacy concems and of the intricacies of an intelligence investigation, expected that the 

intrusive methods used would be proportionate to the gravity of the threats : 

"(b) The investigative means used must be proportionate to the 
gravity ofthe threat posed and the probability of its occurrence. In 
a liberal society, which as a matter of principle wishes to minimize 
the intrusion of secret agencies into the private lives of its citizens 
and into the affairs of its political organizations and private 
institutions, techniques of investigation that penetrate areas of 
privacy should be used only when justified by the severity and 
imminence of the threat to national security. This principle is 
particularly inlportant when groups may be subjected to security 
intelligence investigations although there is no evidence that they 
are about to commit, or have committed, a criminal offence." 
[Emphasis added.] 

(Canada, Commission of Inquiry Concemillg Certain Activities of 
the Royal Canadian Mounted Police, Second Report: Freedom and 
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Security Under the Law, vol 1, Part V, (Ottawa: Privy Council 
Office, 1981) at p 513, para 2(b).) 

[128] In summary, it was also the Commission's view that intelligence agencies would gather 

more information than required by "spin-off or accidental by product." In a prescient 

observation, the Commission asserted that an agency should not retain infonnation unrelated to 

threats or potential threats to the security of Canada The Commission exhorted that controls be 

established to prevent this phenomenon: 

[11] A further source of confidential information which might 
be available at this level of investigation is information received 
'accidentally' through intrusive techniques which have been 
authorized for the investigation of another subject. The F.B.I. 
control system permits the use of existing human sources at this 
stage but not existing technical sources (i.e. electronic 
eavesdropping). We are dealing here with one aspect ofthe so-
called 'spin-off' or accidental by-product phenomenon which will 
be discussed more fully in the next chapter. It is possible, for 
instance, that an authorized full investigation of organization A 
may yield infonnation indicating that organization B may pose a 
serious threat to security, but a full investigation of organization B 
using intrusive techniques has not been authorized. In these 
circumstances, the system for controlling the use of intrusive 
investigative teclmiques could in effect be by-passed through 
exploiting this opportunity to use the incidental by-products of 
these techniques. Members of the agency at the field or desk level 
should be able to use this information in their preliminary appraisal 
of organization B but the use of information obtained in this way 
must be recorded at Headquarters, so as to facilitate the monitoring 
of the activity by the agency's senior management and by the 
independent review body. 

(Canada, Commission of Inquiry Concerning Certain Activities of 
the Royal Canadian Mounted Police, Second Report: Freedom and 
Security Under the Law, vol 1, Part V, (Ottawa: Privy Council 
Office, 1981) at P 517, para 11.) 

[14] We believe that controls are needed to prevent a security 
intelligence agency from maintaining files on thousands of people 
who are not threats or potential threats to the security of Canada. 
To say that the agency can collect infonnation regarding 



individuals as long as this infonnation relates to the agency's 
mandate is so vague and loose a rule as to justify almost any 
collection programme. [ ... ] [Emphasis added.] 

(Canada, Commission of Inquiry Concerning Certain Activities of 
the Royal Canadian Mounted Police, Second Report: Freedom and 
Security Under the Law, vol 1, Part V, (Ottawa: Privy Council 
Office, 1981) at P 518, para 14.) 

[21] The senior management of the security intelligence agency 
should maintain a sound programme of file review to extract 
material which in no way relates to the agency's mandate, or is no 
longer of use, so that it can be destroyed. The R.C.M.P. Security 
Service has maintained such a programme in recent years. Between 
January 1972 and June 1977, for instance; while 501,000 new files 
were opened, 332,201 were destroyed. Of course, as the 
destruction of the files relating to Operation Checkmate indicates 
there is a potential for abuse in destroying as well as in opening 
files. We have encountered instances in which instructions have 
been given to destroy files in order to obliterate any record of 
questionable activities. File destruction 'should not be carried out 
in an ad hoc mamler but according to clearly established schedule 
and based on criteria approved by the Minister responsible for the 
agency. [Emphasis added.] 

(Canada, Commission of Inquiry Concerning Certain Activities of 
the Royal Canadian Mounted Police, Second Report: Freedom and 
Security Under the Law, vol 1, Part V, (Ottawa: Privy Council 
Office, 1981) at P 521, para 21.) 
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[129] Overall, the McDonald Commission urged that the mandate and collection and retention 

functions ofthe intelligence agencies be strictly limited to threats to the security of Canada. As a 

result, the Commission wanted the retention function to also be limited to what is "strictly 

necessary" in order to prevent retention of infonnation unrelated to threats. The Commission 

went further: it recommended establishing policies ensuring such non-threat-related infonnation 

be reviewed and destroyed. The Court's warrants conditions have tried to reflect these concerns. 
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[130] Before proceeding to the next stage relevant to establishing context, it is appropriate to 

consider the basic reasons for establishing legal parameters to the work of intelligence agencies . 

Legal parameters aim to prevent intelligence officers from acting illegally in the name of a so 

called higher interest. The Commission clearly expressed that national security matters do not 

pennit intelligence officers to justify any action, no matter how illegal, by invoking the national 

security of Canada: 

[21] [ ... ] [T]he rule of law must be observed in all security 
operations. Several meanings have been given to this phrase. The 
meaning which we have in mind is that expressed by the English 
writer, A.V. Dicey, when he wrote that 

[ ... ] every man, whatever be his rank or condition, 
is subject to the ordinary law of the realm and 
amenable to the jurisdiction of the ordinary 
tribunals [ . .. ]. With us every official, from the 
Prime Minister down to a constable or a collector of 
taxes, is under the same responsibility for every act 
done without legal justification as any other citizen. 

In our context this means that policemen and members of a 
security service, as well as the government official and Ministers 
who authorize their activities, are not above the law. Members of 
the security organization must not be pennitted to break the law in 
the nanle of national security. If those responsible for security 
believe that the law does not give them enough power to protect 
security effectively, they must try to persuade the law-makers, 
Parliament and the provincial legislatures, to change the law. They 
must not take the law into their own hands. This is a requirement 
of a liberal society. It is, therefore, unacceptable to adopt the view, 
which we have found expressed within the RCMP, that when the 
interests of national security are in conflict with the freedom of the 
individual, the balance to be struck is not for the court of law but 
for the executive. [ ... ] [Emphasis added.] 

(Canada, Commission of Inquiry Concerning Certain Activities of 
the Royal Canadian Mounted Police, Second Report: Freedom and 
Security Under the Law, vol I, Part II, (Ottawa: Privy Council 
Office, 1981) at P 45, para 21.) 
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[131] This message resonates today as much as it did back when it was first put on paper. It is a 

reminder that we must stay vigilant in order to ensure that the legislative mandates of our 

security agencies are fully respected. If those mandates require changes, change must be brought 

through legislative amendment, not by stretching the language of an Act. In other words, 

modifications must be legitimately enacted by convincing the parliamentary branch of 

government that legislative amendments are required to enhance the collective security of 

Canada. 

[132] I agree that in order to maintain and sustain the mle oflaw, the specific mandate of an 

intelligence agency must be clearly defined through legislation. The Commission identified the 

past wrongs and suggested ways to neutralize them. Some ofthese wrongs have been mentioned 

here. It is evident from the above excerpts of the Commission's report that establishing a defined 

mandate for the agency was a precise tool to correct these wrongs. 

(b) Bill C-J57 and the Pitfield Report 

[133] As briefly mentioned earlier, Bill C-157 did not include the "strictly necessary" concept 

within the section on the duties and functions of the intelligence agency. Rather, the "strictly 

necessary" concept resulted from the review of Bill C-157 by the Senate (the Pitfield Report) 

issued in 1983. Bill C-157 was later reintroduced as Bill C-9. I notice from debates and reports 

that Bill C-157 was generally heavily criticized by commentators and witnesses; the vagueness 

of the original legislative mandate was critiqued. 
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[134] The Pitfield Report essentially established a workable framework for the creation of an 

intelligence service; most of its recommendations were followed and included in Bill C-9. Two 

crucial recommendations from the report for our purposes are: (1) the insertion of the "strictly 

necessary" concept in relation to the functions and mandate ofthe intelligence agency; and (2) 

the importance placed on the idea that the mandate of the agency be related to "threats to the 

security of Canada" and to the "protection of lawful advocacy, protest and dissent", as long as 

those actions are not related to the definitions of threat categories. What is most important to 

note is the emphasis placed by the Pitfield Report on the need for limitations to what is called the 

"primary function" (section 14 in C-157, then section 12, now section 12(1)) and on the idea that 

this function is circumscribed by the definitions of ''threats to the security of Canada" (section 2). 

[135] Here is how the Pitfield Report referred to the McDonald Commission and how it 

approached the mandate and functions of the future intelligence agency: 

[28] What might be tetmed the "primary function" of the 
proposed agency is to be found in s. 14(1) of the Bill: 

The Service shall collect, by investigation or 
otherwise, and analyse and retain infomlation and 
intelligence respecting activities that may on 
reasonable grounds be suspected of constituting 
threats to the security of Canada and, in relation 
thereto, shall report to and advise the Government 
of Canada. 

This subsection, on its face, is unobjectionable. It sets out clearly 
what the principal activity of any security intelligence agency 
should be: investigation, analysis and the retention of information 
and intelligence on security threats. This, of course, then leads to a 
very important question, the answer to which is crucial to the scope 
of the agency's power: what constitutes ''threats to the security of 
Canada"? In brief, how is the agency's mandate to be defined? 



- - ----

[29] Before addressing this question, however, the Committee 
feels that it would be useful to stipulate an immediate limitation on 
the primary function in section 14. It has in mind what the 
McDonald Commission recommended, and what several witnesses 
endorsed: that there be included in the statute words which would 
indicate that the agency's mandate should not be given an overly 
expansive interpretation. The McDonald Commission suggested, in 
part, the following: 

that the legislation establishing Canada's security 
intelligence agency contain a clause indicating that 
the agency's work should be limited to what is 
strictly necessary for the purpose of protecting the 
security of Canada ... (Recommendation 4, p. 443, 
Second Report) 

[30] Adding words to this effect to s. 14(1) would, we believe, 
have a salutary effect on its interpretation. The recommendation in 
that Report also went on to include words which are found in s. 
14(3) of the Bill. The Committee is of the opinion that this 
formulation is also useful, but that it should be expressed 
affinnatively, and within the definition of security threats, as 
discussed below. 

[31] This, then, brings us back to the question of mandate. 
Section 2 contains the defmition of "threats to the security of 
Canada". One cannot overstate the importance of this definition. It 
constitutes the basic limit on the agency's freedom of action. It will 
establish for the CSIS, its Director, and employees the fundamental 
standard for their activities. It will enter crucially into judicial 
determination of whether a particular intrusive investigation 
technique can be used. And it will provide a benchmark for 
assessment of agency activities by review bodies, and by the 
agency's political masters. It will not, however, create a crime or 
cnmes. 

[Emphasis added.] 

(Senate of Canada, Special Committee ofthe Senate on the 
Canadian Security Intelligence Service, Delicate Balance: A 
Security Intelligence Service in a Democratic SOCiety, (November 
1983) (Chair: P.M Pitfield) at paras 28-31.) 
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[l36] The purpose of the changes proposed in the Pifield Report was to "sharpen" the focus of 

the activities of the intelligence agency and to protect lawful demonstration and expression of 

different points of view, while adequately informing the government of genuine threats to the 

security of the nation. Again, this strong language, from a second report dealing with the same 

subject matters, reaffirms the McDonald Commission's recommendations to limit the mandate of 

the intelligence agency, only this time adding parliamentary senatorial input. 

(c) Bill C-9 

[l37] On Febmary 10, 1984, Mr. Robert Kaplan, the Solicitor General of Canada at the time, 

[the "Minister"] explained in the House of Commons the objectives of the bill and how they 

could be achieved: 

Mr. Kaplan: [ ... ] We want to restrict the mandate of our Security 
Service in order to defme more clearly, and in greater detail. the 
scope of our security intelligence activities. We want to indicate 
the exact powers the Service will be authorized to use, and we 
want to specify conditions and limits of use of those powers. We 
want these conditions to be defined within a detailed framework 
that will ensure full respect for the law, and we intend to establish 
a non-govemmental and fully independent committee that will 
monitor the justification of security intelligence activities and 
report regularly to the Solicitor General of Canada and to 
Parliament. TIle purpose ofthis Bill is therefore, to a large extent, 
to provide a new set of guarantees and controls that do not exist at 
the present time, in order to protect the rights of Canadians against 
undue interference. [ .. . ] [Emphasis added.] 

(Canada, House of Common Debates, 24th Parl, 3rd Sess (10 
Febmary 1984) at 1272.) 

Mr. Kaplan: [ ... ] The new organization must at least be told, in 
the form of clear and unambiguous legislation, what it is supposed 
to do. That is why the proposed mandate is such an important part 
of Bill C-9. This mandate will be a definition by Parliament ofthe 
scope and limits of security intelligence activities. [ ... ] TIle 
primary purpose of the service will be to collect and analyze 



information and threats to Canada's security. [ ... ] The primary 
purpose of the service will be restricted to the collection, analysis 
and reporting of security intelligence. [ ... ] [Emphasis added.] 

(Canada, House of Common Debates, 24th Pari, 3rd Sess (10 
February 1984) at 1273.) 

Mr. Kaplan: [ ... ] I should also point out that the mandate, as 
reworded in the Bill before you, limits all security investigations to 
those that are "strictly necessary", in the interests of national 
security. TIl at is a clear signal that the mandate is to be interpreted 
narrowly. Only if it is demonstrably necessary for national security 
will an investigation be supported by this mandate. [Emphasis 
added.] 

(Canada, House of Common Debates, 24th Pari, 3rd Sess (10 
February 1984) at 1274.) 

[138] TIle words ofthe Minister are clear: 

1. TIle legislative mandate of the security service is to be restrictive and is to be 

interpreted narrowly; 
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2. The legislative mandate will determine the scope of the security service ' s activities; 

3. The powers given to the intelligence agency will be precise and limited; 

4. The primary purpose ofthe service is to collect, analyse, and report infonnation about 

threats to the security of Canada. I note that retention is not mentioned, although it is 

present in section 12 of the draft bill; a clarification will follow. 

(d) Standing Committee on Justice and Legal Affairs 

[139] At the Standing Committee on Justice and Legal Affairs, over a period of three (3) days, 

opposition members of Parliament, Mr. Lawrence (a former Progressive-Conservative Solicitor-

General) and Mr. Robinson (a New Democratic MP from the province of British-Columbia), 
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specifically questioned the Minister on the wording of the proposed section 12. They asked 

whether the expression '"to the extent that is strictly necessary" aimed to limit only the function 

of collection or also limited the function of retention of information. This is how the debate on 

this important issue evolved: 

Mr. Allen Lawrence: [ ... ] The FBI has to use what they call 
"minimization procedures" to reduce the degree of the invasion of 
the privacy to innocent persons. For instance, there has to be the 
prompt destruction of tapes, of personal conversations of innocent 
persons, who may have used the tapped phone. There is no such 
requirement, that I can find, in your bill. I would suggest to you 
that if you have not considered it, it should be. 

Mr. Robert Kaplan: It is a firm policy that infonnation that is not 
relevant to the information that is collected properly, is destroyed. 

Mr. Lawrence: I am glad to hear that. If it is firm policy, then 
there is nothing wrong with putting a statutory requirement in 
about it, is there? 

Mr. Kaplan: Well, it is policy, so it could be in a statute. [ ... ] 

(House of Commons, Minutes of Proceedings and Evidence of the 
Standing Committee on Justice and Legal Affairs, 32nd Pari, 2nd 
Sess, No 28 (April 3, 1984) at p 10:54 (Chair: Claude-Andre 
Lachance). ) 

Mr. Svend Robinson (Bunlaby): [ ... ] The clause includes the 
words '"to the extent that it is strictly necessary." Those words 
qualify "shall collect by investigation or otherwise". It has been 
suggested by witnesses that they should in fact qualify all of the 
activities, the duties and functions of the service. I do not 
understand why that would not be the case. So they should "collect 
by investigation or otherwise and analyze and retain to the extent 
that is strictly necessary. " In other words, they would not be 
retaining information and intelligence except that which is strictly 
necessary to retain, or analyzing except to the extent it was strictly 
necessary to do so. 

I guess I am particularly concerned about retention of infonnation 
and intelligence now. I will just ask the Minister for his 
preliminary views on that at this point. Given the unfortunate 
abuses that have occurred with respect to retention of information 



and opening of files that should never have been opened, I would 
hope that the Minister would not be opposed in principle to a 
suggestion that the strict necessity test should also apply to the 
analysis and retention function as well as the collection function. 

Mr. Kaplan: Well, I had followed in this amendment the exact 
recommendation ofthe Senate committee. The Senate committee 
looked at the function of collection as the one that ought to be 
limited to what is strictly necessary. We do not want them to 
collect any more than is strictly necessary because it is the 
collection that is the potential violation of people's privacy and 
rights. 

Mr. Robinson (Bumaby): And the retention. If they retain ... 

Mr. Kaplan: No but if you are limited at the entrance, should you 
not be able to analyze stuff that is properly collected more than to 
the extent strictly necessary? The analytical function has its own 
logic. If you have properly gotten the information and not violated 
people's privacy and rights in getting it, how can you say that the 
analysis of that should also be limited? I mean the analysis should 
be the analysis that the human mind can apply. 

[Emphasis added.] 

(House of Commons, Minutes of Proceedings and Evidence of the 
Standing Committee on Justice and Legal Affairs, 32nd Pari, 2nd 
Sess, No 28 (May 24, 1984) at p 28:52 (Chair: Claude-Andre 
Lachance). ) 

Mr. Robinson (Bumaby): I am particularly concerned about the 
retention element. 

Mr. Kaplan: The same thing applies. If you are satisfied the 
collection was strictly necessary, then you do not need to qualify 
the retention. We do not want to have another stage of assessment, 
because it is not logical. If you have closed the door to material 
that is not strictly necessary, you do not have to qualify its 
retention. 

Mr. Robinson (Bumaby): The point is the collection can be done 
on reasonable grounds. That is a low threshold as I am concerned 
and will be subject to some discussion. 

The collection can be done on reasonable grounds. It may then be 
found that information has been collected which is superfluous, 
that should not have been collected. That is why I am suggesting 
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that the retention should be subject to the strict necessity test as 
well. 

Mr. Kaplan: If it is found that it is not strictly necessary then it 
should not have been collected. 

Mr. Robinson (Burnaby): That is the retention question. I will 
come back to that. [ . .. ] 

[Emphasis added.] 

(House of Commons, Minutes of Proceedings and Evidence of the 
Standing Committee on Justice and Legal Affairs, 32nd Parl, 2nd 
Sess, No 28 (24 May, 1984) at p 28:53 (Chair: Claude-Andre 
Lachance). ) 

Mr. Robinson (Burnaby): [ . . . ] First of all, Mr. Chairman, under the 
provisions of Clause 12 the service would: Collect, by 
investigation or otherwise, to the extent that is strictly necessary, 
and analyse and retain [ ... ] 

(House of Commons, Minutes of Proceedings and Evidence of the 
Standing Committee on Justice and Legal Affairs , 32nd Parl, 2nd 
Sess, No 28 (June 7, 1984) at P 38:39 (Chair: Claude-Andre 
Lachance). ) 

Mr. Kaplan: Mr. Chairman, I agree with the objective of strictly 
controlling the service. I think the language proposed in the Bill 
does that, and I would like to reserve my comments on the 
amendments to explain why I feel each amendment is either not 
necessary or counterproductive. [ ... ] 

Mr. Robinson (Burnaby): [ ... ] I move the Clause 12 of Bill C-9 
be amended by striking out lines 42 to 45 on page 6 and line 1 on 
page 7 and substituting the following: 

"12(1) The service shall collect, analyse and retain 
to the extent only that is strictly necessary 
information and intelligence respecting activities 
that may on reasonable and probable grounds be" 

Mr. Chairman, in this amendment, which I would hope would 
commend itselfto Members on the opposite side of the House in 
particular, what I sought to do is to ensure that it is not just in the 
collection of information that the test of strict necessity applies, but 
also that when we are dealing with the analysis and particularly the 
retention of infornlation they retain only the information which is 
strictly necessary. 
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I would hope, Mr. Chairman, the Minister would recognize that, by 
qualifying just the words "shall collect ... to the extent that is 
strictly necessary, and analyze and retain infotmation", there is at 
least an implication that the service would be able to retain 
information that is not strictly necessary for their purposes. All this 
would do, in effect, is move the qualification of strict necessity to 
qualify all the major function; that is, the collection, the analysis 
and the retention. [ ... ] 

I have deliberately not changed in any other way the wording of 
the govemment's proposal. All I have done is just ensure that the 
requirement of strict necessity would apply, as I say, particularly to 
the retention of that information, and if it were found that 
infomlation had been collected which was not strictly necessary in 
the pursuit ofthe mandate, Mr. Chairman, indeed, that information 
would not be retained. But as I say, if it ever came to the hands of 
the judges or particularly the director of the service. They could 
say that he could only collect what is strictly necessary, but they do 
not say that he cannot retain infomlation that is not strictly 
necessary for the purposes ofthe mandate. 

So Mr. Chairman, it is a small amendment, but I suggest it is a 
very important amendment, in terms of making clear that the 
service is not to move beyond its scope of strict necessity in the 
areas that are outlined in Clause 12. (1). [ ... ] 

(House of Commons, Minutes of Proceedings and Evidence of the 
Standing Committee on Justice and Legal Affairs, 32nd Parl, 2nd 
Sess, No 28 (June 7, 1984) at p 38:42 (Chair: Claude-Andre 
Lachance). ) 

Mr. Kaplan: I suggest to him that the language proposed, if it had 
been observed by the service, if it has been in effect at the time, 
would have avoided the retention of files, because they would 
never have been collected in the first place. So the expression adds 
nothing to the protection ofthe public. And, on the analytical, to 
limit "analytical", to limit the human mind to analysis, to the 
extent strictly necessary, to me, is not meaningful. I can see 
collection being limited; retention consequentially is limited, but to 
say one can only analyse something to the extent strictly necessary 
seems to be meaningless. [Emphasis added.] 

The Chainnan: It is moved by Mr. Robinson that Clause 12 of 
Bill C-9 be amended by striking out lines 42 to 25 on page 6 and 
line 1 on page 7 and substituting the following: 
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12.(1) The service shall collect, analyze and retain 
to the extent that is strictly necessary infonnation 
and intelligence respecting activities that may on 
reasonable and fonnal grounds be 

Amendment negative: nays, 5; yeas, 3." 

(House of Commons, Minutes of Proceedings and Evidence of the 
Standing Committee on Justice and Legal Affairs, 32nd ParI, 2nd 
Sess, No 28 (June 7, 1984) at p 38:44 (Chair: Claude-Andre 
Lachance). ) 
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[140] I have included a lengthy excerpt of these important discussions in order to give the full 

context of the exchange. In their submissions, the Attorney General and counsel for the CSIS 

only included a fraction of this exchange. Contrary to their submissions, as it can be read above, 

the Minister did not reject outright the amendment proposing to include the "strictly necessary" 

qualifier to the retention function. 

[141] Rather, from these exchanges, mainly between Mr. Robinson and the Minister, the issue 

raised in the present file was squarely addressed. When Mr. Robinson asked why the "strictly 

necessary" concept could not be read as applying only to the collection function but also to the 

retention and analysis functions, the Minister answered that since collection of infonnation is 

limited to what is strictly necessary, it went without saying that the infonnation falling outside 

the scope of strict necessity would not be retained. 

[142] Mr. Robinson then asked the Minister to address the collection of superfluous 

infonnation that should not have been collected. The Minister replied: "If it is found that is not 

strictly necessary then it should not have been collected". The Minister added that if collection 
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was limited, retention of what is not strictly necessary would "consequentially" be limited as 

well. 

[143] The Minister addressed the analysis function differently. He said that if the information 

was obtained "properly", then the service's analysis ofthat information should not be restricted. 

Further, he specified that applying the "strictly necessary" qualifier to the analysis function 

would be limiting the human mind, which was not the desired outcome. 

[144] In short, the Minister considered it unnecessary to strictly and expressly limit the 

retention function as it was already implicitly limited by the strict collection of information. 

Likewise, the analysis function could not be restricted as long as the underlying information had 

been legally collected. The argument that the "strictly necessary" does not apply to the retention 

of information function does not correctly reflect what the legislator expressly wanted. 

[145] Ultimately, Bill C-9 returned to the House of Commons for third reading; many 

amendments were proposed but all ended up time allocated. TIle bill passed third reading without 

any major amendments in June 1984 and was proclainled in two parts over the period of July and 

August 1984. 

(e) 5-Year Review and the Government's Response 

[146] The CSIS Act, as enacted, provided for a parliamentary review and a government's 

response five (5) years after the enactment of the Act. The review was completed in September 

1990 and the government's response was filed in February 1991. Both documents confirm 
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Minister Kaplan's schematic view ofthe Act and reflect the fact that the large majority of the 

Pitfield Report recommendations were followed. 

[147] The Government's Response specifically referred to sections 12 (now 12(1» and 2 as 

composing the "primary mandate" of the Service. In addition, I note that it also fuses the three 

functions of collection, retention, and analysis in one general primary function; the functions are 

not separate and are all subject to the linlitations found in sections 12 and 2: 

"[ ... ] The Service's primary mandate, relating to its core security 
intelligence role, is to be found in two provisions of the CSIS Act: 
the definitions of ''threats to the security of Canada" outlined in 
paragraphs 2(a), (b), (c) and (d); and the description of the 
Service's duty to collect, analyze and retain information and 
intelligence on ''threats to the security of Canada" outlined in 
section 12. 

The exercise of this mandate is conditioned by the limits and 
controls specified in sections 2 and 12 themselves, by Ministerial 
directions, and by the Service's own operational policies and 
procedures. In addition, certain powers employed by the Service 
are subject to the requirement to obtain a judicial warrant. [ ... ] 

The security intelligence collection activities of CSIS are also 
subject to limitations beyond the definitions contained in section 2. 
Two ofthese appear in section 12 and have a major impact on the 
Service's investigative activities. 

- CSIS must "have reasonable grounds to suspect" 
that activities constitute a threat before the Service 
may commence and investigation. 

- CSIS may only collect information or intelligence 
''to the extent that it is strictly necessary. "" 

(Canada, Solicitor General of Canada, On Course: National 
Security for the 1990s - The Government's Response to the Report 
of the House of Commons Special Committee on the Review of the 
Canadian Security Intelligence Service Act and the Security 
Offences Act, (Pierre H. Cadieux - Solicitor General) (Febmary 
1991) at ch 5, p 37-39.) 
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[148] Regarding section 21 and the application for warrants pennitting the use of intrusive 

investigatory measures, the 5-Year Report provided a succinct overview of the intended 

mechanism: 

"[9.6.1] The warrant application and approval process is governed 
by sections 21 to 28 of the CSIS Act. Section 21 requires that 
ministerial approval be obtained before an application for a 
warrant can be brought before ajudge of the Federal court. TIle 
section also requires that the Director of the Service or any 
employee designated by the Minister have "reasonable grounds to 
believe" that a warrant is required to investigate a threat to the 
security of Canada or perfonn the Service's duties and functions 
under section 16 of the CSIS Act (i.e., collect information 
concerning foreign states and persons). It is important to recognize 
that the warrant provisions are qualified by the provisions of the 
CSIS Act where the mandates of the Service are described. 
Specifically, attention should be brought to section 12 of the Act 
which provides that: [Emphasis added.] 

The Service shall collect, by investigation or 
otherwise, to the extent that it is strictly necessary, 
and analyze and retain infonnation and intelligence 
respecting activities that may on reasonable grounds 
be suspected of constituting threats to the security 
of Canada ... " 

(Canada, House of Commons, Special Committee on the Review 
of the Canadian Security Intelligence Service Act and Security 
Offences Act, In Flux But Not In Crisis -Report a/the Special 
Committee on the Review a/the CSIS Act and Security Offences 
Act, (September 1990) (Chair: Blaine Thacker) at p 120-121.) 

[149] I note the important passage of the Review Report which explicitly states that the section 

21 warrant mechanism is not a standalone scheme isolated from the restrictions of other sections. 

Indeed, the report clearly states that the limits of section 12 directly apply to the warrant 

application procedure under section 21. 
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(3) The Scheme of the CSISAct: Purposive and Textual Analysis 

[150] The essential question, as brought forward by the parties, is whether the different parts of 

the CSISAct operate independently from each other or not. The amici argue that section 12(1) 

enounces general principles and thus applies to the entire Act. On the other hand, the AGC and 

counsel for CSIS retort that it takes an explicit or implicit import of a section in one part of a 

statute to another in order for the section to have an effect in another part. Thus, section 12(1) 

being in Part I would not apply to the warrant process found in Part II. 

[151] Bearing in mind the applicable rules of interpretation and the history of the issues at play, 

the mandate of the CSIS is limited in respect of the collection and retention of information 

obtained by the operation of warrants. The application of those rules confirms that the CSIS is 

mandated to retain information that is threat related, but may not keep associated data collected 

from the operation of warrants. Associated data is, in effect, metadata collected through the 

operation of a warrant of which the analogous content was assessed as non-threat related and 

destroyed. I will also explain further below why such a limited mandate fits squarely within the 

teachings of the Supreme Court of Canada expressed in Charkaoui II, cited above. 

[152] In order to understand the CSIS Act and to interpret the CSIS 's mandate, it is necessary to 

begin with a general overview of the statute and to pay specific attention to the CSIS's legislative 

jurisdiction pertaining to collection and retention of information stemming from section 12(1). 
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[153] First, the Federal Court of Appeal 's assessment of the purpose ofthe CSIS Act in X (Re) , 

2014 FCA 249 at paragraph 86, provides a good starting point to support the idea that strict 

controls are built into the scheme of the CSIS Act: 

[86] [ ... ] The need for strict controls on the operations of 
security intelligence agencies has long been recognized. In 
Charkaoui v. Canada (Citizenship and Immigration), 2008 SCC 38 
(CanLII), [2008] 2 S.C.R. 326 the Supreme Court considered the 
legislative purpose and guiding principles that attended the 
creation ofCSIS . At paragraph 22 of the reasons the Court quoted 
from the report of the Special Committee of the Senate on the 
Canadian Security Intelligence Service to the effect that: 

A credible and effective security intelligence 
agency does need to have some extraordinary 
powers, and does need to collect and analyze 
information in a way which may infringe on the 
civil liberties of some. But it must also be strictly 
controlled, and have no more power than is 
necessary to accomplish its objectives, which must 
in tum not exceed what is necessary for the 
protection ofthe security of Canada. (Report ofthe 
Special Senate Committee, at para. 25) 

[154] Second, the mandatory 5-year report following the enactment of the CSIS Act, issued in 

1990, titled In Flux But Not In Crisis - Report of the Special Committee on the Review of the 

CSIS Act and Security Offences Act, provides a succinct overview ofthe operation of the Act at 

paragraphs 2.1 to 2.3: 

"[2.1] The Canadian Security Intelligence Service (CSIS) is a 
civilian agency controlled and managed by its Director under the 
direction of the Solicitor General. The Service does not have law 
enforcement powers and, as an intelligence agency, is not 
authorized to engage in offensive or "countering" activities. This 
means that its employees do not have the powers of peace officers 
to collect criminal evidence or effect arrests and that its activities 
are largely defensive in nature. CSIS has both a primary mandate 
and several secondary mandates. 



[2.2] The Service's primary mandate is established by section 12 
of the CSIS Act. It is required to collect, by investigation or 
otherwise, to the extent that is strictly necessary, and to analyze 
and retain, information and intelligence about activities that are on 
reasonable grounds suspected of constituting a threat to the 
security of Canada The Service reports to and advises the 
Govemment of Canada on these activities. Section 12 of the CSIS 
Act must be read in conjunction with the section 2 definition of 
''threats to the security of Canada". Threats to the security of 
Canada are defmed as espionage or sabotage, foreign-influenced 
activities, terrorism and subversion. Under this defmition, lawful 
advocacy, protest and dissent are not in and of themselves to be 
considered threats to the security of Canada unless carried on in 
conjunction with one of the elements of the defmition. The 
combination of section 12 and the definition of threats to the 
security of Canada sets out the Service's security intelligence 
mandate. 

[2.3] The Service has three secondary mandates. They are set out 
in section 13, 14 and 16 of the Act." 

(Canada, House of Commons, Special Committee on the Review 
of the Canadian Security Intelligence Service Act and Security 
Offences Act, In Flux But Not In Crisis - Report of the Special 
Committee on the Review of the CSIS Act and Security Offences 
Act, (September 1990) (Chair: Blaine Thacker) at p 11-12, paras 
2.1-2.3.) 
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[155] The govemment's response to the 5-year review report, titled On Course: National 

Security for the 1990s - The Government's Response to the Report of the House of Commons 

Special Committee on the Review of the Canadian Security Intelligence Act and the Security 

Offences Act, further enhances our understanding of the objectives of the statute at page 35: 

"[ ... ] Under the CSIS Act, Parliament has assigned CSIS a clearly 
defined set of objectives. These are: 

- To collect, analyze and retain infomlation and intelligence on 
activities that may on reasonable grounds be suspected of 
constituting threats to the security of Canada, in relation thereto, to 
report to and advise the Govemment of Canada (section 12); 



- To provide security assessments in support of the government's 
security clearance program (section 13); 

- To provide information and advice in support of government 
citizenship and immigration programs (section 14); and 

- To assist in the collection offoreign intelligence in Canada 
(section 16)." 

(Canada, Solicitor General of Canada, On Course: National 
Security for the 1990s - The Government's Response to the Report 
of the House of Commons Special Committee on the Review of the 
Canadian Security Intelligence Service A ct and the Security 
Offences Act, (Pierre H. Cadieux - Solicitor General) (February 
1991) at ch 5, p 35.) 
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[156] Third, on a more structural level, the CSIS Act is composed of four (4) parts and of a set 

of essential definitions which are linked to some of these parts. I will first elaborate on the four 

(4) parts and, when necessary, link them to relevant definitions. 

[157] Part I pertains to the establishment of a civilian Canadian security intelligence service. 

Part II establishes and describes the judicial control mechanism applicable when warrants are 

sought by the CSIS. Part III establishes civilian oversight of the activities of the CSIS through 

the creation of the Security Intelligence Review Committee [SIRC]. Finally, Part IV provided for 

review of the function and operation ofthe entire scheme after five (5) years following the 

enactment of the Act. As covered earlier, such a review was performed, a report was filed, and 

the government issued a response. As a side note, when enacted in 1984, the CSIS Act also 

included ministerial control of the activities of the CSIS through the Office of the Inspector 

General. This function was abolished in part in 2012 and was not replaced. 
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[158] From this very general schematic description, in regard to warrants, it is immediately 

obvious that the legislator intended to ensure the activities ofthe CSIS would not be exclusively 

supervised by the judiciary. Indeed, the scheme also provides for supervision by both civilians 

(SIRC), and politicians (initially the Inspector General reporting to the Solicitor General, and 

later the Minister of Public Safety and Emergency Preparedness). 

(a) Ascertaining the Primary and Secondary Functions o/the Service 

[159] Part I of the Act addresses the normal administrative set-up of a civilian agency, and also 

establishes and qualifies the duties and functions of the Service. The "primary function", to 

investigate threats to the security of Canada, is defined as such in the Pitfield Report and is 

established at section 12(1) (section 12(1) was originally section 14(1) in its predecessor, Bill C-

157, and then section 12 before recent amendments). The Pitfield Report refers to section 12(1) 

as the "principal activity of any security intelligence service agency [ ... ]", such principal activity 

being "[ ... ] investigation, analysis and the retention of infonnation and intelligence on security 

threats". (Senate of Canada, Special Committee ofthe Senate on the Canadian Security 

Intelligence Service, Delicate Balance: A Security Intelligence Service in a Democratic SOciety, 

(November 1983) (Chair: P.M Pitfield) at p 11, para 28.) 

[160] This "primary function" is complemented by the definition of "threats to the security of 

Canada" elaborated in section 2. Taken together, section 12(1) and section 2 fonn the core ofthe 

CSIS's essential function: investigate threats to the security of Canada. 
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[161] When conventional means of investigation do not allow to meaningfully advance an 

investigation, sections 21(1), 21(2), and specifically 21(2)b) [further referred to simply as 

"section 21 "] come into play to allow the CSIS to apply for warrants before the COutt. The 

application must show, on reasonable grounds, that the information sought is factually related to 

a threat to the security of Canada as referred to in sections 21(1), 12(1), and as defined in section 

2. The affidavit in support of the warrant application and the examination that follows at the 

hearing are determinative for the designated judge charged with deciding whether to issue the 

warrant or not. As the Pitfield Report rightly noted when discussing this primary function, the 

definition of the threats to the security of Canada at section 2 of the Act: 

"[ ... ] constitutes the basic limit on the agency's freedom of action. 
It will establish for the CSIS, its director, and employees the 
fundamental standard for their activities. It will enter crucially into 
judicial determination of whether a particular intrusive 
investigative technique can be used." [Emphasis added.] 

Senate of Canada, Special Committee of the Senate on the 
Canadian Security Intelligence Service, Delicate Balance: A 
Security Intelligence Service in a Democratic SOCiety, (November 
1983) (Chair: P.M Pitfield) at p 12, para 31.) 

[162] Section 21 supports advancing an investigation when conventional means are not 

sufficient and intrusive methods are necessary. The role of the Court, in such cases, is to ensure 

all requirements of the legislation are respected in the application for warrants and that the 

measures sought are justified in light of the facts put forward . Section 21 does not create a 

separate scheme wholly distinct from the primary function of CSIS as described in section 12(1); 

rather, section 21 complements the primary function of "investigating threats" by establishing 

procedural requirements when an application for warrants is sought. 
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[163] As it can be read in section 21 , an application for warrants must contain: the relevant 

facts ; an explanation that other investigative methods were tried, but had either failed or are 

unlikely to succeed; the type of information to be intercepted; the identity of the target, if known, 

or classes of proposed targeted persons; a general description of the place where the warrant is to 

be executed; the proposed duration of the warrant; and any previous application for a warrant 

made by CSIS in relation to a person identified in the affidavit. 

(b) Details on the Secondary Functions 

[164] Having established that the essential function of the CSIS is to investigate threats to the 

security of Canada, I must now delve further into the secondary functions of the Service in order 

to fully grasp the scheme of the Act. The secondary flUlctions of the CSIS are also detailed in 

Part I. They involve activities such as: providing security assessments to departments of the 

Government of Canada, to provinces, and to police forces (subsections 13(1) and 13(2) 

respectively); allowing the CSIS to enter into arrangements with foreign partners (section 13(3)); 

and providing advice to ministers of the Crown on matters related to the security of Canada 

(section 14). 

[165] Notably, section 16, also included in the secondary functions, allows the collection of 

infornlation concerning foreign states or persons in relation to the defence of Canada or to the 

conduct of international affairs. Canadian citizens, permanent residents, and Canadian or 

provincial corporations are excluded from section 16's ambit. The purpose of a section 16 

investigation is to collect, within Canada, information or intelligence related to the capabilities, 

intentions, or activities of any foreign state, groups of foreign states, or any representatives 



thereof. Justice Mactavish interpreted section 16 of the CSIS Act in Canadian Security 

Intelligence Service Act (Re) , [2014] 2 FCR 514, 2012 FC 1437 at para 84: 

[84] Subsection 16(2) of the Canadian Security Intelligence 
Service Act clearly prohibits the provision of assistance by the 
Service in response to a ministerial request, where that request is 
directed at [a Canadian citizen, permanent resident or corporation]. 
A [Canadian citizen, permanent resident or corporation] is a target 
of the warrants sought here. As a consequence, I am satisfied that I 
do not have the jurisdiction to issue warrants authorizing the 
Service to intentionally intercept the communications of, or utilize 
investigative techniques in relation [a Canadian citizen, permanent 
resident or corporation] , including [ .. . ] 
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(See also Canada, House of Commons, Special Committee on the Review ofthe Canadian 

Security Intelligence Service Act and Security Offences Act, In Flux But Not In Crisis - Report of 

the Special Committee on the Review of the CSISAct and Security Offences Act, (September 

1990) (Chair: Blaine Thacker) at p 11-12, para 2.3 for details.) (See also House of Commons, 

lv!inutes of Proceedings and Evidence of the Standing Committee on Justice and Legal Affairs, 

32nd Pari, 2nd Sess, No 28 (3 April, 1984) at p 10:13 (Chair: Claude-Andre Lachance).) 

[166] As it can be read in section 21, intrusive warrants may be sought for the purposes of 

section 16. But, contrary to warrants sought for the purposes of section 12(1) (relating to threats 

to the security of Canada at section 2), warrants sought through the application of section 16 in 

conjunction with section 21 requirements do not have to show a nexus to threats to the security 

of Canada. Rather, the alternate safeguard in place is that section 16 warrants may only be sought 

after either the Minister of Defence or the Minister of Foreign Affairs personally requests 

pernlission to do so from the Minister of Public Safety and Emergency Preparedness; who must 

agree . 
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(c) Distinguishing the Effects of Section 21 on Sections 12(1) and 16 

[167] I must absolutely specify, again, that the determinations made in the case at hand, as well 

as the interpretation given to section 12(1) through these reasons, deal solely with the collection, 

retention, and analysis of information conceming the primary function identified (nexus with 

"threats to the security of Canada"). Interpretation of the secondary functions is not part ofthe 

issues raised in this application and no evidence has been presented on this matter. 

[168] In short, section 21 relates to both sections 12(1) and 16, but as noted above, one is 

related to a threat to the security of Canada (section 12(1) in conjunction with subsection 21) 

while the other is related to gathering foreign intelligence following requests from ministers 

(section 16 in conjunction with section 21). Sections 12(1) and 16 must be dealt with differently 

as they are anchored in distinct factual bases when seeking an application for warrants. It can 

also be said that section 21 exists to procedurally enable the application of sections 12(1) and 16 

through judicially authorized warrants. The other functions cannot avail themselves of the 

section 21 procedure. 

[169] An investigation pursued under section 12(1) must respect the requirements established 

by section 21 to obtain intrusive warrants. Section 21 does not enlarge the primary function of 

section 12(1), rather it establishes procedural and evidentiary requirements to satisfy a 

designated judge that the intrusive warrants sought can be granted legally. (See House of 

Commons, Minutes of Proceedings and EVidence of the Standing Committee on Justice and 
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LegalAffairs, 32nd Parl, 2nd Sess, No 28 (10 April, 1984) at p 12:45 (Chair: Claude-Andre 

Lachance). ) 

(d) Judicial Control Emanatingfrom Section 21 

[170] In my view, both the McDonald Commission and the Pitfield Report reinforce my 

conclusion that section 21 (formerly section 22 in Bill C-157) was enacted to establish an 

efficient system of judicial control over the warrant application process. 

[171] TIle Pitfield Report was not satisfied with section 22 of Bill C-157 and suggested a 

rigorous set of controls for warrants. The standard requiring a judge to be "satisfied" was 

critiqued and the report therefore recommended a more rigorous standard. This recommendation 

was followed when the government changed the standard to "belief on reasonable grounds". 

[172] At the risk of repeating myself, section 21 was not enacted as a distinct and independent 

scheme from the primary function created by section 12(1). Rather, it was enacted to ensure 

rigorous procedural requirements and to provide a checks and balance system through effective 

judicial control. Overall, the reconmlendations that led to the enactment of section 12(1) aimed 

to ensure that "[ ... ] the gravity of the threat to the security or the need to collect foreign 

intelligence is such as to justify the intrusion into the privacy ofthose affected by the warrant 

[ ... ]". In addition, the report urged the inclusion of a fixed limit on the duration of warrants and 

suggested that judicial considerations on the warrant applications would be a benefit to "[ .. . ] the 

introduction ofthe wan'ant process." [Emphasis added.] (Senate of Canada, Special Committee 

ofthe Senate on the Canadian Security Intelligence Service, Delicate Balance: A Security 
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Intelligence Service in a Democratic Society, (November 1983) (Chair: P.M Pitfield) at p 21 , at 

para 60, and at p 23, at para 66.) 

(e) Distinction Between "Reasonable Grounds to Believe" and "Reasonable 
Grounds to Suspect" 

[173] Understanding the distinction between "reasonable grounds to suspect" at section 12( 1) 

and "reasonable grounds to believe" at section 21 proves crucial to properly appreciating the 

CSIS Act in regard to investigations and to obtaining warrants. 

[174] 1he coexistence of two distinct standards for the various stages of investigation was 

clearly intentional, as excerpts from committee work on Bill C-9 in 1984 show. Mr. Kaplan was 

the Solicitor General at the time and Mr. Ted Finn was the Executive Director of the Security 

Intelligence Transitional Group, Department of the Solicitor General. Mr. Finn then became the 

first Director of the civilian CSIS following the transition. The following are excerpts from their 

testimonies before the Standing Committee on Justice and Legal Affairs in regard to Bill C-9. 

Mr. Kaplan: I feel that the standard provided in subclause 12.(1), 
that "reasonable grounds to be suspected of constituting threats to 
the security of Canada", is a significant threshold ensuring that 
non-threatening activities would not be put under surveillance and 
that this is the threshold appropriate for the activities of the 
security service. [ ... ] 

Mr. Finn: I would make just a brief comment if I may, Mr. 
Chainllan, and say that in contrasting that test with the test 
contained in the warrant section, Clause 21, the language of 
subclause 21.(1) requires reasonable grounds to believe that the 
conduct constitutes a threat to the security of Canada. 

Mr. Kaplan: So in other words, before intrusive techniques can be 
resorted to, the additional test of subclause 21.(1) has to be 
reached. [ .. . ] 



(House of Commons, Minutes of Proceedings and Evidence of the 
Standing Committee on Justice and Legal Affairs, 32nd ParI, 2nd 
Sess, No 28 (3 April, 1984) at p 10:41 to 10:43 (Chair: Claude-
Andre Lachance).) 
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[175] Although not necessary for the present reasons, I note that the amendments of 20 15 

concerning measures to reduce threats to the security of Canada require "reasonable grounds to 

believe" and not "reasonable grounds to suspect" (section 12.1(1) ofthe CSISAct). 

(f) Comments on Part III - Review Processes (SIRC and Bill C-22) 

[176] Having dealt with Part II (Judicial Control), I will now briefly explore Part III of the CSIS 

Act, which establishes the review processes and the supervision of the activities of the Service 

complementary to the supervision of the Court adjudicating warrant applications. 

[177] First, the Federal Court hears applications for warrants in camera and ex parte. Before 

rendering its decision, the Court inquires as to the basis for the application by questioning the 

affiants and the counsel for the CSIS, as well as by weighing the evidence and the arguments. 

Intrusive measures must be carefully considered as they greatly invade the privacy of targets. 

The legislator is cognizant of such consequences and determined that judicial control was 

necessary to limit such powers. I note that judicial control is exercised in regard to the specific 

facts of each investigation, looking both at past events and at anticipating the consequences 

going forward. In contrast to after-the-fact review, the Court is aware of the live issues and 

concerns the CSIS faces in its daily activities and investigations ofthreats to the security of 

Canada. 
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[178] Second, outside ofthe courts, the cunent oversight responsibility is limited to the work of 

the SIRC, the civilian oversight body. The SIRC, composed of members of the Queen's Privy 

Council, reviews ex post facto (after the fact) the performance of the CSIS, directions issued by 

the Minister, anangements entered into by the CSIS concerning security assessments with the 

provinces or foreign states, regulations, etc. The SIRC can also notably investigate: any activities 

ofthe CSIS to ensure compliance with legislation (section 40(1»; complaints against the CSIS 

(section 41); and denials of security clearances (section 42). It annually issues a report to the 

Minister of Public Safety and Emergency Preparedness and to Parliament (section 53). The SIRC 

can also issue a special report of its own volition or upon request of the Minister (section 54). 

[179] The CSIS is thus subjected to both judicial controls when warrants are sought under 

sections 12(1),21 and 16 and to civilian oversight by reviews of its activities by the SIRC. The 

legislator established such controls to ensure the CSIS Act remains within the boundaries 

established by legislation. The SIRC also annually reviews approxinlately five (5) wanant 

applications to ascertain whether CSIS conectly fulfilled its responsibilities. The involvement of 

the SIRC provides insight into the preparation of applications for warrants, into the process of 

information collection supporting the affidavits, and into the overall legal implications of the 

CSIS 's actions. The work accomplished by the SIRC is valuable and this Court appreciates the 

reviews performed. The 2014-2015 annual report dealing with metadata collection through the 

actualization of wan ants is a perfect example. The reports also contain statistics on the wanants 

issued by the Court on a yearly basis. This is useful infonnation and it may be that the SIRC will 

give more information on this in the future. 
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[180] Third, as I have already noted, the position of the Inspector General, responsible for 

ministerial supervision, has been abolished. As I write these present reasons, Bill C-22, An Act to 

establish the National Security and Intelligence Committee of Parliamentarians and to make 

consequential amendments to certain Acts, has been introduced in the House of Commons. The 

bill's purpose is to create a committee composed of Parliamentarians which will be mandated to 

review "(a) the legislative, regulatory, policy, administrative and financial framework for 

national security and intelligence; (b) any activity carried out by a department that relates to 

national security or intelligence, unless the appropriate Minister detennines that the review 

would be injurious to national security; and (c) any matter relating to national security or 

intelligence that a minister of the Crown refers to the Committee." It remains to be detennined if 

this proposed bill will be adopted and, if enacted, how this new committee will function within 

the supervisory agencies already established and with the Courts. (Canada Bill C-22, An Act to 

establish the National Security and Intelligence Committee of Parliamentarians and to make 

consequential amendments to certain Acts, 1st Sess, 42nd Parliament, 2015.) Presently, the 

Minister of Public Safety and Emergency Preparedness is the person at the executive level who, 

among other responsibilities, issues ministerial directives, reviews the CSIS 's intemal 

operational policies, and answers to the House of Commons for any matters related to the 

Service. 

(g) Section 12(1) Details 

[181] I reiterate that I am analysing the wording of section 12(1) of the CSIS Act specifically in 

regard to warrants; I am not commenting on the applicability of these reasons to other functions 

ofthe Service. Succinctly, section 12(1) of the CSIS Act establishes the primary functions of the 
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CSIS: it collects, analyses, and retains infonnation and intelligence on activities that may, on 

reasonable grounds, be suspected of constituting threats to the security of Canada. Threats are 

defined in section 2 ofthe CSIS Act. 

[182] Other notable but unrelated functions of the Service to the case at hand are, among 

others: security assessments (section 13); advice to the Ministers (section 14); investigative 

powers (section 15); and collection of infonnation concerning foreign states and persons (section 

16). Taken together, these functions reflect the legislative mandate bestowed upon CSIS by 

Parliament. 

[183] Both section 12(1) and section 2 include clear restrictions. In the case of the primary 

functions delineated in section 12(1), the expression "to the extent that it is strictly necessary" 

establishes an important mandatory restriction to the functions of the CSIS. The tenninology 

used shows that the purpose of the section was intended to be clear and without ambiguity. In 

regard to section 2, the wording at the end of the definitions of threats to the security of Canada 

"but does not include lawful advocacy, protest or dissent, unless carried out in conjunction with 

any of the activities referred to in paragraphs a) to d)" shows that legitimate activities (lawful 

advocacy, protest or dissent) are specifically excluded from the ambit of the Service. The 

mandate and functions of CSIS are thus not open-ended; rather, they are clearly limited by the 

vocabulary used to describe them. 

[184] When read literally a reader may deduce that tlle "strictly necessary" wording in section 

12(1), given its position in the sentence, only applies to the first primary function (collection) 
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and not to the other two (retention and analysis). Furthermore, the "and" following the "strictly 

necessary" may further give the impression that collection is to be perfonned on a strictly 

necessary basis while the other two functions of retention and analysis are not limited in such a 

way. Such is what a strict limited literary view may call for. But as the principles of statutory 

interpretation require us to do, we must go further. 

[185] Section 12(1) must be read logically: if collection of information is performed on a 

strictly necessary basis, it goes without saying that retaining the strictly filtered information is 

permitted because the point of entry of the information is the strict collection process. Therefore, 

the retention function may only logically retain what has been collected in a "strictly necessary" 

manner. The same rationale applies in regard to the analysis function: if information is validly 

collected, only that strictly collected information is analysed. In those scenarios, there are no 

issues of limits to retention or analysis of the information because it has been legitimately 

collected pursuant to section 12(1) and section 2. However, if the CSIS collects information 

more widely than legally permitted, i.e. outside the scope of the warrant or unrelated to threats, 

then the information cannot be retained long-term nor can it be analysed, because it should not 

have been collected in the first place. 

[186] Given the wording of section 12(1), the CSIS may only collect and retain information if it 

is obtained through investigations or otherwise and ifthe information falls within the boundaries 

set by sections 12(1) and 2. Legitimate targets are individuals or groups of interest that are, or 

potentially are, related to activities constituting threats to the security of Canada as defined by 

section 2 of the Act. The CSIS may obviously analyse this strictly collected and strictly retained 
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information to the full extent of its capacities. But, it is cmcial to distinguish that incidental 

collection of non-target and non-threat related information does not form part of what is "strictly 

necessary" to collect. Therefore, non-target and non-threat third party information may only be 

retained for a short period of time in order to ensure that it is not related to national security. If, 

after such short time period, the information is determined not to be related to threats to the 

security of Canada as defined by section 2 ofthe CSIS Act, or of assistance to a prosecution, to 

national defence or intemational affairs, it must be destroyed. 

[187] If the collection of information through the operation of warrants is limited to threat-

related activities of targets, then it is justifiable that such information be retained for future use 

and analysis. The particular issue that arises in this procedure, with the evidence presented, is 

that a warrant operation, be it an intercept of a telecommunication or of a written 

communication, can gather more than what is directly related to the target ofthe warrant. 

Therefore, non-target and non-threat infonnation may be collected as a corollary effect to the 

operation of the said warrant. However, collecting such information is not within the scope of the 

warrant and is not why the warrant was granted. A warrant is issued because evidence 

demonstrated that the target is engaged in activities related to a threat as defmed by section 2 of 

the Act. A warrant does not provide permission to retain associated data when such information 

pertains to non-target and non-threat-related infomlation subsequently assessed by the CSIS as 

being non-threat related or of no assistance to a prosecution, national defence or intemational 

affairs. 
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[188] TIle parameters set by section 12(1) do not permit the CSIS to retain non-target and non-

threat information on a long-term basis. If the CSIS wants to retain such information that is not 

covered by its mandate, it must obtain the appropriate legislative changes that will allow such 

retention. TIle CSIS 's strict statutory mandate is not respected when the service indefinitely 

retains information on non-target and non-threat parties collected through the operation of 

warrants correctly targeting threats to the security of Canada. Simply coming into contact with a 

targeted individual, a targeted group, or the individual's or groups ' means of communication 

does not automatically transform a third-party into a legal target. Non-threat and non-target 

information collected due to a coincidence of time and events should not be retained for more 

than a short assessment period to determine whether it is threat related. 

(4) Additional Considerations 

(a) Differences and Similarities with Charkaoui II 

[189] Contrary to what counsel for the AGC and the CSIS assert, the decision of the Supreme 

Court in Charkaoui II supports my conclusions that the function of retention is also moderated 

by the "strictly necessary" limit, and that section 21 is not an independent scheme operating in 

isolation from the restrictions of section 12(1). The Charkaoui II decision does not contradict 

this Court's interpretation of section 12(1). In Charkaoui II, which also dealt with the retention 

of information, following a legislative history analysis of section 12(1) similar to ours, the 

Supreme Court affirmed that information related to targets of investigation must be kept in its 

original fonnat and must not be transposed into secondary documents if the original is destroyed 
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afterwards. When doing so, the Supreme Court confinned that the CSIS 's mandate must be 

interpreted narrowly, as defined by section 12(1) of the CSIS Act. 

[190] The essential distinction between these reasons and the conclusions in Charkaoui II in 

regard to retention of infonnation lies in the fact that the Charkaoui II decision, when read in its 

totality, clearly addresses the retention by the CSIS of operational notes properly collected based 

on its enabling statute, whereas the case before the Court today deals with non-threat and non-

target infonnation being collected. Thus, we must read paragraph 38 of Charkaoui II carefully 

and draw appropriate distinctions: 

[38] Nothing in this provision requires CSIS to destroy the 
infonnation it collects. Rather, in our view, s. 12 of the CSIS Act 
demands that it retain its operational notes. To paraphrase s. 12, 
CSIS must acquire infonnation to the extent that it is strictly 
necessary in order to carry out its mandate, and must then analyse 
and retain relevant infomlation and intelligence. [ ... ] 

[191] The Supreme Court did not address the retention ofinfonnation falling outside that scope 

of relevance to threats or to targets. As such, only the Supreme Court 's general statement in 

regard to retention, at para 38, appears relevant to our purposes: 

[38] [ ... ] CSIS must acquire infonnation to the extent that it is 
strictly necessary in order to carry out its mandate, and must then 
analyse and retain relevant infonnation and intelligence. 

[192] The Supreme Court also referred to the important recommendations of the Pitfield Repott 

regarding the limited mandate ofthe service at paragraph 22. It cited the following paragraph of 

the Pitfield Report to convey its understanding that, since the CSIS was to be granted broad 
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powers of investigation, its functions should be strictly related to the objective of protecting the 

security of Canada: 

"A credible and effective security intelligence agency does need to 
have some extraordinary powers, and does need to collect and 
analyze information in a way which may infringe on the civil 
liberties of some. But it must also be strictly controlled, and have 
no more power than is necessary to accomplish its objectives, 
which must in tum not exceed what is necessary for the protection 
of the security of Canada. (Report of the Special Senate 
Committee, at para. 25)" 

[193] Furthermore, the Supreme Court continued that the CSIS Act reflects the 

recommendations of the McDonald Commission and of the Pitfield Report: 

[24] The CSIS Act reflects the organizational and operational 
principles recommended in the reports that preceded its enactment. 
It sets out the various duties and functions delegated to CSIS, 
including the following examples. CSIS is primarily responsible 
for collecting "infonuation and intelligence respecting activities 
that may on reasonable grounds be suspected of constituting 
threats to the security of Canada" (s. 12). [ . . . ] 

[194] In that same decision, the Supreme Court is also alert to the issue that the modem role of 

the CSIS has not remained stagnant since the enactment of its founding statute in 1984; I retain 

and consider this important detail in its overall analysis: 

[26] Indeed, CSIS is not a police force. This is clear from the 
legislative history set out above. In reality, however, it must be 
acknowledged that the activities ofthe RCMP and those of CSIS 
have in some respects been converging as they, and the country, 
have become increasingly concemed about domestic and 
intemational terrorism. The division of work between CSIS and the 
RCMP in the investigation of terrorist activities is tending to 
become less clear than the authors of the reports discussed above 
seem to have originally envisioned. 
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[195] I take away from the above paragraphs that information not legally collected by the 

service, i.e. falling outside the scope of the warrant or unrelated to threats to the security of 

Canada, must not be retained by the CSIS . On the contrary, information that is indeed linked to 

threats to the security of Canada or to the target of a warrant must be retained in its original state 

by the CSIS to comply with the protected rights under section 7 of the Charter. 

(5) Key Findings of this Chapter 

[196] The history preceding the enactment ofthe CSIS Act, keeping in mind the principles of 

statutory interpretation, allows me to conclude the following regarding the legislator's intent. In 

brief, as a result of its limited mandate and primary functions, for the purposes of section 12( 1), 2 

and 21, the CSIS is allowed to collect and retain, to the extent strictly necessary, infonnation 

gathered by investigation or otherwise that is associated to activities related to the definition of 

"threats to the security of Canada". Therefore, the CSIS may collect and retain all information 

related to "threats to the security of Canada" but not infonnation falling outside those specific 

parameters. Associated data, as assessed by the CSIS to be non-threat related, and of no 

assistance to an investigation, to a prosecution, to the defence of Canada, or to intemational 

affairs, stripped of its analogous content, is infonnation that does not fall within the CSIS 's 

limited mandate. 

[197] More specifically, information collected by investigation or otherwise, accidentally or as 

spin-off, Calmot be retained if it is found to be unrelated to "threats to the security of Canada". 

Such is the case regarding accidental or spin-off information unrelated to threats to the security 

of Canada or to the target, collected through the operation of issued warrants. The CSIS cannot 
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retain associated data as it is not empowered by law to do so, in plain words, it has no 

jurisdiction to do so. 

[198] In regard to the analysis function, the Court can only agree with the views expressed by 

the Minister in 1984: as long as the information has been legally collected, it may be analysed to 

the full extent of the CSIS's abilities. The "strictly necessary concept" cannot logically apply to 

such a function other than by relying only on properly collected and retained information. 

[199] Returning to the wording of section 12(1) of the statute, the AGC's argument that the 

"strictly necessary" concept only applies to the function of collection misses the point. All three 

functions are premised on the idea that only legally collected information is retained and 

analysed by the service. Section 12(1), as interpreted, is defined by one key component which 

overrides all primary functions: the "strictly necessary" collection. It flows directly from this 

initial strict linlit to collection that the other two functions can operate unimpeded; the filter has 

already been applied. If the collected information does not meet the strict necessity criteria, all 

three functions are operating outside the CSIS's limited statutory mandate. 

[200] This is the only way to interpret section 12(1) ofthe CSIS Act. Failing to give full effect 

to section 12( 1) contradicts the purpose intended by the legislator. Adopting such an 

understanding of section 12( 1) and of section 2 (definition of ''threats to the security of Canada") 

gives full recognition to the limited mandate of the service. The rule of law is entirely recognized 

through such an interpretation. 
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C. Practical Effects 

(1) Changes Sought to the Warrant Templates 

[201] F or the purposes of this section, it will be important to keep in mind, among others, the 

following documentation: 

1. The Letter of for the CSIS, to the Court, dated 

December 8, 2015, proposing the changes to the warrant; 

2. The affidavits, examinations, and cross-examinations (with 

supplementary affidavit), of and of (in 

general and on the application ofthe portability clauses); 

3. The submissions of the AGC and of counsel for the CSIS, including the reply and the 

submissions of the amici. 

[202] In the December 8, 2015 letter, the CSIS initially proposed six amendments to the 

warrant conditions. As a result of the en banc hearings, new amendments were sought. They are 

as follows: 

• (A) new condition that would permit the Service to retain 

warrant and 

the _ warrant for a period of 

• (B) a new condition authorizing the service to retain" under the _ 

warrant, _ warrant, and _ warrant; 
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• (C) a new condition specifically and explicitly governing the 

_ warrant and the _ warrant; 

• (D) a new condition stating that infonnation destroyed pursuant to a warrant 

condition 

warrant, _ warrant, 

_warrant; 

by the service under the .. warrant, _ 

warrant, _ warrant, and 

• (E) It was initially proposed that in the conditions of the warrants all references to 

"Regional Director or his Designate" be replaced by "Service Employee" to reflect 

the fact that during the period of validity of a warrant, different employees at different 

levels may conduct the assessment of warrant collected non-target infonnation. 

Following the en bane hearing, the CSIS proposed new changes with alternate 

wording adapted to the three categories of detennination found in the warrants; 

• (F) In the warrant, the CSIS proposes to remove condition 2 as it 

deems this condition is unnecessary for two reasons. First, because the infonnation 

received under the authority of such a warrant will always relate to the target of 

investigation. Second, given that prior to issuing a warrant, a designated judge has to 

assess whether the Service has demonstrated that such a warrant is required, a further 

assessment post-collection is unnecessary; it is the opinion of the CSIS that only 

target infonnation is collected and that therefore this condition is not applicable; 

• (G) Similarly, in the warrant, and the 

warrant, it is submitted that there is no need to have a post-assessment of collected 

infonnation since the infonnation collected has to be related to an investigation of a 
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or to a target (for the _ 

• (H) For the _ warrant, it is proposed that a new condition 3 be added to cover 

infonnation that may be obtained pursuant to paragraph 2 of the warrant as there is no 

such provision presently, 

• (1) A few stylistic changes dealing with the solicitor-client condition (replacing the 

words "any solicitor-client communication intercepted or obtained" with "any 

solicitor-client communication obtained" in the warrant; the .. 

warrant; the _ and the _ warrant) since these warrants do not allow 

for the interception of communications, a solicitor-client communication may only be 

obtained (e.g. the copy of a letter) and not be intercepted. TIle Service is also 

proposing all references to the word "obtention" be replaced by the words "[ ... ] from 

the date it was obtained" for all warrants using the word "obtention". TIlese two 

changes, with others, as it will be seen, have been agreed upon pursuant to a directive 

of this Court issued January 11, 2016. 

[203] As a result of the four-day en bane hearings, the CSIS proposed further additional 

changes to the warrants: 

• (J) Adding a definition of "associated data", reviewing the definition of 

"communication" and introducing new wording limiting the retention period of 

associated data of unreported third party or unattributed communication to_ -
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(See Submissions of the Application at para 13.) 

(a) A New Condition/or 
the 

Warrant 

[204] Presently, the CSIS must destroy ___ within a period of 

_ from the time of collection, whether or not the communication has been assessed as 

threat related pursuant to condition 2 of the warrant. As the evidence establishes, it is not_ 

Furthermore, it is also difficult to predict how much time 

and resources will be necessary to do so. The CSIS proposes that such 

be retained for a maximum of starting from the 

Only once_ 

would the _ assessment period for 

retention begin. If the Service wishes to retain 

_ for a longer period of time, it would have to apply to this Court and seek 

authorization. 

[205] In itself, does not disclose substantial content. 

Therefore, the collection of such infolmation does not raise issues in regard to establishing links, 

or not, to threats to the security of Canada. By its nature, 

collected through tlle operation of a warrant automatically raises threat related concerns. Such 

information can fall within the scope of the definition of threats. The evidence has also shown 

that it is not an easy task to assess the time period necessary to 
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[206] I conclude that the amendment sought is acceptable and that the retention period of" 

_ is acceptable. If the infolmation at the end of the period, 

it must be destroyed unless an application to extend this period is presented by the CSIS to the 

Court within the _ period. Within the __ period, once the infonnation is " 

the CSIS has _ from the time ofthe to assess 

whether or not the information can be retained pursuant to the warrant conditions and the CSIS 

Act. If it requires a longer period of retention, the CSIS can present an application to the Court. 

[207] I am aware that 

This new provision is not to be used in any way as a loophole to justify the retention of more 

infonnation than is necessary. Notably, that is obviously unrelated to 

the target or to the threat may not be retained. In addition, this condition may not be used to 

trigger the assessment period at a convenient time for the Service following the lengthened 

period of retention 

(b) A New Condition A uthorizing the Retention otllll for the _ 
Warran_ Warrant, and " Warrant 

[208] For the CSIS 
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[209] The Service obtains information 

[210] The CSIS proposes that the potential usefulness of information collected through the 

operation of warrants for ought to be assessed at the same time as the 

assessment for relevancy to threats to or to target is performed. 

[211] I conclude that the retention of 

remains barred from accessing 

.. retention must be limited to 

is appropriate as long as the CSIS 
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[213] This amendment is proposed in order to maintain the integrity of the infonnation 

[214] Because sections 12(1) and 21 warrants pennit the collection and retention of target and 

threat-related infonnation as defined at section 2 of the Act, the statutory language does not 

authorize the retention of infonnation incidentally collected from non-targets unless such 

infonnation can be related to the threat described in the issued warrant. Therefore, only 

may be retained for future use, notably for 

additional investigation or forensic investigation. 

[215] The infonnation 

unless found to be threat-related, cannot be retained for more than .. at the 
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most. As I will detail shOltly, the two-stage _ to _ retention and destruction 

peliod will apply ifthe information obviously belongs 

to third-parties, is devoid of direct implications with the target, or is evidently not threat related. 

[216] I believe that such an approach addresses the concerns expressed by both sets of counsel 

on this topic. I note that the applicant, in its reply and in response to submissions of the amici, 

distinguished and proposed for the first time, 

Reflecting this 

concern requires a new condition to be drafted that will properly 

(See Applicant ' s reply submissions at para 87.) 

(d) Destruction of Information 

[217] TIle Court has imposed on the Service an obligation to destroy what is considered 

unimportant for the purposes of the investigation or what is unrelated to the targets named in the 

warrants. This obligation is found as a condition in various warrants. 

[218] In application _ Chief Justice Crampton raised, amongst other concerns, the 

definition of "destroyed" and the fact that the wording of the warrant did not capture that when 

information is deleted, it should mean permanently deleted and irrecoverable. 

Therefore, this Court wants to ensure that 
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To reflect this reality, the CSIS is required to undertake that 

[219] Having said this and for the sake of utmost clarity, the undertaking should establish that 

the CSIS 

(e) 

nor will any other agency do so on its behalf. 

Proposition Concerning Delegation and Accountability ( "Regional 
Director or his Designate" to be Replaced by "Service Employees'') 

[220] In the letter dated December 8, 2016 addressed to the Court, counsel for the CSIS 

initially proposed that wherever decision making responsibilities were entrusted to the Regional 

Director General or his Designate in the warrant conditions, the wording should be changed to 

entrust the responsibility to any "service employees" instead. This proposal raised numerous 

concerns from designated judges as voiced during the en banc proceedings and individual 

warrant applications since. As a result, the CSIS asked for time to ponder changes to its proposal. 

It was thereafter proposed that "Regional Director General or his Designate" be replaced with 

alternate wording to be adapted to three categories of determinations found in warrants templates 

dealing with and 

warrant conditions. 

(i) General Comments 

[221] The Court was initially concerned with the appropriateness of delegating decisional 

responsibility from a clearly identified person to an unknown, unidentified employee. The Court 
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is concerned that such a change would negatively affect the accountability of the CSIS. The 

delegation of responsibility must be carefully effected; the present warrant conditions reflect this 

concern by requiring a top-ranking employee, either a "Regional Director General" or "his 

Designate" (e.g. someone specifically designated by the "Regional Director General") to make 

the important selection in accordance with the warrants conditions. 

[222] Warrants, by defmition, are exceptional and intrusive means of investigation. Asking the 

Court to authorize the transfer of these important decision-making responsibilities to unidentified 

"service employees" as a category is inappropriate. The concept of accountability in such a 

situation is most important. To allow the transfer of such responsibilities to a category of 

unidentified CSIS employees would not serve to enhance accountability. 

[223] As noted above, the CSIS nonetheless proposes that the wording "Regional Director 

General or his Designate" be adapted to the three categories of determination found in the 

warrants, i.e. and 

warrant conditions. I will review each one keeping in consideration the different scenarios but 

also the evolving CSIS position on this matter. 

(ii) 

[224] 
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Such work must be performed by an identifiable and fully 

accountable senior employee ofthe CSIS. (See affidavit of 

2016 and also his testimony of April 1, 2016 at p 49-82.) 

dated May 24, 

[225] Such can be found in the warrant 

(paragraphs 3(g), 3(h), 3(i), 6(b), 6(e), and l3(t)) and in the warrant (paragraph 

l(b)) and in the _ warrant (paragraph 1). In all ofthese cases, presently, the important 

decision of adapting the warrant to non-target has to be made 

by one of the seven Regional Director Generals or his or her Designate. 

[226] In my opinion, it is essential to ensure a senior executive of the CSIS, such as a Regional 

Director General, takes such an important decision. Allowing a senior executive to do so is 

appropriate because the delegation falls within the mandate of the identified executive pursuant 

to the CSIS Act; it does not violate the designated judges' mandate. But, I stress that for such a 

delegation to remain valid and legal, the infom1ation collected must remain related to the threat 

identified and the target of the warrant. (See R. v Thompson, [1990] 2 SCR 1111, 73 DLR (4th) 

596, and also Canadian Security Intelligence Act (Re) , [1998] 1 FCR 420,file CSIS-36-97 

(dealing with a visitor clause).) 

[227] Now, the CSIS proposes to limit the authority to invoke a to the 

Regional Director General personally. References to "Regional Director General or his 
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designate" would therefore be replaced with "Regional Director General" in all _ 

_ This would apply to the warrants templates enumerated at paragraph 225 of these 

reasons. I agree . 

(iii) 

[228] The warrant (para 7e), the warrant (para 4), and the 

warrant (para 1d and 2) provide that a Regional Director General or his 

Designate may obtain if, on reasonable grounds to believe, 

such infonnation may assist in the investigation of a threat to the security of Canada. 

[229] The amici raised valid concerns about the current wording of this condition and suggest 

new wording. The AGC and counsel for the CSIS have taken note ofthe amici's proposal and 

have asked in their reply to delay the debate to a later warrant application in order to conduct a 

proper review of this power. 

[230] I agree with the amici and the Chief Justice in file 

colleagues, for example in files 

and with some of my 

and_ 

_ that the clause raises important concerns. Through this clause, the CSIS may obtain 

infonnation related to Canadians who are not the target of a warrant. I am concerned by such a 

possibility. Until this matter is fully addressed, the Court will not renew such a clause. The COUlt 

shall await the CSIS 's proposal on this matter. 
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(iv) Further Changes from "Regional Director General or his 
Designate" to "Designated Service Employees" for the Task of 
Assessing Warrant-collected Non-target Information 

[231] For the purposes of conditions 2, 3 and 4 of the warrant; 

conditions 2, 3, 4 of the warrant; conditions 2, 3 of the _ warrant; 

condition 2 of the _ warrant; condition 2 of the _ warrant; and condition 2 of the 

_ warrant, the CSIS proposes that the "service employee's" experience in effectuating the 

work related to the operation of a warrant be reflected in the warrant application. To that effect, 

the CSIS proposes the wording "Regional Director General or his Designate" be changed to 

"designated service employee". As the conditions require, the work required is to review and 

assess the collection of non-target information through the operation of warrants to ensure that 

only information that is useful to a threat investigation, may be of some use to a prosecution, or 

informative for national defence or international affairs is kept. The remaining information must 

be destroyed. Such a decision is important and must be taken by a knowledgeable person. 

[232] The CSIS proposes the following definition for "designated service employee": 

"designated service employees means [ ... ] a service employee designated by the director or 

belonging to a class of employees designated pursuant to service policies to conduct assessments 

found in the warrant conditions and for which a regional director general or a director general is 

accowltable of these employees actions". 

[233] The evidence shows that., in practice, executing a warrant involves a team of CSIS 

employees with a variety of expertise and field-work experience. As the conditions of warrants 
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show, the collection of infonnation often requires CSIS employees to assess infonnation in order 

to detennine whether it is threat related or not. Perfonning such assessments requires knowledge 

of the target 's daily life, environment etc. A Regional Director General cannot realistically 

acquire distinct knowledge of each target the CSIS identifies 

[234] I agree that the warrant conditions must recognize operational reality and adapt to it. As 

long as accountability remains strong, notably with the ultimate responsibility resting on the 

shoulders of a Regional Director General, operational work dealing with the assessment of 

infonnation collected through the operation of a warrant should be performed by the most 

relevant resource as long as such task is given to specific individuals and not a class of 

employees. It could thus refer to individuals as long as the Regional Director General remains 

fully accountable. 

[235] Because the definition proposed in the warrant refers to "service policies", and because 

those policies become integral to the warrant, the Court asks the CSIS to forward to the Court, 

within thirty (30) days of such policies being finalized, on an ongoing basis, a copy ofthese 

policies in order for designated judges to review them. The judges will then detennine whether 

the policies meet judicial requirements pursuant to section 21 of the CSIS Act. The amendments 
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being sought will be finally dealt with once the Court has had an opportunity to review the 

policies. 

(f) Warrant Amendment to Remove Condition 2 

[236] The CSIS proposes to remove condition 2 because the infonnation collected in this type 

of warrant only concerns the target of the warrant. Considering that a designated judge, at the 

warrant application, already assessed whether the records sought are required to investigate a 

threat to the security of Canada, the CSIS argues that there is no need to perfonn an assessment 

following the collection ofthe infonnation. 

[237] I agree with the spirit of this proposal but I will not modify the condition. Such a 

modification is only acceptable as long as the infonnation collected always directly relates to the 

target. But, if by the simple operation of a warrant, infonnation which may not relate to the target 

is collected, an assessment will still be required to ensure it does not relate to persons other than 

the target. ll1erefore, in order to reflect this concern, I will not remove this condition; condition 2 

will remain unchanged. 

(g) Amendments to the Warrant and_ 
Warrant Concerning Condition 3 

[238] For the warrant, the CSIS proposes that the scope ofthe 

current condition 3 (proposed new condition 4) be modified. Presently, infonnation collected 

pursuant to part 4 is assessed following collection. However, the CSIS suggests that such a 

follow-up assessment is redundant as all the infonnation collected under these types of warrants 
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falls under the "may assist in the investigation of a threat to the security of Canada" standard. I 

agree in part with this proposal: the condition dealing with _ must remain; a new 

condition 4 must be added. It is my understanding that the CSIS is in agreement. 

[239] Similar to the paragraph above, the CSIS proposes a modification to the scope of 

condition 3 as an assessment following collection pursuant to part 5 of the 

warrant is unnecessary. The CSIS proposes that condition 3 remain as is in regard 

obtained pursuant to part 6 of the warrant. I agree with this proposal; a new 

condition 4 must be added. 

(h) _ Warrant - New Condition 3 

[240] The CSIS proposes, since no condition deals with collection pursuant to paragraph 2 of 

the _ warrant, that a new condition 3 be added to reflect the fact that an assessment is 

specifically perfoffiled following collection for warrants. I agree with this proposal. 

(i) Solicitor-Client Clarifications and Other Changes, o/Which Some Have 
A lready Been Agreed Upon 

[241] This suggestion is made to ensure that the CSIS will not intercept solicitor-client 

conununication. The CSIS suggests that the wording "any solicitor-client communication 

intercepted or obtained" ought to be changed to "any solicitor client communication obtained" in 

condition 1 of the _ warrant, ofthe _ warrant, ofthe _ and of the _ 

warrant. . The word "intercepted" is removed to reflect the fact that, following this change, 
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solicitor-client infonnation may only be obtained and not intercepted. I already agreed with this 

proposal. This change was agreed following a directive issued January 11, 2016. 

[242] As the word "obtention" is not commonly used in English, the CSIS proposes to replace 

it with "obtained". Therefore, as already accepted in the directive issued, all references to 

"obtention" in the warrants are to be changed to "[ ... ] it was obtained". This has already been 

agreed to. 

[243] The CSIS proposes that the current retention assessment period of be 

brought down to in regard to the _ and" warrants. This has 

already been agreed to. 

[244] The CSIS proposes that condition 2 of the _ warrant be similar to condition 2 of 

both the" and _ warrants to ensure consistency across the three warrants. I agree. 

[245] Section 1 of the .. warrant establishes limits as to what may be obtained, such as any 

record, document, or thing in the possession of a _ Presently, these limits are excluded 

from condition 2 of the _ warrant but they apply to both _ and _ warrants. 

Therefore, the CSIS proposes that the limits imposed by Section 1 become patt of condition 2 of 

the _ warrant. This change is proposed to promote consistency but also because an 

assessment post collection is required in limited situations. 
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[246] I agree, yet, I note that this is more than a stylistic change. The original wording requires 

that the CSIS review all information collected, including infonnation concerning the target; if the 

information was assessed as unrelated to the threat then it must have been destroyed. Following 

this change, target related information will not be reviewed for destmction, only information 

related to non-targets will be. 

(j) Further Changes Sought Following the En Bane Hearings (New 
"Associated Data ", Communication and Retention Period 

Rather than Indefinitely) 

[247] It is only as a result of the 2011 en bane hearing that selective wording was inserted to 

specify that the content of a communication may be destroyed. By performing this change, 

without properly informing the Court, the CSIS effectively distinguished content from associated 

data. Given that the conoition implicitly rendered the warrant condition silent in regard to 

associated data, the CSIS interpreted that it could indiscriminately retain associated data 

indefinitely. From 2006 to 2011, the CSIS retained such associated data without the approbation 

of a warrant condition to this effect. In addition, following the "stylistic change" of2011, the 

CSIS kept on retaining such infonnation without having informed the Court fully and 

transparently ofthis retention. 

[248] Following the en bane hearings and the concems raised by the Court, the CSIS now 

proposes additional amendments. They include: defming "associated data", reviewing the 

definition of "communication", and as seen above, limiting the retention of associated data to • 

_ rather than indefmitely as it has been the case since 2006. 
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[249] There may be good reasons to review the defmition of "communication" in light of the 

present reasons, but it may be better to do so at a later stage. Given my conclusions on the 

mandate of the CSIS, there is no need to address the proposal to limit the retention period of 

associated data to associated data cannot be retained at all because it falls outside 

the CSIS's legislated mandate. 

[250] I have detailed above the reasons supporting my conclusion that the mandate and 

functions ofthe CSIS are strictly limited by legislation. Parliament, in 1984, legislatively 

established a civilian agency with a definite mandate and precise functions in order to prevent 

the reoccurrence of serious errors and abuses identified by the McDonald Commission. A proper 

interpretation of sections 12(1), 2, and 21 of the CSIS Act establishes that the primary mandate 

and function ofthe CSIS to investigate threats must be performed on a strictly necessary basis. 

Intrusive measures may only be used following the issuance of a warrant. The information 

collected through the operation of these warrants may only be retained ifit is related to threats to 

the security of Canada as defmed in section 2; associated data is not such information. 

[251] As detailed in the Analysis portion of these reasons, the Court was and is concerned with 

the CSIS's decision to retain associated data. Given my conclusion that the CSIS does not have 

jurisdiction to retain associated data unrelated to threats to the security of Canada, there is no 

need, at this time, to define associated data in the warrant conditions template. There is also no 

reason for the Court to make findings regarding the privacy expectations of individuals resulting 

from the retention of associated data. Following the same logic, it is unnecessary to weigh the 

state's interests against private interests in regard to using associated data for investigative 
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purposes. These issues may again surface in future proceedings if the legal and factual contexts 

align. 

(2) Further Comments-A Two Stage Process to Assess Warrant-Collected 
Infonnation 

[252] Given that associated data is not threat related, therefore falling outside the strictly 

limited primary mandate and functions of the CSIS, retaining such infonnation indefinitely falls 

outside the jurisdiction of the Service. I have not reached this conclusion lightly. I understand the 

burden on time and resources the assessment pursuant to condition 2 imposes. I am aware that 

certain types of intrusively warrant-collected information can be assessed much more easily and 

much quickly than others. Notably, I am cognisant of the fact that 

that certain fonnats are 

much harder to access than others; and that some infonnation is obviously threat related while 

some is not. 

[253] Given the amount of variables involved, I now propose two different assessment periods 

to process and assess warrant collected infonnation. First, the CSIS will have to 

assess infonnation that is evidently not threat related and that does not involve the target. 

Second, infonnation falling outside the scope of the first category must be assessed within a full 

period (i.e. in the following the initial" period). Following 

the respective perfonnance of these assessments, infonllation (both content and associated data) 

found to be of no assistance to an investigation of a threat, useless for prosecution, or unrelated 

to international affairs or the defense of Canada, must be destroyed. I do not consider that 
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implementing this two-stage approach creates an undue burden on the CSIS . A period of" 

from the date ofthese judgment and reasons is allowed for the CSIS to 

implement this two-step process of assessment. If more time is required, a motion requesting an 

extension can be presented to the Court. 

V. CONCLUSION 

A. Conclusions Reached Regarding the Specific Issues Identified 

[254] The following are the conclusions I have reached in regard to the issues identified at para 

85 of these reasons. 

[255] First, in regard to the CSIS's duty of candour, I conclude that it had an obligation, 

beginning in 2006, to fully infonn the Court of the existence of its collection and retention of 

associated data program. The CSIS also had the duty to accurately describe this program to the 

Court. The fact that it did not do so until 2016, other than alluding to it in December 2011 under 

the guise of "stylistic reasons", amounted to a breach of the CSIS 's duty of candour. As a party 

appearing ex parte and in camera before the Court on a regular basis, the CSIS had an elevated 

obligation to infonn the Court of the use it was making of non-threat-related infonnation 

collected through the operation of warrants; it failed to do so. 

[256] Second, I conclude that the qualifier "to the extent that it is strictly necessary" found in 

section 12(1) establishes thatthe CSIS 's mandate is restricted. The CSIS's limited mandate 

incorporates the three functions of collection, retention and analysis of infonnation. The qualifier 
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'"to the extent that it is strictly necessary" applies not only to the function of collection but also to 

the function of retention. In addition, section 12(1) must not be read solely in conjunction with 

the definition of threats to the security of Canada as found at section 2 of the Act but also in 

conjunction with section 21. Section 21 is a procedural section which describes the threshold 

required that CSIS must meet in order to present an application to obtain intrusive warrants 

before a designated judge of the Federal Court. It also contains the pertinent components of a 

warrant application. Section 21 does not enlarge the scope of the jurisdiction given by legislation 

to the CSIS; its jurisdiction is clearly established at sections 12(1) to 16 in conjunction with the 

section 2 defmition of threats to the security of Canada. 

[257] Third, I conclude that the retention of associated data falls outside the CSIS 's 

legislatively defined jurisdiction and does not respect the CSIS 's limited primary mandate and 

functions. 

[258] Fourth, the amendments to the warrant conditions template proposed by counsel for the 

CSIS in the letter dated December 8, 2015 and further developed at the en bane hearing are 

granted in part as detailed above. My previous conclusions obviously impact some of the 

amendments sought while other amendments have been specifically addressed. 

[259] Fifth and finally, infonnation collected through the operation of warrants must be 

assessed in order to detennine whether it may assist with a national security investigation, may 

be of some use to prosecution, relate to international affairs or to the defence of Canada. The 

infonnation thus collected must be assessed using the binary categorization test I have described 
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above: first, infolmation obviously unrelated to the target of the warrant and unrelated to a threat 

to the security of Canada must be assessed within of collection; second, 

infOimation that falls outside the first category must be assessed within 

following the end of the first period). For exceptional cases such as_ 

the two-step and _ period applies only from. 

B. Closing Comments 

[260] I am fully cognizant of the consequences my decision has on the CSIS 's mandate and 

functions ; I have not reached these conclusions lightly. On the contrary, I have done my utmost 

to consider every possible way my conclusions may be wrong. Ultimately, the mle of law must 

prevail; without it, the actions of people and institutions Calmot be trusted to accurately reflect 

the purpose they were entmsted to fulfil. Canada's legislation must be interpreted as intended by 

the legislator. If legislation limits the powers of an institution, these limits must be respected. A 

liberal interpretation oflimits perfoffiled by the institution itself can only be stretched so far. 

[261] TIle CSIS, a Canadian intelligence agency, is privileged to assume its duties using 

intmsive measures which would otherwise be illegal. The enactment of the CSIS Act was 

considered the best possible answer to the world order following the wars of the twentieth 

century, the Cold War and the FLQ Crisis. However, it was considered cmcial to legislatively 

define and restrict the mandate ofthe CSIS in order to prevent the reoccurrence of abuses and 

errors committed by the CSIS's predecessor. 
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[262] In 1984, the legislator deliberately defined the "primary function" (section 12(1» of the 

new CSIS in a limited fashion. The CSIS was tasked to collect information, on a strictly 

necessary basis, through the operation of warrants issued in response to a threat to the security of 

Canada (section 2); no more than that. As a result, the principle of strict collection must be 

reflected in the retention of that infonnation. Since then, much time has passed and technology 

has considerably evolved. Technology behind the operation of warrants has progressed so much 

that the scope and volume of incidentally gathered information have been tremendously 

enlarged. The infonnation gathered is vast but must still be carefully assessed in order to ensure 

that its collection and retention complies with the law. The evolution oftechnology is no excuse 

to flout or stretch legal parameters. When the infonnation collected does not fall within the legal 

parameters delimiting the agency's functions and actions, it cannot legally be retained. If the 

CSIS does indeed retain this illegal infonnation, the Court must intervene and enforce 

compliance with the law. 

[263] I am aware that other intelligence agencies operate differently and are able to adapt to 

new technologies and programs. Other agencies, whether domestic or foreign, are not necessarily 

subject to the same legal parameters as the CSIS. TI1e fact that other agencies may operate more 

liberally and with less scrutiny does not allow the CSIS to unilaterally adapt its legislated 

mandate. Given that the CSIS's mandate is defined in law, the statute governing its functions 

must be amended in order to pennit the CSIS to operate differently if that is considered advisable 

by the legislator. The CSIS must be certain at all times that it holds the proper legislative 

authority to perform its activities. 
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[264] In obiter, considering the present reasons and the conclusions I have reached, subject to 

the appeal process, it may be time for Canadians to renew a debate regarding the mandate and 

functions of our domestic intelligence agency. As seen in the late 1970's and early 1980's, a 

similar debate proved fruitful. Although many different and opposing points of view were 

expressed, the Parliament of Canada managed to shepherd controversial issues into the 

enactment of the CSIS Act in 1984. The last thirty (30) years have shown that the enactment of 

the CSIS Act was a strong response to the intelligence challenges presented by the paradigms of 

the times. Yet it is my opinion that the CSIS Act is showing its age. World order is constantly in 

flux; for example state cyber-attacks are a novel form of war and a new era ofthe old Cold War 

is appearing. hI addition, terrorist attacks are deeply hurting innocent civilians across the world, 

technology evolves rapidly, and priorities and opinions change. Canada can only gain from 

weighing such important issues once again. Canadian intelligence agencies should be provided 

the proper tools for their operations but the public must be knowledgeable of some of their ways 

of operating. 

[265] Although I have determined in these reasons that the retention of associated data falls 

outside the legal scope of the CSIS Act, I think it important for future debates to note that 

evidence was produced establishing that the processing and analysis of associated data has 

yielded some useful intelligence results. hI some cases, analysis of retained data in past cases 

indeed contributed to new investigative leads and other useful pertinent infomlation. In addition, 

associated data in itself consists mostly of numbers associated to names; devoid of its analogous 

content, raw associated data may only have limited privacy impacts. Having said that, when the 

numbers and names are put together upon an investigative request, the intelligence product 
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resulting of the analysis may reveal more and therefore have a greater impact on privacy 

interests. It is not for me to decide whether or not such an invasion of privacy interests is 

outweighed by the State's legitimate interest in investigating threats, regardless of the quality of 

the intelligence produced. Another forum, or designated judges, may eventually be called upon 

to make further determinations on these matters. 

[266] In addition, I have considered ordering the destruction ofthe associated data collected 

since 2006. I decided not to do so because of possible jurisdictional issues and because I did not 

benefit from submissions on this topic from both sets of counsel. 

[267] Finally, coming to the end of these elaborate reasons, I repeat that the warrant templates 

are live documents which are adapted to reflect the ongoing concerns of ensuring that the 

intrusive measures authorized by the warrants are well controlled, scrupulously reviewed, and 

correctly directed at the target and the threat. Keeping in mind the operational needs and 

requirements of the CSIS, warrants should not involve innocent persons who benefit from full 

rights to their privacy. Designated judges must fully weigh these essential concerns to respect the 

rule oflaw. As usual, the CSIS is provided ample opportunity to request any changes and 

amendments it deems justified. 
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JUDGMENT 

THIS COURT'S JUDGMENT is that 

• TIle CSIS has breached, again, the duty of candour it owes to the Court; 

• The CSIS has a limited mandate which does not permit the retention of associated 

data, as defined at paragraphs 33-34 of these reasons, as it has done so since 2006, 

therefore this retention of associated data is illegal; 

• The CSIS shall amend the warrant templates in accordance with the enclosed reasons; 

• The present reasons shall be reviewed initially by the amici curiae to identify what 

parts of these judgment and reasons can be made public within seven (7) days of the 

date of the present judgment and reasons. After those seven (7) days, counsel for the 

Attorney General and for the CSIS shall review the redactions suggested within the 

subsequent seven (7) days. Any contentious issues shall be referred to the 

undersigned within the following three (3) days for determination. 

"Simon Noel" 
Judge 
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VI. APPENDICES 

A. Relevant Legislation 

Canadian Security In telli gence Service Act, Loi sur Ie Service canadien du renseignement 
RSC, 1985, c C-23 de securite, LRC, 1985, ch C-23 

Judicial Control Controle judiciaire 
.1. 

Application for warrant Demande de mandat ;.' 

21(1) If the Director or any employee 21( 1) Le directeur ou un employe designe it 
designated by the Minister for the purpose cette fin par Ie ministre peut, apres aVOlr 
believes, on reasonable grounds, that a warrant obtenu I 'approbation du ministre, demander it 
under this section is required to enable the un juge de decerner un mandat en conformite 
Service to investigate, within or outside avec Ie present article s ' il a des motifs 
Canada, a threat to the security of Canada or to raisonnables de crOlfe que Ie mandat est 
perform its duties and functions under section necessaire pour pennettre au Service de faire 
16, the Director or employee may, after having enquete, au Canada ou it l'exterieur du Canada, 
obtained the Minister's approval, make an sur des menaces envers la securite du Canada 
application in accordance with subsection (2) ou d'exercer les fonctions qUI lui sont 
to a judge for a warrant under this section. conferees en vertu de I' article 16. 

Matters to be specified in application for Contenu de la demande 
warrant 

(2) An application to a judge under subsection (2) La demande visee au paragraphe (1) est 
(1) shall be made 111 writing and be presentee par ecrit et accompagnee de 
accompanied by an affidavit of the applicant l'affidavit du demandeur portant sur les points 
deposing to the following matters, namely, suivants : 

(a) the facts relied on to justify the belief, on a) les faits sur lesquels Ie demandeur s'appuie 
reasonable grounds, that a warrant under this pour avoir des motifs raisonnables de croire 
section is required to enable the Service to que Ie mandat est necessaire aux fins visees au 
investigate a threat to the security of Canada or paragraphe (1); 
to perfornl its duties and functions under 
section 16; 

(b) that other investigative procedures have b) Ie fait que d 'autres methodes d'enquete ont 
been tried and have fai led or why it appears ete essayees en vain, ou la raison pour laquelle 
that they are unlikely to succeed, that the elles semblent avoir peu de chances de succes, 
urgency of the matter is such that it would be Ie fait que I 'urgence de 1 'affaire est telle qu ' il 
impractical to carry out the investigation using serait tres difficile de mener I' enquete sans 
only other in vesti gati ve procedures or that mandat ou Ie fait que, sans mandat, il est 
without a warrant under this section it is likely probable que des informations importantes 
that information of importance with respect to concernant les menaces ou les fonctions visees 
the threat to the security of Canada or the au paragraphe (1) ne pourraient etre acquises; 
performance of the duties and functions under 
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section 16 referred to in paragraph (a) would I v, \ 
not be obtained; 

(c) the type of communication proposed to be c) les categories de comlTIlmications dont 
intercepted, the type of information, records, l' interception, les categories d' informations, de 
documents or things proposed to be obtained documents ou d 'objets dont I 'acquisition, ou 
and the powers referred to in paragraphs (3)(a) les pouvoirs vises aux alineas (3)a) a c) dont 
to (c) proposed to be exercised for that l'exercice, sont a autoriser; 
purpose; 

(d) the identity of the person, if known, whose d) l' identite de la personne, si elle est connue, 
communication is proposed to be intercepted dont les communications sont a intercepter ou 
or who has possessIon of the information, qUi est en posseSSIon des informations, 
record, document or thing proposed to be documents ou objets a acquerir; 
obtained; 

(e) the persons or classes of persons to whom e) les personnes ou categories de personnes 
the warrant is proposed to be directed; destinataires du mandat demande; 

(f) a general description of the place where the t) si possible, une description generale du lieu 
warrant is proposed to be executed, if a general 0" Ie mandat demande est a executer; 
description ofthat place can be given; 

(g) the period, not exceeding sixty days or one g) la duree de validite applicable en vertu du 
year, as the case may be, for which the warrant paragraphe (5), de soixante jours ou d'un an au 
is requested to be in force that is applicable by maX1ll1um, selon Ie cas, demandee pour Ie 
virtue of subsection (5); and mandat; 

(h) any preVIOUS application made under h)la mention des demandes anterieures 
subsection (1) in relation to a person who is presentees au titre du paragraphe (1) touchant 
identified in the affidavit in accordance with des personnes visees a I' alinea d), la date de 
paragraph (d), the date on which each such chacune de ces demandes, Ie nom du juge a qui 
application was made, the name of the judge to elles ont ete presentees et la decision de celui-
whom it was made and the judge's decision on ci dans chaque cas. 
it. 

Issuance ofwa .... ant Deliv .. ance du mandat 

(3) Notwithstanding any other law but subject (3) Par derogation a toute autre regie de droit 
to the Statistics Act, where the judge to whom mais sous reserve de la Loi sur la statistique, Ie 
an app\ ication under subsection (1) is made is juge a qui est presentee la demande vi see au 
satisfied of the matters referred to m paragraphe (1) peut decemer Ie mandat s'il est 
paragraphs (2)( a) and (b) set out in the affidavit convaincu de l'existence des faits mentionnes 
accompanying the application, the judge may aux alineas (2)a) et b) et dans l'affidavit qui 
Issue a warrant authorizing the persons to accompagne la demande; Ie mandat autorise 
whom it IS directed to intercept any ses destinataires a intercepter des 
communication obtain information, communications a ' . des or any ou acquenr 
record, document or thing and, for that infonnations, documents ou objets. A cette [m, 
purpose, il peut autoriser aussi, de leur part : 

(a) to enter any place or open or obtain access a) l' acces a un lieu ou un objet ou l'ouverture 
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to any thing; d 'un objet; 

(b) to search for, remove or return, or examine, b) la recherche, I' enlevement ou la remise en 
take extracts from or make copies of or record place de tout document ou objet, leur examen, 
in any other manner the information, record, Ie prelevement des infonnations qUI s'y 
document or thing; or trouvent, amSl que leur enregistrement et 

l' etablissement de copies ou d'extraits par tout 
procede; 

(c) to install, maintain or remove any thing. c) I'installation, I' entretien et I' enlevement 
d 'objets. 

Activities outside Canada Activites a l'exterieur du Canada 

(3.1) Without regard to any other law, (3.1) Sans egard it toute autre regIe de droit, 
including that of any foreign state, a judge notamment Ie droit de tout Etat etranger, Ie 
may, in a warrant issued under subsection (3), juge peut autoriser I' exercice it I' exterieur du 
authorize activities outside Canada to enable Canada des activites autorisees par Ie mandat 
the Service to investigate a threat to the dec erne, en vertu du paragraphe (3), pour 
security of Canada. permettre au Service de faire enquete sur des 

menaces envers la securite du Canada. 

Matters to be specified in warrant Contenu du mandat 

(4) There shall be specified in a warrant issued (4) Le mandat decerne en vertu du paragraphe 
under subsection (3) (3) porte les indications suivantes : 

(a) the type of communication authorized to be a) les categories de communications dont 
intercepted, the type of infonnation, records, I'interception, les categories d' informations, de 
documents or things authorized to be obtained documents ou d'objets dont I ' acquisition, ou 
and the powers referred to in paragraphs (3)(a) les pouvoirs vises aux aline as (3)a) it c) dont 
to (c) authorized to be exercised for that I' exercice, sont autorises; 
purpose; 

(b) the identity of the person, if known, whose b) I' identite de la personne, si elle est connue, 
communication is to be intercepted or who has dont les communications sont it intercepter ou 
possession of the informati on, record, qm est en possession des informations, 
document or thing to be obtained; documents ou objets it acquerir; 

(c) the persons or classes of persons to whom c) les personnes ou categories de personnes 
the warrant is directed; destinataires du mandat; 

(d) a general description of the place where the d) si possible, une description generale du lieu 
warrant may be executed, if a general ou Ie mandat peut etre execute; 
description of that place can be given; 

(e) the period for which the warrant is in force; e) la duree de validite du mandat; 
and 

(f) such tenns and conditions as the judge f) les conditions que Ie juge estime indiquees 
considers advisable in the public interest. dans I 'interet public. 
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Maximum duration of warrant Duree maximale I 

(5) A warrant shall not be issued under (5) II ne peut etre decerne de mandat en vertu 
subsection (3) for a period exceeding du paragraphe (3) que pour une periode 

maximale: 

(a) sixty days where the warrant is issued to a) de soixante jours, lorsque Ie mandat est 
enable the Service to investigate a threat to the decerne pour permettre au Service de faire 
security of Canada within the meaning of enquete sur des menaces envers la securite du 
paragraph (d) of the defInition of that Canada au sens de l'alinea d) de la defInition 
expression in section 2; or de telles menaces contenue it l'article 2; 

(b) one year in any other case. b) d' un an, dans tout autre cas. 

Application for warrant - measures to Demande de mandat - mesures pour 
reduce threats to the security of Canada reduire les menaces envers la securite du 

Canada 

21.1 (1) If the Director or any emp loyee who is 21.1 (1) Le directeur ou un employe designe it 
designated by the Minister for the purpose cette fIn par Ie ministre peut, apn!s avolr 
believes on reasonable grounds that a warrant obtenu l 'approbation du ministre, demander it 
under this section is required to enable the un juge de decerner un mandat en conformite 
Service to take measures, within or outside avec Ie present article s'i l a des motifs 
Canada, to reduce a threat to the security of raisonnab I es de crolre que Ie mandat est 
Canada, the Director or employee may, after necessaire pour permettre au Service de 
having obtained the Minister's approval, make prendre, au Canada ou it l'exterieur du Canada, 
an application in accordance with subsection des mesures pour reduire une menace envers la 
(2) to a judge for a warrant under this section. securite du Canada. 

Matters to be specified in application Contenu de la demande 

(2) An application to a judge under subsection (2) La demande est presentee par ecrit et 
(1) shall be made 111 

.. wntmg and be accompagnee de I' affidavit du demandeur 
accompanied by the appl icant's affidavit portant sur les points suivants : 
deposing to the following matters: 

(a) the facts relied on to justify the belief on a) les faits sur lesquels Ie demandeur s'appuie 
reasonable grounds that a warrant under this pour avoir des motifs raisonnables de croire 
section is required to enable the Service to take que Ie mandat est necessaire pour permettre au 
measures to reduce a threat to the security of Service de prendre des mesures pour reduire 
Canada; une menace envers la securite du Canada; 

(b) the measures proposed to be taken; b) les mesures envisagees; 

(c) the reasonableness and proportionality, in c) Ie fait que les mesures envisagees sont justes 
the circumstances, of the proposed measures, et adaptees aux circonstances, compte tenu de 
having regard to the nature of the threat, the la nature de la menace et des mesures, ainsi 
nature of the measures and the reasonable que des solutions de rechange acceptables pour 
availability of other means to reduce the threat; reduire la menace; 

(d) the identity of the persons, if known, who d) I' identite des personnes qui sont touchees 
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are directly affected by the proposed measures; directement par les mesures envisagees, si elle 
est connue; 

(e) the persons or classes of persons to whom e) les personnes ou categories de personnes 
the warrant is proposed to be directed; destinataires du mandat demande; 

(f) a general description of the place where the t) si possible, une description generale du lieu 
warrant is proposed to be executed, if a general ou Ie mandat demande est a executer; 
description of that place can be given; 

(g) the period, not exceeding 60 days or 120 g) la duree de validite applicable en vertu du 
days, as the case may be, for which the warrant paragraphe (6), de soixante jours ou de cent 
is requested to be in force that is applicable by vingt JOurs au maxmmm, selon Ie cas, 
virtue of subsection (6); and demandee pour Ie mandat; 

(h) any preViOUS application made under h)la mention des demandes anterieures 
subsection (1) in relation to a person who is presentees au titre du paragraphe (1) touchant 
identified in the affidavit in accordance with des personnes visees a I'alinea d), la date de 
paragraph (d), the date on which each such chacune de ces demandes, Ie n0111 du juge a qui 
application was made, the name of the judge to elles ont ete presentees et la decision de celui-
whom it was made and the judge 's decision on ci dans chaque cas. 
it. 

Issuance of warrant '. Delivl"3nce du mandat 

(3) Despite any other law but subject to the (3) Par derogation a to ute autre regie de droit 
Statistics Act, if the judge to whom an mais SOllS reserve de la Loi sur la statistique, Ie 
application under subsection (1) is made is juge a qui est presentee la demande visee au 
satisfied of the matters referred to m paragraphe (1) peut decerner Ie mandat s ' il est 
paragraphs (2)( a) and (c) that are set out in the convamcu de I'existence des faits qui sont 
affidavit accompanying the application, the mentionnes aux aline as (2)a) et c) et enonces 
judge may issue a warrant authorizing the dans I'affidavit qui accompagne la demande; Ie 
persons to whom it is directed to take the mandat autorise ses destinataires a prendre les 
measures specified in it and, for that purpose, mesures qui y sont indiquees. A cette fin, il 

peut autoriser aussi, de leur part : 

(a) to enter any place or open or obtain access a) I'acces a un lieu ou un objet ou I'ouverture 
to any thing; d'un objet; 

(b) to search for, remove or return, or examine, b) la recherche, I' enlevement ou la remise en 
take extracts from or make copies of or record place de tout document ou objet, leur examen, 
in any other manner the information, record, Ie prelevement des informations qUl s'y 
document or thing; trouvent, amSi que leur enregistrement et 

I' etablissement de copies ou d' extraits par tout 
procede; 

(c) to install, maintain or remove any thing; or c) I' installation, I' entretien et I' enlevement 
d'objets; 

(d) to do any other thing that is reasonably d)les autres actes necessaires dans les 
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necessary to take those measures. circonstances a la prise des mesures. 

Measures taken outside Canada Mesures it l'exrerieur du Canada 

(4) Without regard to any other law, including (4) Sans egard a toute autre regIe de droit, 
that of any foreign state, a judge may, in a notamment Ie droit de tout Etat etranger, Ie 
warrant issued under subsection (3), authorize juge peut autoriser la prise it I'exterieur du 
the measures specified in it to be taken outside Canada des mesures indiquees dans Ie mandat 
Canada. dec erne en vertu du paragraphe (3). 

Matters to be specified in warrant Contenu du mandat 

(5) There shall be specified in a warrant issued (5) Le mandat decerne en vertu du paragraphe 
under subsection (3) (3) porte les indications suivantes : 

(a) the measures authorized to be taken; a) les mesures autorisees; 

(b) the identity of the persons, if known, who b) I' identite des personnes qui sont touchees 
are directly affected by the measures; directement par les mesures, si elle est connue; 

(c) the persons or classes of persons to whom c) les personnes ou categories de personnes 
the warrant is directed; destinataires du mandat; 

(d) a general description of the place where the d) si possible, une description generale du lieu 
warrant may be executed, if a general ou Ie mandat peut Hre execute; 
description ofthat place can be given; 

(e) the period for which the warrant is in force; e) la duree de validite du mandat; 
and 

(f) any terms and conditions that the judge 1) les conditions que Ie juge estime indiquees 
considers advisable in the public interest. dans I ' interet public. 

Maximum duration of warrant Duree maximale 

(6) A warrant shall not be issued under (6) II ne peut etre decerne de mandat en vertu 
subsection (3) for a period exceeding du paragraphe (3) que pour une periode 

maxirnale: 

(a) 60 days if the warrant is issued to enable a) de soixante jours, lorsque Ie mandat est 
the Service to take measures to reduce a threat dec erne pour permettre au Service de prendre 
to the security of Canada within the meaning des mesures pour reduire une menace envers la 
of paragraph (d) of the definition threats to the securite du Canada au sens de I'alinea d) de la 
security of Canada in section 2; or definition de telles menaces it I 'article 2; 

(b) 120 days in any other case. b) de cent vingt j ours, dans tout autre cas. 
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-------

From: 

Subject: 

Canadian Secu ri ty 
Intel ligence Service 

All employees 

Deputy Directors Operations 

Project 

S,rvioe ,,",dieo de 
v. renseignement de securite 
. III • 

SECRET 
January 23, 2017 

In early October, the Federal Court issued a judgement further to a series of hearings, known as 
the "en bane hearings". The majority ofthe judgement dealt with the Service's long term 
retention of associated data; however the Federal Court also responded positively to our request 
for a number of changes to section 21 (s. 21) warrant conditions. 

(For more information on the judgement see the Director's November 3rd message (French) or 
the General Backgrounder here (FRENCH). 

To implement the changes to the warrant conditions, we will be required to modify some of our 
s. 21 business practices and Project has been established to ensure that this is done in 
a coordinated fashion across the Service. Much of the work is well-underway and we anticipate 
changes to certain warrant conditions begitming in early-March. A Directive will be sent out 
with further details and, beginning in early-February, the DDO Secretariat and Project 
team members will hold information sessions with stakeholders across the country to explain any 
new compliance procedures. 

Should you have questions, you may contact the team via their email address or call the Team's 
Lead, at extension 

I would like to take this opportunity to thank you in advance for your support ofthis itlitiative. 

Deputy Director Operations 

PO Box 9732, Stat ion "T" , Ottawa, Ontario KIG 4G4 I CP 9732 , Slicclirsale 'T', Ottawa, Onta rio KIG 4G4 



Canadian Security 
Intell igence Service 

......... 

,"";,, co"d;" do 
_ '._ renseignement de securi te 

Director - Directeur 

TO: All employees 

FROM: Director Coulombe 

SUBJECT: Federal Court's Decision on Retention of Associated Data 

UNCLASSIFIED 
November 3,2016 

Recently, messages were shared on The Source pertaining to the restriction of access to certain 
datasets and data analysis capabilities. This action was prompted by a recent Federal Court of 
Canada decision on warrant conditions and the retention of non-threat related associated data 
linked with third party communications. When CSIS intercepts communications under a 
warrant, it obtains the content ofthe conununication, as well as data about the communication. 
This can include things such as phone numbers, time, and location among others. Previously, 
CSIS practice had been to delete the content of communications intercepts collected under 
warrant assessed to be non-threat related, but retain all ofthe associated data. Data exploitation 
by the Operation Data Analysis Centre (ODAC) employs computers to analyze associated data 
and discover new linkages, trends and pattems critical to investigations. 

In the ruling released today, the Federal Court recognized the intelligence value of the data 
analytic programme, and did not question the legality of collecting telecommunications 
associated data pursuant to warrants. However, on the very specific issue of retaining non-threat 
related associated data linked to third-party communications, the Court found that that associated 
data can only be retained if it is related to threats or of use to an investigation, prosecution, 
national defence or intemational affairs. 

We accept the Court ' s decision in full and have taken immediate actions to respond. As 
previously communicated, CSIS has halted all access to, and analysis of, associated data. At this 
time, no associated data will be deleted, but it is unavailable for analysis. The Court's finding 
means that CSIS will be required to assess, within a short period, communications data to 
determine its relevance to a subject of investigation or threat to the security of Canada. 

It is important to note that at no time did the Service believe the retention of non-threat related 
third party associated data to be inconsistent with the CSIS Act. Nor were we conducting these 
data analytic activities surreptitiously. 

The decision also found that CSIS breached its duty of candour in not informing the Court about 
its data analytic programme and its policy on the retention of associated data. CSIS had informed 
Ministers, the Inspector General, the Privacy Commissioner and the Security Intelligence 

PO. Box 9732 , Station "T" , Ottawa, Ontario KIG 4G4 I C.P. 9732, Succlirsale "T", Ottawa , Ontario KIG 4G4 



Review Committee of our data analysis program, activities and the existence of ODAC. The 
Service accepts the Court 's ruling on the issue of candour and we are working closely with the 
Department of Justice to develop measures aimed at ensuring that we meet our obligations to the 
Court going forward. 

Importantly, the Court acknowledged the age of the CSIS Act and that it may not be keeping pace 
with changing teclmology. The ongoing national security consultations represent an important 
opportunity to ensure that CSIS is meeting the dual objectives of security and privacy, and has 
the tools and authorities, with appropriate oversight, to meet both. CSIS will continue to 
contribute to that dialogue when possible to ensure we maintain tfie confidence of Canadians in 
our ability to balance these priorities. 

As such, I invite you to read our public response to the Court's decision through our media 
statement and Backgrounder. The retention and analysis of information is a significant public 
policy issue, not just in Canada, but also among our closest allies, and it can be a complicated 
technical subject. To help further clarify the issue in question, the Service will also be providing 
a background briefing to journalists. 

We will be undertaking a thorough review of the Federal Court's decision on the retention of 
non-threat related associated data linked to third parties in order to assess the potential 
operational and legal impacts. The Executive and I are cOlmnitted to keeping all employees up-
to-date on developments as we determine our way forward. Employees are encouraged to speak 
with their supervisors should they require any clarification or support. 

Michel Coulombe 

Os & As 



Service News 

ODAC - communications metadata analysis 
October 14, 2016 

To all Service employees, 

For the time being, the website by which employees can 
access ODAC data will be taken offline. Furthermore, 
ODAC will not be able to perform any data exploitation on 
section 21 metadata in relation to intercepted 
communications of targets until further notice. 

This action stems from the recent Federal Court en banc 
decision which characterizes Service's retention of non-
target, non-threat-related metadata as illegal. The Service 
is currently reviewing this decision, and determining its 
way forward 

Please note that the Court's decision will not stop the 
Service's use of meta data analysis in support of 
investigations; however, we will have to revise our 
practices to ensure compliance with new conditions 
established by the Court. 

DG 

Access to S.21 related metadata 
October 30, 2016 

To : All Service employees 

Further to the message on Section 21 related 
metadata, ITSS has restricted access to meta data in the 
following repositories and related systems until further 
notice; 

DG ITSS 

SECRET 

Nouvelles du Services 

CADO - I'analyse des metadonnees de 
communication 
Le 14 octobre 2016 

A tous les employes du Service 

A campter d'aujourd 'hui, Ie site web du Centre d'analyse 
des donnees operationnelles (CADO) sera mis hors ligne. 
De plus, Ie CADO ne sera plus en mesure d'exploiter des 
metadonnees tirees de I'interception de communications 
(article 21), et ce jusqu'a nouvel ordre. 

Cette mesure decoule de la recente decision de la Cour 
federale, en formation pleniere, selon laquelle la 
conservation de meta donnees non attribuees a des cibles 
et qui ne sont pas liees a la menace est illegale. Le . , 
Service examine la decision, afin de determiner la vOle a 
suivre. 

La decision de la Cour ne cessera pas I'analyse des 
metadonnees a I'appui des enquetes du Service. 
Cependant, nous devons revoir nos pratiques, afin de 
respecter les nouvelles conditions etablies par la Cour. 

DG ' 

Acces aux metadonnees relies a l'article 21 
le 30 octobre 2016 

A : tous les employes du Service 

Suite au message de la concernant I'utilisation des 
metadonnees relies a I'article 21 , jusqu'a nouvel ordre, la 
DSSTI a supprimee les acces aux metadonnees dans les 
repertoires et systemes suivants; 

DG DSSTI 
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Ottawa, Thursday, November 3, 2016 - The Director ofthe Canadian Security Intelligence 
Service (CSIS), Michel Coulombe, issued the following statement regarding the decisi0n issued 
today by the Honourable Justice Noel of the Federal Court: 

"The Federal Court has recently ruled on the retention of associated data linked to third party 
information. CSIS fully accepts the Court' s decision, and has taken immediate actions to 
respond. Given the Court ' s decision with respect to third-party data, CSIS has halted all access 
to, and analysis of, associated data while we undertake a thorough review of the decision in order 
to assess potential operational and legal impacts, and determine our way forward. 

I regret that we did not meet our duty of candour to the Court, and I commit to continuing my 
efforts, with the Deputy Minister of Justice, to address the Court's concerns. Let me be clear: all 
associated data collected under warrant was done so legally. The Court's key concern related to 
our retention of non-threat related associated data linked with third party communications, after 
it was collected. 

CSIS, in consultation with the Department of Justice, had interpreted the CSIS Act to allow for 
the retention ofthis sub-set of associated data. It is now clear thatthe Federal Court disagrees 
with this interpretation; a decision which we fully accept. 

As is the case for many of our international partners, CSIS has developed data analytic 
capabilities and expertise to analyze associated data and enhance its capacity to identify and 
assess threats to the security of Canada over time. When it comes to understanding and 
predicting the actions of the subjects of our investigations, data analytics has proven to be an 
effective tool. In the ruling released today, the Federal Court recognized the intelligence value of 
the data analytic programme and did not question the authority of collecting teleconununications 
associated data pursuant to warrants . TIle Court also rightly acknowledged the age ofthe CSIS 
Act and that it may not be keeping pace with changing teclmology and the current threat 
environment. 

The ongoing national security consultations represent an important opportunity to ensure that 
CSIS is meeting the dual objectives of security and privacy, and has the tools and authorities, 
with appropriate oversight, to meet both. 
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Because the nature of our business is principally secret, Canadians are largely unaware of the 
professionalism and outstanding dedication the men and women ofCSIS show every day as they 
carry out intelligence work. As the Director ofCSIS, I am extremely proud of the people with 
whom I work. Canadians, too, should be proud of those who work tirelessly to keep this great 
country safe. 

In addition, with respect to the ongoing situation in Quebec regarding the surveillance of 
journalists, I would like to state that I agree fully with the Prime Minister's statement on this 
matter. Such a situation would not occur at the federal level given the strong safeguards and 
protections we have in place to protect the freedom of the press in the course of our business. 

We appreciate the confidence the govenunent has in CSIS, and it remains for us a privilege to 
protect Canadians and Canada's interests at home and abroad." 

Infonnation: 
Media Relations 
Canadian Security Intelligence Service 
media-medias@smtp.gc.ca 
613-231-0100 
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Federal Court ruling on the retention of associated data linked to third party information. 

• CSIS takes seriously the concerns expressed by the Court with respect to meeting our 
duty of candour, and recognizes the importance of openness and transparency with the 
Federal Court. 

• CSIS is working closely with the Department of Justice to develop measures aimed at 
ensuring that we meet our obligations to the Court in matters oftransparency and duty of 
candour. 

• TIle Canadian Security Intelligence Service is mandated to investigate activities which 
may, on reasonable grounds, be suspected of posing a threat to the security of Canada. In 
order to investigate these threats, CSIS may apply to the Federal Court for a warrant 
when the response to the threat requires more intrusive measures. 

• 111rough the proceedings of the Court, over time, the provisions of warrants have 
changed to take into account the evolution oftechnology, legal developments, and 
investigative measures. 

• This ensures that the powers granted by the warrants are clearly defined and that their 
conditions take into account the impact that the execution of the warrant has on the 
collection and the retention of information. 

• The decision relates to the retention of certain infonnation that has been legally collected 
via the execution of warrants, issued by the Court, which authorized the interception of 
communications. 

• CSIS had sought to fully analyze all of the information - both the content and the 
associated data - for example, email addresses and telephone numbers. 

• As is the case for many of our international partners, CSIS has developed data analytic 
capabilities and expertise to significantly enhance the identification and assessment of 
threats to the security of Canada over time and space. This includes identifying patterns 
of movement, communications, behaviours, broad trends, and links that are otherwise 
unidentifiable. 
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When it comes to understanding and predicting the of the subjects of our 'lvo 
investigations, data analytics has proven to be an tool. ) I f V S'I::i::;r::/ 

I J (0 

In the ruling released today, the Federal Court recognizedihe intelligence value of the 
data analytic programme and did not question the authority of collecting 
telecommunications associated data pursuant to warrants. 

On the very specific issue of associated data linked to third-party communications, the 
Court found that it can only be retained if it is related to threats or of use to an 
investigation, prosecution, national defence or international affairs. 

• CSIS, in consultation with the Department of Justice, had interpreted the CSIS A ct as 
enabling the retention of this sub-set of associated data to allow for that important 
analytic work. At no time did the Service believe this to be inconsistent with the CSIS 
Act. 

• It is now clear that the Federal Court, on the issue of the retention of certain data, 
interprets the Act differently. 

• We accept this decision and have taken immediate actions to respond. 

• In response to the decision, CSIS halted all access to, and analysis of, associated data 
while we undertake a thorough review of the decision in order to assess potential 
operational and legal impacts, and determine our way forward. 
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1. Why did the Director appear before the Federal Court? ({IYfJI. S' ;:; 1'.:1-1.01.::/. 'lV0')'f:j 
) l:/f"'I &tr--/ r::/ 17) ::Jr::/ 

• Late 2015, CSIS applied to renew and obtain new warrants as well as prgpose /12]& 
amendments to warrant conditions. 

)/c '1 

• In light of the finding in the Security Intelligence Review Committee's (SIRe) annual 
report (2014-15), the Court requested that the collection, use, retention and destruction 
of associated data (referred to by SIRC as metadata) collected under warrants also be 
addressed. 

2. What is the decision? 

• The Court agreed with most ofthe terms and conditions proposed by CSIS on the 
warrant application that was presented to the Court. 

• The Court found that CSIS failed to fully and transparently inform the Court of its 
retention program and the establishment of the Operational Data Analysis Centre 
(ODAe), but did not find evidence that this had been done deliberately. 

• The Court determined that CSIS' retention of associated data linked to third -party 
communications found to be unrelated to threats or of no use to an investigation, 
prosecution, national defence or international affairs, is illegal. 

• That said, it is important to underline that all associated data was collected legally 
through warrants. The Federal Court's key concern relates to CSIS' long-term retention 
of non-threat related associated data linked with third party communications, after it 
was collected. 

• Further, the Court rightly acknowledged the age ofthe CSIS Act and that it may not be 
keeping pace with changing technology and the current threat environment. 

3. This is not the first incident of CSIS being found to be in breach of Duty of Candour. Why 
and what is being done to address this? 

• CSIS recognizes the importance of openness and transparency with the Federal Court. 

• Over time, the provisions ofthe warrants have changed to take into account the 
evolution of technology, legal developments and investigative measures . 
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• The CSISAct defines the Service's relationship with the Court. The means to approach 
the Court is through a warrant application, which creates a very fQcused type of 
interaction. v 

• We take these concerns very seriously and are working closely with the Department of 
Justice to develop measures aimed at ensuring that we meet our obligations to the 
Court in matters of transparency and duty of candour. 

• The Attorney General of Canada has taken a number of steps, including receiving advice 
from external experts, to ensure they are in the best possible position to meet the 
Government's duty of can dour in future hearings. 

4. Why did CSIS not inform the Court of its new position on the retention of data and the 
creation of the Operational Data Analysis Centre (ODAC)? 

• At various points, the Government, the Security Intelligence Review Committee and the 
Office of the Privacy Commissioner were made aware of CSIS' position on the retention 
of data and the establishment of ODAC. 

• In June 2011, CSIS did advise the Federal Court that it amended the wording of warrant 
conditions, but the Court found that our submission did not adequately address the 
distinction between the content of communications from the associated data of 
communications. CSIS accepts this finding. 

• CSIS acknowledges the fact that the Court should have been informed earlier ofthe 
existence of ODAC, and the change in the retention policy, and acknowledges this was a 
significant omission. At no point did CSIS deliberately seek to withhold this information 
from the Court, and the Court acknowledged that there is no evidence to that fact. 

• The development of this new capability evolved over time, as has our understanding of 
our obligations towards the Federal Court in this regard, which CSIS determines in close 
consultation with the Department of Justice. 

5. Has CSIS briefed this Minister on this matter? 

• In the context of an update on the court hearing, the current Minister of Public Safety 
has been briefed a number of times. 

• At various points, previous Ministers, the Security Intelligence Review Committee and 
the Office of the Privacy Commissioner were made aware of CSIS' position on the 
retention of data and the establishment of ODAC. 
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6. Did CSIS purposely mislead the Court in this case? 

• Government officials did not deliberately mislead the Court. The Court found that CSIS 
failed to fully and transparently inform the Court of its retention program and the 
establishment of the Operational Data Analysis Centre (ODAC), but did not find evidence 
that this had been done deliberately. 

CSIS RESPONSE TO THE DECISION 

7. What have you done to respond to the judgement? 

• On duty of candour: We take this finding very seriously and recognize the importance of 
compliance with Ministerial Direction and the CSIS Act, as well as openness and 
transparency with the Court. 

• We can and will do more to ensure that CSIS is fully transparent with the Federal Court 
regarding the use it makes or plans to make of the information it collects pursuant to 
Federal Court issued warrants . To that end, the Service is working closely with the 
Department of Justice. 

• On the retention of non-threat related associated data linked with third-party 
communications: CSIS immediately halted access to, and analysis of, associated data 
until such time as it can successfully distinguish associated data linked to third-party 
communications from that of subject of investigation communications. 

8. What steps will CSIS take to implement the Court's recommended two-step process of 
assessment? 

• CSIS will be required to assess, within a short period, communications data to determine 
its relevance to a subject of investigation or threat to the security of Canada. 

• Significant efforts will be required to implement policies, processes and technology that 
will successfully distinguish between threat related and non-threat related associated 
data. 

9. Has CSIS destroyed the data deemed illegal by the Court? 

• The Court did not order CSIS to destroy third -party associated data from its databases 
and recognized that the retention and analysis of associated data has yielded useful 
intelligence results in the past. 
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• CSIS immediately halted analysis and use of all associated data until such time as it can 
successfully distinguish associated data from that linked to a thri!at. 

• We are assessing the application of the Court's finding in this regard. 

CSIS USE OF ASSOCIATED DATA, ODAC 

10. How will CSIS deal with the associated data it currently holds? 

• CSIS immediately halted all access to, and analysis of, all associated data until such time 
as it can successfully distinguish associated data from that linked to a threat. 

11. Do data exploitation technologies target individuals NOT engaged in threat related 
activity? 

• No. Data exploitation is used in response to specific operational queries related to 
mandated investigations. 

• Data exploitation is a tool to assist the Service in discovering linkages, trends and 
patterns to advance investigations. 

• Determining whether or not a communication is threat-related is complex and may only 
become apparent as an investigation progresses. 

• The Service has seen examples where communications originally assessed to have no 
intelligence value were later revealed to contain key threat-related information. 

12. What is data exploitation, how does CSIS conduct data exploitation and why? 

• Data exploitation employs computers to analyze data and discover linkages, trends and 
patterns. These techniques enable humans to make sense of volumes of information 
that could not be processed without a computer's assistance. 

• Data exploitation enables the Service to effectively analyze threats to the security of 
Canada over time. It can provide insight into subjects of investigation; identify new leads 
and intelligence gaps and provide context and understanding to operations. 

• The exploitation of data is invaluable in relation to the exercise of CSIS' mandate, but it 
must be undertaken responsibly and in accordance with our authorities. The Federal 
Court decision provides new direction in this regard. 
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13. Was SIRC aware of CSIS' data exploitation activities and collection of .associated data? 
.::J 

• SIRC was aware of CSIS' data exploitation activities from shortly after the establishment 
of ODAC in 2006. 

1)', -:17 

• The Inspector General was also provided a verbal briefing on ODAC and data 
exploitation in support of operations in 2011. 

1 Ir 

• SIRC reviewed CSIS' use of associated data and published its findings on the issue in its 
2014-15 annual report. SIRC did not conclude that the retention of associated data was 
illegal. 

14. What were the Service's practices with regard to the retention of data collected under 
warrant prior to the Federal Court's decision? 

• Pursuant to policy, one year after collection, CSIS practice was to delete the content of 
communications intercepts collected under warrant assessed to be of no intelligence 
value. 

• Though the content was destroyed, the data about the communication was retained, 
whether or not it was related to a third-party. 

FEDERAL COURT HEARINGS 

15. What is an lien bane" hearing, why are they being held in relation to national security 
issues and what was the Government's role? 

• These are hearings where all available designated judges of the Federal Court, may 
attend, participate, and hear evidence. The Federal Court of Canada determines when 
en banc hearings occur. Very rarely, the Court has requested that a warrant application 
be heard in the presence of most or all designated judges. 

• As stated in Justice Noel's decision, sitting en banc in this case was helpful in reaching a 
decision as he had the benefit of his colleagues' perspectives. 

• Counsel for the Attorney General attended these hearings to represent CSIS in relation 
to specific warrant applications. 
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From: 

Subject: 

Canad ian Securi ty 
Intell igence Service 

All employees 

Deputy Director Operations 

Project 

The Service has recently initiated Project 

SECRET 
July :::t 5, 2016 

to establish an improved management 
system to govern the collection and retention or destruction of infonnation acquired pursuant to a 
warrant (CSIS Act S.21). This project and its expected outcomes are extremely important to the 
Service at this juncture. I would ask that all employees involved in the S-21 warrant process 
(regardless of Branch, Region or Directorate) provide their full cooperation to the 
team as they undertake their work over the summer. 

Recent circumstances have highlighted deficiencies in the Service 's current practices and 
systems related to retention of infonnation collected under warrant. To address these challenges, 

will review and re-engineer (as necessary) the related business systems resulting in: 

• a revised warrant process that will provide the highest level of assurance of compliance 
with warrant conditions and policy requirements; 

• a governance mechanism that has clear points of accountability; and 

• an operating culture that values and rewards continuous improvement of our business 
processes. 

(DDG ) will lead the team and report to the ADE on this 
initiative. The team will focus on the inter-related functioning of our people, processes and 
technology to ensure the Service achieves the above objective. The team will leverage a broad 
array of key stakeholders during the consultative process, and I would encourage staff to 
proactively engage the team to provide any further insight regarding this issue. 

It is anticipated that the review will be completed circa September 2016. The 
Project will then report its findings and table a proposed plan (including recommendations) to the 
Executive Committee. 

P.O. Box 9732, Station "T" , Ottawa, Ontario KIG 4G4 I C.P. 9732 , Succlirsale "T", Ottawa, Ontario KIG 4G4 



I would like to take the opportunity to thank you in advance for your support to the 
team. 

Sincerely, 

Deputy Director Operations 
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Governing Policy: Conduct of Ope tions (pending the pUblication of CSIS 
Policy on Cooperation and Infonnation-Sharing With Domest ic and Foreign 
Part "'U I 'I'- 1/' / 
Effective Date: 20150806 Approved by: DDO ·/Vl...qr-'r\ "fCr- ... 
Last Revised: 20150806 File No: and_ IV..<iCr' 

1 - ,. 'r . 
Policy Centre: DDO Sec Link to Frellch versioll 
Replaces: OPS-603, portions ofDDO Directive on Infotmati9hfSh¥ ir)$ (I 

Foreign Entities (2011-08-24), DDO Directive - Caveats and Assurances" ,... S 
2013-10-16 and A endix 4 - Caveats and Assurances 2013-10-16 CI2'S 

1. OBJECTIVE 

1.1 The obj ective of this procedure is to provide direction concerning the use of caveats and 
assurances when disseminating information or intelligence to any department, agency or 
organization outside ofthe Service. 

2. GENERAL DIRECTIVES 

2.1 The appropriate caveat must be included on all information or intelligence, whether hard 
copy or electronic, disclosed to any department, agency or organization outside the 
Service, domestic or foreign. 

2.1.1 The disclosure of information or intelligence received from foreign or domestic 
departments, agencies or organization is subject to the ''third pat1y rule". 

2.2 Information or intelligence disclosed for the following purposes does not require caveats: 

a) in response to requests made pursuant to the A ccess to Information Act and 
Privacy Act (A TIP); 

b) to other Government of Canada institutions for the purpose of fulfilling the 
Service's administrative requirements (e.g., Treasury Board, Auditor General, 
National Archives or Security Intelligence Review Committee); or, 

c) in providing information by Blind Memorandum which does not identify the 
Service as the originator. 

Further Dissemination 

2.3 Service information or intelligence that is to be disclosed through one agency to a third 
agency or agencies must include: 

a) the appropriate caveat(s) or other handling restrictions that are to apply to the third 
agency or agencies, which is appended to the information to be disclosed; or, 
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b) separate documentation with caveats or other handling restrictions, as required, 
authorizing the second agency to pass the material or any portion thereofto the 
stipulated third agency or agencies. 

Further Dissemination - Communications Security Establishment , 

2.4 Where the Service is seeking assistance from the Communication Security Establishment 
(CSE), the Service will request that the CSE include the following caveat on any sharing 
of Service selectors ' 

2.4.1 This caveat states that the selector is classified and that any use ofthe selector outside of 
normal procedures, 

agencies, is prohibited without first 
consulting CSE. The Service will request that the CSE obtain its approval for the use or 
further disclosure of Service selectors. 

Assurances 

2.5 Assurances can be received verbally or in writing by Headquarters 
Requests for verbal assurances must both adhere to the general intention ofthe 

assurances contained in section 4 and be documented as soon as possible once obtained. 

3. ST ANDARD CAVEATS 

CA VEAT 1: DISCLOSURE OF INFORMATION WHICH MAY BE SUBJECT TO 
ACCESS REQUESTS 

3.1 The following caveat must be included on formal exchanges with Canadian government 
departments, agencies or organizations, except on Advisory Letters to Canadian law 
enforcement agencies which must include Caveat 5: 

"This docwnent constitutes a record which may be subject to exemption under the 
Access to Information Act or the Privacy Act. The infonnatioll or intelligence must 
not be disclosed or used as evidence without prior consultation with the Canadian 
Security Intelligence Service." 
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3.2 Caveat 1 is intended to provide notice that the exchanged information or intelligence may 
be subject to access requests under the Access to Information Act and/or Privacy A ct 
(A TIP Acts), and may be exempted under these Acts, provisions ofthe Canada Evidence 
A ct or any other legislation that protects the information or intelligence from production 
or disclosure. 

3.2.1 Govermnent departments, agencies or organizations are advised to direct their requests 
for consultation in relation to disclosures under the A TIP A cts to: 

Canadian Security Intelligence Service 
P.O. Box 9732 
Ottawa Postal Terminal 
Ottawa, Ontario KIG 4G4 
Attn: Access and Privacy Coordinator 
Tel: (613) 231-0107 

CA VEAT 2: DISCLOSURE OF INFORMATION FOR INTERNAL USE ONLY 

3.3 The following caveat must be included in disclosures to foreign agencies or 
organizations, and Canadian departments, agencies or organizations, except on Advisory 
Letters to Canadian law enforcement agencies which must include Caveat 5: 

"This docwnent is the p.'operty of the Canadian Security Intelligence Service 
(CSIS). It is loaned to your agency I department in confidence, for internal use only. 
It must not be reclassified or disseminated, in whole or in part, without the consent 
ofthe originator. If you are subject to freedom of information or other laws which 
do not allow you to protect this information from disclosure, notify CSIS 
immediately and return the document." 

3.4 Caveat 2 is intended to identify that the information or intelligence disclosed is: 

a) the property of the Service; 

b) for internal use within the recipient's department, agency or organization; and, 

c) not to be re-classified or further disseminated without the consent of the Service. 

3.5 Caveat 1 must accompany Caveat 2 for disclosures to Canadian departments or agencies 
or organizati ons. 
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CA VEAT 3: DISCLOSURE OF SPECIAL OPERATIONAL INFORMATION 

3.6 The following caveat must also be included in disclosures to foreign agencies or 
organizations, and Canadian departments, agencies or organizations, except on Advisory 
Letters to Canadian law enforcement agencies which must include Caveat 5: 

"This document is the property of the Canadian Security Intelligence Service and 
may constitute "special operational infOimation" as dermed in the Security of 
Illformatioll Act. It is loaned to your agency / department in confidence. It must not 
be reclassified or disseminated, in whole or in part, without the consent of the 
originator." 

3.7 Caveat 3 is intended to identify that the information or intelligence disclosed: 

a) is the property ofthe Service; 

b) was collected from sensitive sources (e.g., human, technical) and that further 
disclosure may reveal the Service's sources, targets of investigation, operational 
methodology, investigative techniques, etc.; and, 

c) is classified and is not to be re-classified or disclosed without the consent of CSIS. 

3.8 Caveat 1 must accompany Caveat 3 for disclosures to Canadian departments, agencies or 
organizati ons. 

CA VEAT 4: DISCLOSURE OF INFORMATION TO CANADIAN LA W ENFORCEMENT 
AGENCIES - POTENTIALLY INJURIOUS TO NATIONAL SECURITY 

3.9 The following caveat must be included in the disclosure of security information and 
intelligence to Canadian law enforcement agencies when the documents contain 
"potentially injurious information", except on Advisory Letters to Canadian law 
enforcement agencies which must include Caveat 5: 

"Since disclosure ofinfomlation contained in this document might be injurious to 
national security, the Canadian Security Intelligence Service (CSIS) objects to its 
disclosure before a court, person or any body with jurisdiction to compel its 
production or disclosure. The CSIS may take all steps pursuant to the Callada 
Evidellce Act or any other legislation to protect this infOimation or intelligence from 
production or disclosure." 

3.10 This caveat is intended to prevent disclosure of information or intelligence before a court, 
person or body with the jurisdiction to compel its production or disclosure and in doing 
so, could jeopardize the identity of the Service's confidential sources or sensitive 
methodologies and thereby national security. 
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3.11 Caveat 2 or Caveat 3, when appropriate, should accompany Caveat 4 on documents 
disclosed to Canadian law enforcement agencies. Caveat 4 does not need to be included 
on Advisory Letters to Canadian Law enforcement agencies. 

CA VEAT 5: DISCLOSURE OF INFORMATION TO CANADIAN LAW ENFORCEMENT 
AGENCIES -ADVISORY LETTERS 

3.12 The following caveat must be included in an Advisory Letter to any Canadian law 
enforcement agency: 

"This document is the property of the Canadian Security Intelligence Service. The 
document constitutes a record which may be subject to exemption under the Access 
to Illformatioll Act or Privacy Act. This document may constitute "special 
operational information" as defined in the Security of Illformatioll Act. The 
Canadian Security Intelligence Service may, as required, also seek protections 
under s. 38 of the Callada Evidellce Act or s. 18.1 of the Calladiall Security 
Illtelligellce Service Act to information contained within the document. 

This document is being provided to your Agency for use in any related investigation, 
including use in applications for judicial authorizations. Any other use or 
dissemination of this document or the information contained therein will require 
prior consultation with and authorization by the Canadian Security Intelligence 
Service. If information contained in this document is included in your applications 
for judicial authorizations, the Canadian Security Intelligence Service requires the 
opportunity to review any applications prior to fIling." 

3.13 This caveat is intended to acknowledge that the information and intelligence disclosed 
may be used by Canadian law enforcement agencies in the process of seeking judicial 
authorizations andlor used as evidence in the proceedings, but provides notice that some 
information may be exempted from disclosure under these Acts. 

CA VEAT 6: COMPLIANCE WITH INTERNATIONAL HUMAN RIGHTS LA W 

3.14 In addition to the required caveats listed above, the following caveat must be included 
when sharing information and intelligence with all foreign entities: 

"This information is provided to your agency for intelligence purposes only. 
Notwithstanding other caveats on this information, if your agency's use or 
disclosure of the information results in the detention of a person or the taking of any 
action against a person, such action must be in accordance with international law, 
including the United Nations COllventioll against Torture alld Other Cruel, Illhumall, 
or Degradillg Treatmellt or PUllishmellt." 
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4. ASSURANCES 

4.1 The decision to request assurances is at the discretion of Deputy Directors General 
(DDGs) or the Information Sharing Evaluation Committee (ISEC). 

4.2 The following paragraph must be used for requesting assurances regarding information 
received from a foreign entity: 

"The Canadian Security Intelligence Service (CSIS) has received the following 
infonnation from your agency (insert name). CSIS wishes to receive confinnation 
that this infonnation was obtained by your agency in accordance with the provisions 
ofthe United Nations Convention against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or 
Degrading Treatment or Punishment." 

Assurances a/Past and lor Continued Respect a/Human Rights 

4.3 The following paragraph must be used for requesting assurances of past and/or continued 
respect of human rights: 

"The Canadian Security Intelligence Service (CSIS) is sending (or sent) the 
following infonnation to your agency (insert name). TIns information is (or was) 
accompanied by the following caveat: "This infonnation is (or was) provided to 
your agency for intelligence purposes. Notwithstanding other caveats on tills 
infonnation, if your agency's use or disclosure ofthe infonnation results in the 
detention of a person or the taking of any action against a person, such action must 
be in accordance with international law, including the United Nations Convention 
against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment." 
CSIS respectfully requests conf"U"Illation that tills caveat will be (or was) respected." 

4.4 To determine the need to request assurances, the OPS DDG or the ISEC can consult the 
criteria listed in Appendix 3 of the 2011 0824 DDO Directive on Information Sharing 
with Foreign Entities. 

4.5 All requests for assurances and responses must be documented and retained in the 
Service's information holdings and contain the following details: 

a) File number: 

b) Recipients: Relevant operational employees (both HQ and regional), and 

c) Details of the request and the response (dates, content, verbal or in 
writing); 
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d) Names and titles of the individuals who made the request and provided the 
responses; and, 

e) Any other relevant information. 
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TO: REGIONAL DIRECTORS GENERAL, 
DG CTD, DG CICP, DG HSOS, DG STS 

CC: Executive, Chief DDO Secretariat 

FROM: noo 

SUB.JECT: 

The Service faces operationaJ pressures 

1/ ..... 

CLASSIFICATION: SEC;REJ' _ )S Jr::f 
11::/ ) 

FILE: 
r 

DATE: 201601 15 

Our mandate, the direction we receive frum the 
Government of Canada (Go C) and the ex.pectations of the Canadian citizenry, I 

Over the course of the past several years, the Service has developed increasingly closer ties to many 
of its foreign partners, ranging in nature from information sharing to joint operations. As these 
partnerships have matured, so has the scope and complexity of these interactions. 



a. a valid 
agency; 

agreement linked to section 17 of the CSIS Act with the foreign 
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Deputy Director Operations 
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f1 

&O/Q .{OV 
III the current threat environmcnt. terrorism is the to 'Va . 1. 

The following Ministerial lJirection provides guidanec to the Director ofCS IS. pursuant to 
section 6(2) of the ('SIS ACf, on illtc)rmation sharing with foreign entities. 

l. Canada's Legal Obligations 

Sharing information with fQreign entities is an integral part ofCSIS' mandate. It is al so a formal 
obligation pursuant to or va rious international resolutions and agreements. 

n 0 
The Government or Canada oppos (; . I) tr .{ possible terms the mistreatmellt of any 
individual by any foreign entity fO 0/ y e. ' he/ fo 'C I ment nls0 has a dllty to its own 
citizens and to its allies to prevent indi 1 .agin) 1.n threat related activi ties from causIng 
han11, whether in Callada or in a cOLIn J. <:, "I 

v . 11.0 
" . '1 c;/ St 

The Government of Canada dctes n teo; do the usc of tOl1.Ulto. 0 h . }.!n l wrul methods in 
respollding to ten'orisrn and other thrdlt5 to natlonal te12-urity. The J IS committed to 
pursuing. a principled and rropoliionate resp {lse to tb s,e threats. while promoting and upholdin g 
the values Canada seeks to protect. 

A 

Canada is J party to a number of international agreements that prohibit torture and other fo rms of 
cruel. inhuman, or degrading treatment or punishment. These include the InternatiOllal 
Covellant 011 Civil a//(/ Political Rights and the CO/lvCl1IioJ1 Agaillst Torture und Other Cruel, 
Inhumane, or Dcxradil1/-i Treatment or PI/I/ls!lmenl (CA 7). The CAT requires state pm1ies to 
criminalizc all instances of torture, and to take effective measures to prevent torture and other 
cruel, inhuman, or degrading treatment or punishment in ,my telTitory under their jurisdi ction . 

Torture is (j criminal offence in Canada that has extraterritorial application. The Crimil/ol 
rode' s provisions Em:crninc secondary liahi lity also prohihit aid ing and ahclting the commission 
of torture, counselling the commission of torture whether or not the torture is committed, 
conspir:1ey to commit torture , attempting to commit torture, and being an accessory after the Llct 
to torture . 

I This Direction would !lot changc legal authorities for sharing information with forei gn entities. 
Although the term, foreign cnlity, ha not been fonnJlly defined, it primarily rdcl"s to foreign govcrn mcnl 
agencies and militaries. The term may also refer to military coalilions. alliallces. ami in terna tio nal 
organizat ions. 
A/ lp ro\'('d 0" Jut v 28 . . .YJ 1/ 
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! 
More broadly, section 7 u r the Canoe/ian Charter gual'antees that 
"everyone has the right to life, liberty, and security of the person. ' '- . ' ti n' 12 n£tila ;hnrtel' 
prohibits "any cruel and un usua l trea tment or pUlishmcn ,." which Qalltlq i'< hll\4: 
described as behaviour "so excessive as to out rag be tandard of decen ;y, Thi, bel ur 
includes tOl1urc and other crue l. inhwnan, or dcgrad}f1g lrea unishmell . )SI::i2J. 

'Y Jh Q I/' Ci/;r'c::t <.l P'I&, c::t 
O/v/) '(jc::t :-, ./ OJ. 215//1 /)S 
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2. Definitions 

"Mistreatment" means torture or other cruel. in human. or degradi ng treatmc l.t\ 

"Substantial ri sk" is a personal. prescnt, cmd fore seeable ri sk of mistreatmellt. 

• In order to be "substantial." the risk must be real and must be based 011 somethin g more 
than mere theory or speCUlat ion. 

• In most cases, the lest of a substantial risk of mi streatment will be satisfIed when it is 
more li ke ly than not that there will be mistreatment. However, the "more likel y than not" 
lest should not he applied rigidly because in somt: cast:s, particul arl y where the risk is or 
severe harm, the "su stantial risk" standard may be satisfied at a lowe r level of 
probability. 

3. Information S haring Princ iple!; 

Sharing information v.:iili foreign entities is an infegral par ofCSlS' mandate. It is also a forma l 
obligation pursuant 10 Canada 's of varim!s al1d agreements . 

In sharing infonnation, CS IS must act in a manner that complies with Canada 's laws and legal 
obligations. Tt is to avoid any complicity in mistreatment by fo reign entiti e$. 

CS IS mllst assess and mitigate potential risks of sharing intormation in ways that are consistent 
with its unique role and responsibilities. 

CS IS must alsu assess the accur;:H:Y ;U1J reliabil ity ofinJormation received, and properly 
eharocteri ze this infonmltion in any further di ssemination. It must have in plaee reasonable ::md 
appropriate measures to identify information that is likely to have been derived from 
mistreatment. 

The approvalle\'el that CSIS requires in order to sha re informatiol1 ll1l1st he proportionate to the 
risk or mistreatment that may res ult : the greate r the risk. tilt.: more senior the level or approval 
required. 

CSIS also has a responsibility to keep the Minister of Public Safety generally infonncd about its 
inlormation sharing prl:lctices. 
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4. Decision Mal{ing Process When There Is A Subsluij(ia l 'R:is {of M!i • h}lent In Sharing 
Information ro v) 

L..J . ] 

Except when there is Ll substantial risk. CSIS is responsible-for establishing rpf valle > that 
are proportionnte to the risks in shnring infomlation w)ih tor 1 Thcl.{)Uo \Ying 
decision making process applies whcn there is a substanfa is went or;]n bipjv 8tlal. &!::Jc:I 

V .J 

When there is a substantial risk that sending information to. or SOlid io-g r furnwGol TOm, a '.::J& 
foreign entity would result in the mistreatment of an individual, and it is Ll that 
risk can be mitigated through the usc of caveats or assurances, the matter wi ll the 
Director for decision. 

In making his or her decisio n, the Director will nomlally consider the fo llowing infonnation, all 
of which must be properly characterized in lem lS of its accuracy and reliability: 

• the threat to Canada's national "ecurity or other interests, and the nature and imminence 
of that threat; 

• the impo11ance of sha ring the info rmation, having regard to Canada' s nat ional security or 
other interests; 

• th c status of the rekllionsh;ip wiln the forei gn entity with whie h the information is to be 
and an asscssment oftQ(t hWl1an rj ghts record of the foreign entity: 

• the rationule for belicving that th rC is a su...hstalitial risk that sharing the information 
would lead to the ll1istream1ellt of all indi vid ual ; 

• the proposed l11CaSUTes to mitigate tbe risk, and the like1ih od hat these measures wi ll be 
sueccssf-ul (including, for example, the fo reign entity's record in complying with past 
ass urances. and the capacity of those gover/1 l1)cnl ofGcia ls to fu lfj! the proposed 
assu rance): 

• the views of the Department of foreign Affairs and 1l1tcrna1ional Trade (DF All); and 

• the views of other depal1mcnts and agencies, as appropriate. as well as any other relevant 
that may arise in the circwnstances. 

The Director may refer the decision whethcr or not to share information with tlte foreign cntity to 
the Millister of Public Safety. in which case the Minister wi ll be provided with the information 
describcd above. 

The Director or Min ister of Public Safety shall authorize the sharing of informatioll with the 
foreign elltity only in accordance with this Direction and with Canada's legal oh ligations . 

5. {Jse Of ruformation That May Have Been Derived Through \1istrcatment By I'oreign 
E ntities 

As a gcneral rule, i directed to not knowingly rely upon information derived through 
mistreatment by foreign ellti ties. 



In exccptional circumstances, CSIS may need to share lhQst romp eIc II fo matiol1 in its 
possession. including information from foreign entities til' t \ as likel ' deh 'Sd throl,lgb 
mistreatment. in order to mitigate a serious threat of loss of life. illjjlry -n ;:::t.hstanlja damage or 
destruction of proper IV before it materializes. In s.uc rare Qrcwnstanc irWOrlHfI. suci 

'" "- 'Y 

infonnat ion sakly because of its source would <1n na6 v:l ab le ris to pubII [;afet I': 
'Y&2Jc:I 

When the re is a serious ri sk of loss of Ii fe , injury, or sllbstanlm,t -' . ooJnl tion () I &f)S 
property, CSIS will make the protection of life and property its Pllbf-ly. (IfCSll3 ne\.'\h l.() share ':I 
infom'lvtion that was likely derived through mistreatment with appropri ate a]lthQri i.e,s i\1 order to 
mitigate a serious threat. the malter will be referred to the Director. All decision. hill) b made 
only in accordance with this L>irection and with Canada's legal obligations. "", 

CSIS will take all reasonable measures to reduce the risk that any action on its part might 
promote or condone the use or mistreatment. Measures will also be taken to ensure that the 
information which may have been derived through mistreatment is accurately described. and that 
its reliabili ty is properly characterized. Caveats will be imposed on information shared with both 
ciall11;;stic and recipients to restrict their use of infoll11ation, as appropriate. 

6. SUPIlOI·t Q,) 
/ IY 

) 

To hel p ensure a consistent understandjng ol tl}c ;'isks of sharing information with foreign 
enti ties. DfAlT will continue 10 m9ke its country human rights report s available to the 
intcll igen<.:c and 1<.1\\ e;:nfurcement COlll ll1uf)L\y. 
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TO: ADO and ADl CLASSIFI ATION: SECR¥T 0 
" 

CC: ADC, ADE, DG CTD, DG lAB 

FROM: DDO 

J '-' c:j 
SUBJECT: UPDATE TO INTERIM DIRECTIVE FOR ALL INFORMATION 

SHARING ACTIVITES 

Further to my interim direction on 2015 1029, the following caveat was to be included on all CT 
information shared with foreign partners: 

This injormation is provided to your agency for intelligence purposes only. it is loaned to 
your agency/department in confidence jor internal use. 

The caveat will continue to be included on all other CT information shared with foreign partners. 
All information sharing will continue to be subject to existing international law and third party 
dissemination caveats that had previously been applied. 

Policy and Foreign Relations Branch (PFR) is also exploring means by which the Service can adopt 
a similar approach to future theatres of operation where the GoC 

with any additional direction provided under separate cover. 

While PFR is developing CSIS-wide policy and procedures which will provide clear guidelines for 
appropriate risk mitigation, this note will serve as an updated interim direction for all information 
sharing activities. I have attached a document outlining the above for onward transmission to your 
staff. 

Tht: ADO will lead a review of all existing caveats with the intention of improving their focus and 
reducing the number available. 

beputy L'Arector Operations 


